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ABSTRACT 

This thesis explores the 'Richard Riot' of 1 9 5 5  This incident has become a pan of 

Canadian hockey history. but its place within the socio-historical framework has yet to be 

adequatelv explored. lntegral to the overall event were the class, 'race', and national 

dimensions that gave the riot its symbolic significance The 'Richard Riot' was thu.; an 

expression of the tensions that pemaded French-Canadian society for  generations The 

socially-svmbolic identities that were bound up in the French-Canadian appreciation of 

Maurice 'The Rocket' Richard and the Montreal Canadiens Club de Hockey and the 

disdain for Uationai Hockey League president Clarence Campbell paralleled larger social 

realities and revealed the social signi ticance of professional ice hockey in Quebec .As 

hockrv developed into an 'institutionalized' popular. cultural pursuit within French 

Canada. it provided a stage upon which social tensions could be svmbolically played out. 
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INTRODUCTION 

"RICHARD BANNI PAR CAMPBELL "' 
" VICTIME D ' UNE N O W E L  L E INJUSTICE.. . '" 

"LA PUNITION JUGEE TROP FORTE E'" 

"IRED [sic] FANS THREATEN REPRISAL '" 

These were just a few of the headlines that ran off the printing presses of 

Montreal's major newspapers and captured the atmosphere of outrage and antagonism 

which engulfed the city the evening of St. Patrick's Day, 1955. The headlines were a 

response to the suspension levied against Montreal Canadirn superstar hockey player. 

Maurice 'The Rocket' Richard, by National Hockey League ( N .  H. L . )  president, Clarence 

Campbell. Though Canadien fans in Montreal, Quebec. and the rest of Canada here 

disappointed by the news of the suspension. a clear 'racial' divide existed amons them as 

to the degree to which their disappointment was felt and expressed. While English-origin 

fans attempted to understand the rationale behind the suspension and responded calmly. 

French fans. many of whom regarded Richard as 'one of their own' and a symbol of 

French Canada, felt personally victimized and were incensed to the point of reacting 

violently. 

The 'racially' based difference of opinion was most evident in the province of 

Quebec, home to Canada's French population, and was largely the result of the efforts 

I .llclrrtreal .[latin. 1 7 March 1 95 5 .  
' .liontreal .tlatin, 17 March 1955. 
3 La Prrsse. 17 March 1955. 
4 La Presse. 17 March 1955. 



undertaken by the management of the Canadien team and the media in Montreal. Well in 

advance of the riot, the owners of the Montreal Canadien Club de Hockey, along with the 

assistance of the city's French-language press, laid the groundwork for the development of 

a volatile situation by following a tradition of molding their team into a French-Canadian 

institution not unlike the Roman Catholic Church in its importance, making its star player 

into a French icon highly popular and inthential in Quebec. Whcn %chard iva; suspended 

by the N.H.L.3 Anglophone president, the French media, which had recently come under 

the influence of middle-class neo-nationalist journalists, used the incident as a metaphor 

for larger socio-economic tensions. Their interpretation of Richard's treatment and 

Campbell's decision to attend the Canadien's subsequent match. stirred the emotions of 

kchard's French supporters. Campbell's authority and the actions he took to undermine 

the fate of kchard and his team reminded French Canadians of the control they lacked 

over their own destiny. By attending the Canadien match the night of 17 March 1955. the 

.bglo-president flaunted his authority over Richard. the Canadiens. and French 

Canadians, which ultimately unleashed pent-up tensions. frustrations and angers. What 

appeared to have been a simple sporting controversy was soon transformed into a social 

crisis that saw the violent eruption of French-Canadian sentiment and the expression of 

'racial', class, and national solidarity. The uproar that occurred on the evening of St. 

Patrick's Day and continued into the early morning hours the following day came to be 

known as 'L'Affair kchard' or 'The Richard h o t ' .  

.Lfontreal Gazette. 17 March 1955. 



CHAPTER I 

Interpreting Popular Culture 

To this day hockey fans and journalists throughout Canada, especially those in 

Quebec, are able to recall the events that surrounded a fateful evening in Montreal, 16 

March 1955. While many point to the 'kchard Riot' as one of the darker moments in the 

history of the N H L .  others see the incident as an historical turning point: the spark 

which ignited Quebec's .Quiet Revolution'.' Though much may be interpreted from these 

events, what is certain is that the riot occupies an important place within Canadian social 

and sport history. This incident not only provides insight into the relevance and value of 

sport to the field of social history by reinforcing the relationships between sport and class. 

gender, 'race', and nation, it also exemplifies the inhence  which socially constructed 

symbolic identities exen upon these larger elements. 

What is perhaps the most startling discovery about the 'Richard Riot' is that little 

has been written on the incident from a socio-historical perspective.' In fact. overall. 

1 In his autobiography. Jcan Beliveau hints at the riot's connection to Quebec nationalist feeling b? 
witing ",..the situation ivc have here in Quebec had its wllsprings in 1960 ~vith Jean Lesagc's Quiet 
F.e~*olution. or perhaps in 1955. nit11 the bliiurice kchard incident." Jcan Belivcau, C h n s  Goyens. and 
Allan Turoivetz. Jean BZli\?enu: .\fv LV.2 in I focke~  (Toronto: McClclland & Stewart fnc.. 1994). 275.  
Other writers have expressed similar opinions. Rcjelrn Tremblay of Lu  Presse has said, "Too man! people 
say Quebec's Quiet Revolution did not begin in 1960 with the i ~ n i ~ u l  of Jean Lesage and the Liberals. but 
with the 'Richard Riots'. That told us that this backhandcd attitude of the English establishment would no 
longer be tolerated." Cllrys Goyens and Allan Turowetz. Lions in W'inter (Scarborough: Prentice-Hall 
Canada tnc.. 1986). 9 1. Rick Salutin adds to this by noting, "The Campbell-'kchard Riot' represents the 
height of identification of the cause of Quebec with Le Club de Hockey Canadicn." k c k  Salutin. Lcs 
i;moti;en.s: n play (Vancouver: Talonbooks. 1977). 14. 
' lean-Marie Pellerin. in L 'idole d 'zm perrple .\lawice Richard (Montreal: Les editions de l'homrne. 
1976). and Jean R. Duperreauk in "L'Afiir hchard: A Situational Analysis of the Montreal Hockey h o t  
of 1955." Canadan .Jor~rnal clfSport Histon: I2 (May 198 1). provide the most in-depth analysis of the 
'kchard Riot'. The former details the events that transpired the evening of March 17. 1955 and provides 
a sense of what the media's take on the event was. The latter applies theories of mob t.iolence in order to 
explain why the riot occurred. Both studies are of value but they do not delve into the socio-historical 
significance of the incident and how it helps to shape our understanding of the interplay of class. gender. 



studies in the field of Canadian sport history have been lacking. Canadian sport history 

has, for the most part. shied away from evaluating the social significance of sports. There 

are literally thousands of books, articles, and films that recount sport histories from the 

'sports' angle, rather than from the bsocio-historical' perspective. Perhaps this lack of 

socio-historical research is the result of the commonly held view that sports are frivolous 

in understanding the past." One historian, S F. Wisc, Jisag-ccs hit11 this nutiot~ en[ irely 

He notes that in the latter half of the nineteenth century, Canadians " . .were  the most  

sports-minded people in the western world. They pursued physical activity with the same 

*4 dedication they brought to politics and religion.. . . This passion for athletics has grown 

throughout the twentieth century to the point where sport. especially ice hockey. has been 

embedded into the fabric of Canadian popular culture. Historians such as Frank Cosentino. 

Gerald Friesen, Richard Gruneau, Alan Metcalfe, Don Morrow: Morris blott, Bryan 

Palmer. David Whitson and others have joined S. F Wise to show that the study of spon 

is indeed important to understanding Canadian social history5 This paper joins these 

'r;re'.  and nation. The majority of other hockey history tests that esanme the 'kchard h o t '  do so purely 
from the sports perspective. 
1 C.L. R. James provides one explanation for the lack of socio-historical investig:ition into spon by statlng 
the follorving: "If this is not social histor).. what is? It finds no plitce in the histon of thc people bcc;iusc 
the historians do not begin from what people seen1 to want but from what they think the people ought to 
want." C. L.R. James. Bywntl a Hountioy. I" American ed. (New York: Pantheon Books. 1984). 183 
Also referenced in Gerald Friesen. "Hockey. the Prairies. and Canada's Cultural Histor)." (Paper 
presented at the Scugram lecture. McGill University. Montreal. November 1 W G ) .  5. 
" S. F. Wise. "Span and Class Values in Old Ontario and Quebec." in His Owt .\!an: E.s.vay.s In Honour 
-4. R. .\I. Lower. ed. W .  H .  Heick and Roger Graham (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press. 1974). 
100. 

Some of the historical studies conducted by these individuals include the following: Frank Cosentino. --A 
History of the Concept of Professionalisn~ in Canadian Spon." C'nnadim Journal of the Histo? of Sporr 
and P/!v.vical Education 6 (December 1975): Frank Cosentino. "Ned Hanlan - Canada's Premier 
Oarsman: A Case Study in Nineteenth-Century Professionalism." Ontario Hiscop 66 (March 1974): 
Gerild Friesen. "Hockey. the Prairies. and Canada's Cultural History": Richard Gruneau and David 
Wlutson. Hockey Mghr in Canada: Sport, Identities and Cdturol Pditics (Toronto: Garrtrnond Press. 
1993); Richard Gruneau. "Sport and the Debasement of the State." in Sport. Culture and [he .\Iodm 
State. ed. Hart Cantelon and Richard Gmneau (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1982): Alan 



historians by examining a famous hockey riot that revolved around French Canada's most 

worshipped athlete, Maurice 'The Rocket' kchard. 

To appreciate the socio-historical value of the %chard h o t ' ,  an understanding of 

what sport is and its place within society is required. At the simplest level, sport is a form 

of physical and mental leisure. I t  is a means by which individuals and/or goups of people 

express their physical prowess by paniiipating in dn athletic eseriise or i ld ldnge Sport 

can also act as a form of 'mental' pleasure. For those who participate as athletes or simply 

as spectators. it can stir emotions. function as a source of amusement and relaxation. and 

instill a sense of belonging and community. At the same time. however. sport can serve as 

an opiate by providing an escape from the hardships of the workday. Athletic pursuits. 

however. are more than mere forms of physical and mental leisure. They are practices and 

expressions of culture. As Metcalfe states: 

. . .sport is a visible and pervasive social system that has 
become an important institution in the transmission of 
cultural characteristics in fact. sport is one of the sub- 
systems of culture that transcends socio-economic, 
educational. ethnic, and religious barriers. . . the patterns of 
behavior, attitudes, and values implicit within sport will be 
an excellent indication of basic cultural values.' 

Metcalfe. "C.L.R. James' Contributions to the I-hstory of Spon." Canadian Joirrrlal u/Hi .s to~ of Sport 18 
(December 1987); Alan Metcalfe. Canado Learns to Pla-v: The Emergence of Organized Sport. 18 07-1 I) 14 
(Toronto: McCIelland & Stewart Inc.. 1987); Don Morrow. "Of Leadership and Excellence: Rubenstcin. 
HanJan and Cyr." in .4 Concise History ofsport in C'nnada. ed. Don Morrow et al. (Toronto: Osford 
University Press. 1989): Morris Mott. "The British Protestant Pioneers and the Establishment of Manly 
Sports in Manitoba. i 878-1886." Juwnnl ofsport hi so^ 7 (Winter 1980); Bryan D. Palmer, .-I Ctrlture 
in Conflict: Skilled IF b r k m  and Industrial Capitalisrrt in f lantilton, Omario, 1860- / 9 14 (Montreal: 
McGill-Queen's University Press. 1979): Bryan D. Palmer. ICbrking-Class Expenmce: Rethinking the 
Histort) of Canadian Labotir, l8OU-199l. Zd ed. (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart Inc.. 1992). 
h Metcalfe. Canada Learns to Plav. 13 - 14. 



Sports are as much a part of culture as the theater, opera, literature, fine art, and religion. 

More importantly, they have as great a value to and influence upon society as do these 

other traditional 'art' forms. To understand spon as a cultural experience. two questions 

need to be addressed: 'What is culture?' and. .In what way(s) does spon form a part of 

culture'?' 

0r.e of the more difficult terns to define in the English language is cultul-e. 

Historically, debates among intellectuals have revolved around the use of this term and as 

the definition of culture has evolved through time, so too has the relationship between it 

and sport. Originally, the term was first used in the Old French language of the Middle 

Ages during which time it heid religious connotations and referred to religious cults. or 

religious worship or ceremony7 In the eighteenth century the term took on social and 

historical dimensions when German philosophers and historians adapted it to define 

..progress, the improvement of the human spirit, a step towards the perfection of 

humanity Others used it to mean 'civilization'.. . the element of mores. customs. and 

knowledge."' It was not until the nineteenth century that the definition of culture came 

under the intense scrutiny of society's intellectual elite. They questioned what elements 

constituted culture and who qualified as being 'cultured' During this period. the meaning 

of the term acquired a class dimension as it became linked to a way of life that excluded 

the vast majority of society. Culture generally referred to: 

Guy Rocher. "What is Culture'?." in Readings in Sociologv: ;ln Inrrotiuction. ed. Lome Teppeman and 
James Curtis (Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Limited. 1988). 16. 
' hid. 



. . .those practices of thinking, speaking and aesthetic 
appreciation characteristic of men who had a nineteenth 
century upper class education. The cultured person was 
someone knowledgeable and discriminating about 
philosophy, literature, painting, music, and drama - what we 
now refer to as the arts.'' 

Such a definition established not only class, but also gender and ethnic boundaries that 

deemed culture to be beyond the comprehcnsior. an3 appreciation sf the v*orkir% sldsb. 

women, and non-Europeans To be cultured, one was required to be highly educated. a 

luxury afforded only to the male members of the upper class, who in Canada were 

predominantly hgio-Saxon. 

Within this exclusive definition, spon did occupy a position. it was considered an 

important pan of traditional culture when its physical attributes were obsewed. Through 

sport, athletes practiced a visual form of art. Like the ballet, spectators recognized the 

value of the visual artistry involved in the execution of an athletic movement. Such artistry 

was undeniably associated with the continual drive of athletes to improve their physical 

skills in a wide variety of sporting activities.'" While students of culture tend to ignore 

sports because of their lack of anistry, others argue that the artistic value is discovered in 

the " . .expressions of line, colour and rno~ernent."'~ The drive of athletes to perform the 

perfect physical execution of an athletic movement is. in essence, the pursuit of self- 

improvement, an element highly regarded under the traditional definition of culture 

In addition to its visual artistic traits, the proponents of traditional nineteenth- 

century culture respected other basic elements of spon. As a dramatic spectacle sport 

' Gmneau and Whitson. Hockey .Vighr in Cunoth. 1 5 .  
'" bid..  29. 
" Friesen. ,.Hockey. the Pnines. and Canada's Cultural History." 1 1  



belonged in the same class as the theater, ballet, and opera. In his account of the 

development of the sport of cricket in the West Indies, C L. R. James recognizes the 

dramatic elements that are found among athletic matches. He states 

In a superficial sense all games are dramatic. Two men 
boxing or running a race can exhibit skill, courage. 
endurance and sharp changes of fortune can evoke hope and 
fear. They can even harrow the soul icith laughter dnd tears. 
pity and terror. The state of the city, the nation or the world 
can invest a sporting event with dramatic intensity such as is 
reached in few theaters " 

Regardless of the level of involvement, all forms and practices of sport create artistic and 

dramatic spectacles. Spectators who attend sporting events are just as likely to be 

emotionally swayed by the performance observed. as those who frequent the ballet or 

opera are. 

By the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century the relationship between sport 

and culture had significantly altered. The implications of these changes need to be 

recognized for they provide some explanation as to why professional ice hockey became a 

popular cultural pursuit among working-class French Canadians during the first half of the 

1900s. The transformation that 'culture' undenvent occurred as a result of the rise of 

industrial capitalism and the accompanied expansion of communication technology. With 

the introduction of mass communication and production techniques. new. affordable, and 

easily accessible 'mass cultural' mediums emerged, such as newspapers, radios, cinema, 

records, inexpensive books, and television. These new agents led to the erosion of 

traditional cultural experiences that were largely based on community 'get-togethers' for 



they " .  . .transformed culture into a potentially purchasable item.. . . mass culture was an 

indiv~dualized activity that moved workers who could afford to buy into it away from 

social interaction and into the confines of the unit of consumption, the nuclear family."" 

As an accommodation to the development of 'mass culture', state reforms were 

implemented which resulted in slight increases to the real wages of the working class and 

thc curtailing of ihe length of ihc ~ w r k d a y .  '' Far some, these changes created enuugll 

leisure time and disposable income for the consumption of 'mass culture'. 

In regards to sport, the transformation of culture had serious implications, 

particularly for working-class solidarity. During the pre-industrial era sportir~g activities 

gained importance among the lives of skilled workers. tn A M t w e  111 ( ' o ~ j 7 i ~ 1 :  S 'k i / l d  

Workers md irrclitstrid Cbpitcdisrn in Hamilto,r. Otrtcrrio. I XliO- I 9  I d .  Bryan D. Palmer 

examines the culture of the skilled worker in nineteenth-century Hamilton. This culture is 

described as "... a rich associational life, institutionalized in the friendly society. the 

mechanics' institute, sporting fraternities, fire companies, and workingmen's clubs."" 

Sport was an important component of the lives of working-class men in Hamilton. 

Baseball. a distinctly working-class activity in the nineteenth century, drew men of the 

working class together and encouraged them to form bonds whenever games were played. 

Sporting events, along with festivals, picnics, parades and ceremonial suppers, were pan 

of "...a culture that bred and conditioned solidarity, a prerequisite to any struggle 

attempting to better the lot of working men and women.. . . Moreover, sport could 

'' James. Beyond a Boundoy. 182-1 83. 
13 Palmer. LC brking-Class Experwnce. 232, 
I I bid.. 232-233. State reforms included the introduction of old age pensions and allowances to the blind. 
widowed mothers. and orphans. as well as minimum wage legislation for women and children. The eight- 
hour workday became the standard among many industrial sectors. 



illuminate class inequalities, and generate fierce opposition to the fundamental wrongs of 

the social order."16 With the advent of commercialization and the rise of mass spectator 

sport. no longer were these individuals required to gather together at arenas or playing 

fields to experience the drama of the game. Instead. they could remain within the confines 

of their homes and follow professional sporting spectacles either by listening to them on 

the radic or by reading abcut them in nenpspapers Such a change had a detrimental impacr 

upon the formation of working-class consciousness. The introduction of radio broadcasts 

and newspaper reports resulted in the decline of local sporting events and breakdown of 

the workins-class bonds that were fostered there. While culture, or what came to be 

known as 'mass culture', may have become accessible to a wider spectrum of society. this 

access remained largely dependent upon affordability and thus the experience became 

highly class based. Furthermore. the cultural vehicles that became 'affordable' and 

'accessible', such as the radio and newspapers, encouraged familial closeness at the cost of 

working-class unity. 

The profound societal and cultural changes introduced by the industrial revolution 

led to the development of fhrther disagreements regarding the meaning of culture and the 

validity of its newly emerging forms and practices. A backlash to 'mass culture' emerged 

from society's intellectual elite and political leaders who regarded the lower classes as 

being "...incapable of achieving the intellectual and aesthetic discrimination required by 

serious literature, art and music."" These intellects emphasized the distinctions between 

traditional 'high culture' and 'mass culture', separations that had class, gender and ethnic 

' Palmer. A Cufturr in Con/lrct. 38. 
16 Ibid.. 58. 
I '  Gruneau and Whitson. Hockey Yighr in Cnnadu, 18. 



biases. 'High culture' referred to the intellectual and aesthetic accomplishments that were 

rooted in long standing Western traditions. while 'mass culture' referred to the modern 

cultural forms and practices that were accessible by the working ciass and provided them 

the opportunity to appreciate some of the finer aspects of human civilization.'' The 

intellectual elite denounced 'mass culture' since its practices lacked any intellectual or 

aesthetic ~ a l u e .  By emphasizing the distinctions betuwn 'high' and 'mass culture'. 

society's elite attempted to protect the control they held over traditional cultural practices 

Spon also came under the close observation of the social elite On the one hand. 

there remained traditional sport which. in placing emphasis on the demonstration of 

desirable social qualities instead of on winning, fit into the model of 'high' culture." Not 

only did these forms of sport exclude the participation of non-Europeans, members of the 

lower class and, in some cases, women, they came to be ".widely understood as 

something that promoted the 'civilizing' values of the genuine, fairness, emotional control 

and respectability.""' On the other hand, there was what the late-nineteenth century 

ushered in. mass spectator commercialized professional sport. The proponents of 'high' 

culture regarded these athletic forms as lacking any self-betterment qualities because they 

existed solely for commercial and competitive reasons. Professional sporting events were 

viewed as gambling havens that were "Often violent, involving bloodletting and pain, the 

games were practiced for financial gain and immediate pleasure and not for the 

demonstration of desirable social q~alities."2' Unlike traditional sport, the driving force 

'"id. 
I9 Metcalfe. Canada Learns to Pla-v. 140; Cosentino. "A Histoy of the Concept of Professionaiisnl in 
Canadian Sport." 76: Gnrneau and Whitson. Hockey .Vight in Canucia. 10 1 - 102. 

Gruneau and Whtson. Hockev Xight in Canada. 17. 
'' MetcaUe. Canadu Learns to Plqv. 110. 



behind professional sport was the 'winning at all costs' mentality. For the cultural elite, 

such an ethos was trivial in comparison to the world of 'high' culture for it recognized 

amusement outlets only as mass appeal lacking in personal improvement features. 

To detach and protect their traditional sporting pursuits from the growing 

popularity of mass spectator spons. the social elite attempted to formally differentiate the 

two at the participant lcvel. During :hc ninetcenrh ientuq,  involve men^ in spon w i a  

largely based upon one's class standing. Up to the mid-to-late 1800s, spon was an upper- 

class reserve as these members of society had the free time and disposable income to 

7 1 

pursue such cultural interests.-- However. during the latter part of the nineteenth century. 

members of the working class began making inroads into sport as the amount of their 

leisure time increased As the athletic interactions between upper and lower-class members 

became more and more prevalent, so too did the number of instances where the former 

sufl'ered defeat at the hands of the latter. The 'monopoly' that the social elite enjoyed over 

sport throughout most of the 1800s was threatened by this working-class penetration and. 

in response, it attempted to restrict access to athletic competitions by delineating the 

distinctions between the 'amateur' and 'professional' athlete. The former was defined as. 

19 

" Prior to the First World War. society's social elite created a network of private social sporting clubs. 
such as Winnipeg's St. Charles C o u n q  Club, the Toronto Hunt Club. the Ontario Jockey Club. and the 
Toronto Golf Club, whose entrance fees, religious and educational requirements. restricted access to only 
those members from the same social milieu. In Montreal, the social elite erected a number of private spon 
facilities (Victoria Skating Rink - 1862. Montreal Gymnasium - 1860s. Garrison Grounds. McGill College 
Grounds and Montreal Lacrosse Grounds - 1840s and 1850s) which resulted in their dominance of 
athletics. See Metcalfe. Canada Learns to Pla-v. 32-33. 133- 145. 



. . o n e  who has never assisted in the pursuit of athletic 
exercises as a means of livelihood, who rows for pleasure or 
recreation only and during his leisure hours, and does not 
abandon or neglect his usual business or occupation for the 
purpose of training more than two weeks of the seasons." 

The 'professional', on the other hand, was described as anvone whose " . g  ainhl 

employment was closely associated with their sporting activity. giving them an advantage 

over -gentlemen amateurs""" and -'. . anyone who earned money through sport."" Under 

these definitions, class obviously functioned as a marker that resulted in the exclusion of 

many working-class athletes from .amateur9  contest^.^^' By the early pan of the twentieth 

century the amateur/professionaI controversy began to fade in Canada. as the professional 

athlete became increasingly popular and accepted. 

The inherent problem with the traditional late-nineteenth-century def nition of 

culture was its exclusivity. Cultural practices were stratified along class, ethnic and gender 

lines. Following the advent of industrial capitalism in the twentieth century, new cultural 

13 bletcalfe. (lnnoda Lmms to Phy. 103-104. This IV;IS thc first definition of the term 'amatcur' to q p c a r  
in Crmadinn sport histo?. It was dcvised b~ the Canadian Association of Amatcur Oarsmcn in 1830 and 
bccamc the bilsis of future defir~itior~s cstablislwd by otllcr slitc sport orgrrni~atio~is and clubs, Alan 
bletcalfe points out. 'matcurism' was rooted in thu cighteenth-ccntun leisurely lifcstylcs of English 
aristocrats ivlicre sport "...was a vehiclc for demonstrating that thc person was a gcntlcn~an. The c tmc  
and the cricket field w r c  locations for demonstrating courage. perseverance. fair plily and honesh - 
abiding by the lcttcr and. more importantly. the spirit of the law. Such bctlavior was expected of a 
gentleman." Metcalfe. Canada Learns fo Play. 120. 
'" Cosentino. "Ned Hanlan - Canada's Premier Oarsman." 24 1. 

Cosentino. .-A History of the Concept of Professionalism in Caaadian Sport." 79. 
'' Race also acted as an indicator of one3 'professional' status. African Americans and Nat i~~e  Indians 
were automatically classified as 'professionals' and were excluded from lacrosse and sno~vshoeing 
contests. They were only allowed to participate in exhibition matches or work as trainers. Coscntino. "A 
History of the Concept of Professionalism in Canadian Sport." 77-79. Part of the reason behind the 
implementation of the amateur/professional distinctions had to do with the unfair advantage held by 
working-class athletes. Another reason was tied to the 'respectability' of athletics. Working-class athletes. 
who were known to 'fix' sporting contests from time to time. were looked down upon. especially by the 
upper class that preached values such as fair play. Morrow. "Of Leadership and Excellence." 32. The 
main reason for the distinctions, however. had to do with the upper class desire to protect the esclusiviv 



practices became widely available to the public. What came to be known as 'mass culture' 

directly conflicted with traditional or 'high' culture. While both were based on the 

assumption that cultural practices were a means by which the self could be improved or 

refined. the difference between them lay in the actual methods that they endorsed to 

achieve this improvement or refinement. .Among contemporary analyses, the term 'popular 

culture' has come to be \widely used. Morc than just eniphases upon  the ~ I I ~ ~ S U L ~ I I I ~ I I ~  UF 

the individual. popular cultures have the ability to: 

encompass all the various modes of expression, pleasure- 
seeking, and entertainment through which people negotiate 
their relationships with one another, with an imagined past 
and hture,  and with the institutions and presumptions of a 
dominant culture.. . In this way the concept of 'popular 
cultures' builds on the ideas of culture as a noun of 
configuration - diflerent ways of living - rather than on the 
more restrictive def nition of culture as a type of cultivation. 
either of self or human refinement." 

The benefit of 'popular culture' is uncovered in the broader avenues for socio-historical 

investigation it creates. Sports are of value to socio-historical research because thrv are 

expressions of 'high'. 'mass', and 'popular' cultures and. more importantly. they are 

meaningful to us. C L. R. James acknowledges the social significance of sport by stating, 

with specific reference to cricket and football, that sports "...were the greatest cultural 

influences in nineteenth-century Britain, leaving far behind Tennyson's poems, Beardsley's 

drawings and concerts of the Philharmonic ~ o c i e t ~ . " ' ~  Canadian historian Gerald Friesen 

suppons James' contentions by stating Canadian ice hockey ". . .belongs in the same 

of their sporting pursuits. Cosentino. "A History of the Concept of Professionalism in Canadian Sport." 
77. . - 
- Gruneau and Wlutson. Hockey ,\right in Canada. 28. 



category as drama, opera and mime. Like its more 'respectable' partners, hockey 

expresses universal and timeless cultural meanings."" As an artistic spectacle, spon 

encompasses all the drama and excitement of other time-honoured cultural practices and 

triggers as much emotion and longstanding memories. 

.4n appreciation of Canadian cultural life can be attained through an examination of 

one spcrt in particular, ice hockey. This sport provides d more than adequate probe into 

Canadian society for three reasons: its extensive history. its vast popularity and, more 

importantly, its powehl  representational character Ken Dryden. a former professional ice 

hockev player. summarizes the importance of his spon in Canada bv stating the following 

Hockey is part spon and recreation. pan entertainment. pan 
business, part community builder, social connector. and 
fantasy maker. It is played in every province and territory in 
this country Once a game for little boys. now little girls 
play hockey as well, and so do older men and women; so do 
the blind and mentally and physically handicapped. And 
though its symmetry is far from perfect. hockey does far 
better than most in cutting across social division - young 
and old, rich and poor. urban and rural. French and English, 
East and West, able and disabled. I t  is this breadth, its reach 
into the past, that makes hockey such a vivid instrument 
through which to view Canadian life.'" 

However, ice hockey can also reinforce social divisions. While the rise of 'mass culture' 

adversely affected the formation of local community or neighborhood bonds, it also 

encouraged these bonds at the regional level. By the 1950s, professional hockey teams, 

such as the Montreal Canadiens, were able to create regionalized fan loyalty by 

" James. Beyond a Bolmdqv. 70. 
'' Friesen. "Hockey. the Prairies. and Canada's Cultural History." 13. 
30 Ken Dryden and Roy MacGregor. Home G u m :  Hockey anti Lifii in Canada (Toronto: McClclland & 
Stewart Inc.. 1989). 9. 



establishng class and 'racial' connections with the residents of French working-class 

communities throughout Quebec. Professional spon brought these fans together en masse 

and instilled a sense of solidarity among them that was, on the surface. based on their 

common admiration of the team and its athletes. These associations were bolstered when 

the -home' team challenged a visiting club that acquired a set of oppositional meanings At 

times. the symbolic m c a n i ~ y  bcliind the game cvoktd the ematio113 uT bpcctiiturs and 

transformed the spectacle into a contest of class. 'racial'. and/or national superiority This 

was especially true when the success of a team or athlete was threatened and the 

symbolism of the game led to the recognition of larger social tensions. It is in ice hockey's 

ability to produce highly charged symbolic spectacles in which class. gender, 'racial'. and 

national identities interplay with one another that its socio-historical value within Canada 

is to be found if it were not tbr trockry's development into a 'popular' cultural practice 

among French Canadians. the representational characteristics that encircled the 'Richard 

Riot', perhaps, would not have come to fruition as they did and the event would simply be 

regarded today as nothing more than an example of localized fan hooliganism. 

To begin to uncover the socio-historical significance of the 'Richard Riot' the 

structure of Canadian society will need to be examined. Much of the symbolism behind the 

event was rooted in the historical development of the unequal socio-economic relationship 

between French and English Canadians The formation. basis and meaning of the 

representational character of the Montreal Canadiens. Maurice Richard and Clarence 

Campbell also needs to be acknowledged. How these symbolic identities were conceived 

and what they were based upon will only add to an overall appreciation of the riot's socio- 

historical value. Finally, this study will conclude with an investigation of the 'Richard Riot' 



itself. Some of the more enlightening discoveries emege from an analysis of the events 

that sparked the incident, the individuals involved, the media's coverage, and the outcome 

of the affair. 



CHAPTER I - i: 

Quebec: 2 Nations, 2 Classes, 2 Cultures 

Throughout the first 90 years of its history the population of Canada can be 

characterized by the duality found in its ethnic and cultural composition. On the one hand, 

there were the French who were overwhelmingly concentrated within the province of 

Quebec and, on the other hand, there were the English, who dominated the landscape of 

the rest of the country. On the surface, these two groups could be distinguished according 

to the differences in their ethnic backgrounds and cultural traits. such as the language they 

spoke and the religion they practiced. However, deeper and more profound differences 

existed. An unequal socio-economic relationship developed between the two which saw 

the dominance of the French by the English. Throughout Canada, and more so in the 

province of Quebec, the extent of these socio-economic inequalities were visible in terms 

of level of income. occupation, education, and ownership of industry." When the relative 

position of the English and French populations according to these four factors are 

examined, what emerges is a portrait of a French 'nation' that has historically occupied a 

socio-economically disadvantaged position vis-a-vis the English majority. 

The combination of the class based inequalities between these two groups, the 

geographical concentration of the French population in Quebec, and the existence of a 

strong nationalist sentiment throughout most of French Canada's history3*, strengthens the 

" These were the four main criteria used by the Royal Commission on Biculturalism and Bilingualism 
( 1969) to determine the socio-economic status of Canadians in 196 1. 
" As Kenneth McRoberts points out. .'French-Canadian nationalism. after all. can be tnced back to the 
1820s." Kenneth McRoberts. Quebec: Social Change and Political Crisis. 3d ed. (Toronto: McClelland & 
Stewart Inc.. 1993), 15 1. 



plausibility of the existence of a French 'state' within the borders of Canada. For the 

purposes of this study, an understanding of the 'Two nation - Two class - Two culture' 

shape of Canadian society is needed in order to appreciate the importance of professional 

ice hockey in Quebec and the value of the symbolic identities established around the 

Montreal Canadiens Club de Hockey, its star player Maurice kchard. and the N . H L  ' s  

presidctlt Cldrencr Cdmpbdi. .After aii, what these iigures came to represent for French 

Canadians was entirely rooted in the 'duality' of Canada 

DEMOGRAPHY 

Unlike other countries that have been conquered and settled by Europeans, what 

has made Canada's formation unique is the dominance of what John Poner refers to as its 

non-aboriginal 'charter groups'." *Charter groups' are the first settlers to enter a territory 

not governed by Europeans, claim ownership to it. and thus have the most say in its 

colonization and political, economic and social development.'" Canada is special in that its 

historical development has been directed by not one. but rather two charter groups: the 

~ritish" and the French. The existence of a pair of 'charter groups' provides some 

explanation as to why the 'duality' of Canadian society developed 

The 'two nation' structure of colonized Canada can first be seen in its historical 

demography. Statistics from as early as 1 S 7 1  reveal the ethnic and cultural dominance of 

the British and French populations. In that year, the country's population totaled 

3,485,761, of which British ethnic-origin Canadians accounted for 7.1 10,502 (or 60.55 

" John Poner. The I Grticnl .Ilosoic: .4n .-1nal~v.w of Social C'1o.w nnd Powr  in Canado (Toronto: 
Uni~.ersic of Toronto Press. 1965). 60. 
34 h i d .  
" .-Britishm includes the following ethnic groups: English. Irish. Scottish and Welsh. The former 
accounting for the majority of the entire British group. 



percent) and French ethnic-origin Canadians for 1,028,940 (or 3 1.07 percent)'! Together, 

these two groups accounted for over 90 percent of the country's entire population and this 

early numeric dominance continued well into the twentieth century, as is reflected in the 

following two tables: 

Table 1 
Canadian Population by Ethnic Origin, 1871 to 1 9 6 1 ; ~  
(189 l a~uitlcd - iiisUl'T~cieru diitii. Data ior 188 l arc also ~nconlplctc. pamcularly 111 treatrncnt of 
smail number of immigrants from Central Europc.) 

1871 1881 1301 1911 1921 1931 1941 1951 1961 

French 1.0n2.94 1 1.29X.09 I .h40.371 2.061.719 :..)5;2.7-1s '.!127,wo 3 . ~ ~ 3 . 0 . ~  4.3 19.107 5._s-!o.3~6 

* Newfoundland cscludcd up to 19 5 1. 

**British Isles includes English. Irish. Scottish and Welsh. 

Table 2 
Canadian Population by Ethnic Origin, 1871 to 1961 (~ercenta~es )"  
( 189 1 omitted - insufficient data. Datil for 188 1 arc also incomplctc. particularly In treatment of 
small number of immigrants from Central Europe. ) 

1871 1881 1901 1911 1021 1931 19-41 1951 196 1 

British 
IsIcs * * 

British and .--- 
French 

*Ne~vfoundland cscluded up to 195 1. 

**British Isles includes English. Irish, Scottish and Welsh. 

Sotme: Cei~suses of C'unatia 

" Canada. Report ((the Royal Conimission on Biculturafisnt and Bilinpolisn~. 1969. vol. 4. 247-248. 
'- Ibid.. 247. 
'* bid.. 248. 



By the time Canada's population totaled over 18 million in 196 1, the British and French 

continued to account for a significant majority (74.2 percent) of the population. At the 

time of the 'Richard Riot', the former accounted for approximately 4 5 8  percent of the 

population and the later for approximately 30.6 percent." While both of these ethnic 

croups historically dominated the ethnic composition of the country4', the British 
L. 

pcrccntage of :he population continually declined bit11 each j u ~ i e s ~ i k c  itttlsus. By i 96 1 .  

its percentage of the country's total population was approximately 17 points lower than in 

187 1 (60 55 percent compared to 43 8 percent). The French percentage, in contrast. 

remained virtually unchanged. hovering at approximatelv 30 percent. Regardless of these 

trends. up to the middle of the twentieth century, these two populations maintained their 

status as the two largest ethnic groups in Canada and in being so they were able to 

influence the ethnic identity and cultural character of the entire country. 

In every Canadian province the British formed the largest population. with the 

exception of Quebec. In  187 1 ,  when they accounted for over 60 percent of the country's 

entire population, their percentage of Quebec's total populace was only 20,40 percent.4' 

Ninety years later, in 196 1 ,  when the national percentaye of British-origin Canadians fell 

to 33.85 percent, their percentage in Quebec had fallen to 10.78 percent.'2 For the French, 

Quebec was the only province where they accounted for the majority of the population. 

Their percentage of this province's total population never fell below 78 percent between 

39 Ibid.. vol. 1. 20-2 1. Median fibrure calculated from t 95 1 and L 96 1 figures. 
'' Between 187 1 and 196 1 the percentage of the Canadian population that consisted of English and 
French ethnicmigin Canadians never fell below 74 percent. 
4 I Canada. Report ofthe Roynl Contnrission on Biculruralisnr and Bilingualisnl. 1969. vol. 4. 2 47-266. 
.I2 Ibid. 



1871 and 196 1 .43 ln fact, prior to 1961 at least 76 percent of Canada's French ethnic- 

origin population resided in ~ u e b e c . ' ~  Throughout this 90-year period this province's 

population could be characterized by the absence of a significant British-Canadian 

populace and its extremely strong French presence 

Based on the above demographic tiyures alone it is evident that Quebec was home 

to Canzda's French ethnic-origin population. This priivinct: farmed the yeoyraphical 

boundaries of an isolated Frrnch 'state' and the regions outside of Quebec formed the 

symbolic boundaries of English 'states7. As the rest of the country came under the ethnic 

and cultural influence of the English populace. Quebec matured into a vibrant and unique 

French enclave. I t  became the sole geographic area in which French Canadians could truly 

be French. I t  was in this province alone, then, that French Canadians could fully express. 

experience. share. and live their way of life with other French Canadians. as well as 

maintain their cultural identity As sociologist Huben Guindon notes: 

The French Canadian could stay French in public as well as in private, in 
official as well as unofficial life orlb in Quebec. His linguistic environment 
within the confines of his province encompassed his school. his place of 
work, his hospital, his town hall, and the public streets. and his loyalties (to 
French Canadians) could be more sharply differentiated (from other 
l ~ ~ a l t i e s ) . ' ~  

With the French population being overwhelmingly isolated within the confines of Quebec 

and the rest of Canada's ethnic composition being dominated by the English. it is of little 

'3 bid. The percentage of Quebec's total population that was accounted for by French ethnic-origin 
Canadians between 187 1 and 196 1 is as follows: 187 1-78.04%. 188 1-79.0 1%. 190 1-80.IYYi. 19 1 1 -  
80.10%. 1921-80.03%. 1931-78.97%. 1941-80.89%. 1951-82.04%. 1961-80.65%. 
4 4 Canada. Report of the Roval Comrnisswn on Biculruralisrn and Bilinpunlisrn, 1969. vol. 4, 247-266. 
.I 5 Hubert Guindon. Quebec Socleh: Tradition, .\fodernrp and .Inrionhood (Toronto: Uni~ersity of 
Toronto Press. 1988). 56. 



surprise to find that Quebec developed its own cultural identity that was distinct from the 

rest of Canada. One only has to examine the endurance of its two main cultural features, 

language and religion, to recognize this. 

LANGUAGE 

Of all the expressions of culture none is more discernible than language. I t  is 

widely used by individuals to gain an understanding of others anJ tu S C L O ~ I ~ ~ L Z  

commonalties. Like other cultural symbols, language functions to " .reinforce our sense of 

ourselves. We identifiv with and feel comfortable with familiar svmbols We feel we 

belong. . in addition to being an eficient means of communicating. language is an 

expression of group membership.""" In Canada, language not only distinguishes ethnic 

groups and acts as a unifying element; it also indicates where one resides. This is especiallv 

true in the case of Francophones whose population has always been heavdy concentrated 

in Quebec. More importantly, in addition to identibing one's ethnic, cultural. and 

residential background, in the world of work language can hnction as a marker of one's 

occupational and class status. In Quebec. language became a sorting mechanism in the 

labour force that fostered the development of a cultural division of labour. The centrality 

of this cultural trait to the shared identity of French Canadians can be appreciated by 

examining the linguistic composition and distribution of Canada's population. Such an 

analysis reveals parallels between the distinctiveness found in the ethnic composition of 

Quebec and the uniqueness of its linguistic character. 

56 Susannah Wilson. "Culture. Change and Autonomy." in The S'ucial ?T'orld .An Introduction to 
S o c i o l o ~ .  ed. Lome Tepperman and R. Jack kchardson (Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Limited. 1986). 
117-1 18. 



Anglophones and Francophones have been the two largest linguistic groups 

throughout Canada's history. In 196 1 the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and 

Biculturalism calculated the distribution of the Canadian population according to -mother 

tongue and discovered that Anglophones and Francophones accounted for 58.5 percent 

( 10,660,534) and 28.1 percent (5.123.15 1 ) of the total population respectively. Together. 

these tnro groups nccountcd for over 56 percent ~f Canada's linguistic nlnkeup. A s  ~ i 4 t l l  

ethnic origin, the provincial distribution of the English and French-speaking populations 

followed similar patterns of concentration. The table below indicates the province by 

province distribution of the .4nglophone. Francophone. and '.All others' language groups 

Table 3 
I~istribution of the Population by Mother Tongue - Canada and Provinces, 19614'] 

TOT.4L POPULATION: 18.238.247 
Province or territory English French All others* 

" 

I Canada 1 0 . 6 0 3 4  5.123.15 1 2.454,562(( Total: 100.00 Total: 100.oOl 

Newfoundland 
Princc Edivard Island 
Nova Scotia 
Ncw Brunswick 
Quebec 
Ontario 
Manitoba 
Saskatchewan 
Alberta 
British Columbia 
~ u k o n  and N. W.T. 

In 196 1, Francophones were highly concentrated in one region. Of the 5,123,15 1 

Canadians who identified French as their 'mother tongue', 83.34 percent of them were 

JT Canada. Report ofthe Royal Comnrission on Bicirl~itralisni and Bilingualisnl, 1969. vol. 1, 28. 



located in ~ u e b e c . ' ' ~  The Anglophone population was more broadly dispersed across the 

country.'19 Considering the heavy concentration of the French ethnic-origin population in 

Quebec the above Francophone figure for this region is understandable. 

Furthermore, the influence of the English language upon French Canadians who 

resided outside of Quebec cannot be discounted. Between 193 1 and 196 1, a signiticant 

percentage - cf this group increasingly rccognizcd English as their .mother toiiguc' '" 

During the same 30-year period in Quebec. however. the attraction of the English 

language appears to have been minimal at best. By 196 1 only 1 6  percent of Quebec's 

French ethnic-origin populace identified English as their .mother tongue'." Comparing the 

provincial figures, it appears. as Huben Guindon has noted, that people of French ethnic- 

origin could maintain their linguistic identity more easily in Quebec than in anv other pan 

of the country. 

RELIGION 

Another indication of one's 'racial' background is religion. The religious h i t h  of 

an individual says much about hisiher values. Like language. religion can reveal one's 

ethnic identity, which is especially true when an ethnic group is found to be: religiously 

homogeneous. Up to and beyond the middle of the twentieth century, Roman Catholicism 

hnctioned in a similar manner to the French language as it shared an equally important 

4s The remaining 16.66 percent were dispersed among the rest of Canada. The only other provinces to 
account for a noticeable portion of Canada's Francophone populace were Ontario (8.3 percent) and New 
Brunswick (4. I 1 percent). 
47 In 1% 1. even though Ontario accounted for -13.35 percent of Canada's English mother tongue 
population. Quebec accounted for 83 .X percent of the total French mother tongue population. 
'" By 196 1 the percentage of French Canadians residing in Newfoundland. Prince Edward Island. Nova 
Scotia. New Brunswick. Ontario. Manitoba. Saskatchewan. .4lberta. British Columbia. and Yukon on the 
Northwest Territories that identified English as their 'mother tongue' was 85.2%. 55. I(%. jG.Y?/o.  12. 1°h. 
37.7%. 30.3%. 43.2%. 49.7%. 64.7% and 46.6% respectively. Cilni~da. Reporr oj'rhr Royal C'onlnri.s.sion 
on Bicrrif~tralisnt and Bilingualisnl. 1969. vol. 1 .  33. 



role in defining what it meant to be French Canadian. No other ethnic group in Canada 

was as religiously united in their faith as were French Roman Catholics. In Fact, nowhere 

else in Canada was an ethnic group as homogeneous in its religious faith as the French- 

speaking Catholics were in their home province of Quebec So unanimous was the Roman 

Catholic identity of the French population that its religious faith became an integral part of 

'rxis!' ide~t i ty ,  as important in daily life as language. 

The role of the Roman Church in French Canada is wonh recognizing for, in many 

ways, it had a more direct impact upon the lives of French Canadians than did the state." 

The duality seen in Canada's ethnic and linguistic makeup prevailed in its religious 

demography. The country's population has historically been divided among two dominant 

Christian faiths, ~rotestantisrn" and Roman Catholicism At the tlme of the .Richard 

R ~ o t  '. approximately 46.2 percent and 45.74 percent of Canada's population identified 

Protestantism and Roman Catholicism as their religious faiths respectively." While these 

fiyres point to a spiritual duality, when the ethnic background of the followers of these 

religious denominations is examined, clear distinctions between the English and French- 

origin populations arise. The following two charts indicate the ethnic origin of Canada's 

Protestant and Roman Catholic populations in 196 1 : 

51  Canada. Report uJthe Royal Contnlission on Biculruralisr~i and Bilinpualis~m. 1969. vol. 1. 3 3 .  
" See McRoberts. Quebec: Social Change orid Political Crisis. 
5 3 Protestant includes the following major denominations: Anglican Church of Canada. Baptist. Lutheran. 
Mennonite. Pentecostal, Presbyterian. and United Church of Canada. 
5-4 Census of Canada, 196 1. vol. 1, part 3 (Series 1 $3-8). 



Figure 1 
Ethnic Origin of Canada's Protestant Population, 1961S5 

1 
Brrtish Isles: 

73.12% French. 

I 2.3% 

Other: 

I 

Figure 2 
Ethnic Origin of Canada's Roman Catholic Population. 1961'" 

Other: 
19 32% 

French: 
63.71 % 

Br~tish Isles: 
1 6.96% 

On the one hand. the ethnic composition of the Protestant population was overwhelmingly 

British (73.12 percent) and. on the other, the Roman Catholic population. though not to 

the same extent, was significantly French (63 7 1 percent). 

Nationally, the 'duality' of Canada's religious faith is unquestionable. However, 

when the religious faith of Quebec is compared to that of the rest of the country, the 

separateness of this province's identity emerges. In addition to its distinct and cohesive 

ethnic and linguistic character, Quebec can also be considered a 'nation' unto its own 

because of its detached religious identity. It was the one region in Canada where Roman 
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Catholicism flourished more so than any other religious faith. So unanimously unified was 

this province's populace under Roman Catholicism that this religious faith became 

inextricably linked to the French cultural identity and way of life. The table below 

compares the relative strength of the Roman Catholic. Protestant, and other faiths 

provincially: 

Table 4 
Percentage distribution of population b 

7 
a 

CANADA 

Quebcc 

NcwfoundIand 

Prince Edu,ard Islrind 

Nova Scotia 

Nctv Brunsnick 

Ontario 

h lmtoba  

Sriskar chetvan 

Albena 

British Columbia 

Yukon 

Northwest Tcrritorics 

Roman Catholic Protestant* 
- 

Other 

*Protestant inchdcs the follotving denominations: Anglican. Baptist. Lutheran. 
IWnnonitc, Pentecostal. Prcsbj-terian. rind t l ~ c  Unitcd Church of Canada 
Source: C'ensu.s of C'cznatln, 1 Yf j  1 I 1 i l l . ! - Part 31 

The most striking figure is the Roman Catholic percentage for Quebec. The fact that this 

province was overwhelmingly Roman Catholic is an indication of just how strong the 

Cathoiic Church's intluence was over the lives of Quebec's French population. In being 

populated by a majority French-origin populace. Quebec's cultural development escaped 

the influence of English cultural elements such as language and religion. Ultimately, as a 

result of the unimpeded development of the French culture, Quebec became unmistakably 



branded as Francophone and Roman Catholic, unlike the rest of Canada which came under 

the influence of English, Anglophone, and Protestant values and morals. 

Quebec's ethnic composition guaranteed the proliferation and survival of the 

French-Canadian culture as is evinced by the prevalence of the French language and 

Roman Catholic religion. When these two expressions are used as measuring sticks. 

clearly thc only piacc in Canada uhere the French could practice their ~ u i t u ~ x  was in 

Quebec. Unlike the rest of Canada, whose evolution came under the influence of the 

British-origin and English-speaking population. Quebec's isolation resulted in the 

development of its distinct French character. The province's identitv became intertwined 

with that of French Canadians as the vast majority of the population shared an inextricable 

ethnic background and linguistic and religious bond. From an ethnic and cultural 

perspective, Quebec was a 'nation' onto its own. Its people. its language, its religious faith 

and its way of life were quite different from what was Found in other Canadian provinces. 

It was in this unique environment that the Montreal Canadien Club de Hockey and 

Maurice Richard emerged as 'national' symbols that embodied the ethnic and cultural 

distinctiveness of the province's French populace. 

TWO CLASSES 

The ethnic and cultural homogeneity of Quebec's French population, along with its 

geographic isolation, established an identity for French Canada that was undeniably 

distinct from that of the rest of the country. In addition to ethnic background, cultural 

characteristics, and demography, class equally figured in the uniqueness of Franco- 

Quebec. In relational terms, class distinguished the French from the English just as culture 

'- Ib id. 



and ethnicity did. Fundamental differences between these elements nevertheless existed. 

While ethnicity, and to a lesser extent culture. are inherent components that provide 

horizontal direrentiation, class is an 'achieved' position that establishes vertical 

relationships among direrent groups by exposing socio-economic inequalities. Considered 

separately, the social implications of class disparities appear to be more serious than that 

of ethnicity and culture. In Quebcc, :his was cspccially true for, as histixian Kenneth 

McRoberts recognizes, " . beyond the cultural division of labour and intei-regional 

dependence, Quebec's experience has been closely shaped by the relations among classes. 

In fact, many analysts would see class relations as the primordial factor? A s  French 

Canadians became increasingly aware of their inferior socio-economic position vis-a-vis 

the English during the 1940s and 1950s, class combined with ethnicity and culture to form 

the basis of an emerging French neo-nationalist identity. .As French-Canadian nationalism 

comeyed itself as a movement of difference that was articulated through recourse to 

'race', its defining elements manifested themselves throughout society. including the realm 

of professional sport. 

The inferior class position of French Canadians and Francophones can be evinced 

by a historical analysis of the socio-economic structure of Canada and Quebec. The extent 

of the subordination of the French population is evident when their levels of income, 

education, occupation and ownership of industry are measured and compared to those of 

the English. In this regard, the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism 

concluded that : 

- - -  

5%lc~oberts. Quebec: Sociol Change and Politico1 Crisis. 27. 



. . .  socially and economically, Francophones are in a far 
weaker position than r\l~glophones in the work world. They 
are decidedly and consistently lower in average income 
levels, in schooling levels, in occupational scales, and in the 
ownership of industry5' 

A socio-economic examination of Canadian and Quebec society that encompasses the 

above mentioned variables provides yet another perspective from which to observe the 

'Two nations - Two classes -Two cultures' character of the country and province 

INCOME 

In a modern capitalist society, income levels provide one measure of the socio- 

economic status of an individual or group of people. The higher the level of income, 

invariably the greater the responsibility, influence and control one may have over society 

In a modern industrial setting such as Canada's, income is required not only for the 

acquisition of necessities, such as food, clothing, and shelter, but also for cultural 

preservation. When enough income is accumulated one is able "...among other thing. to 

buy books. records and art objects. to undertake studies in his (herltheir) own language. 

and to suppon either through taxes or directly the institutions which sustain his (heritheir) 

culture."") ~ u s t  as ethnicity and culture distinsuished the English and French populations, 

so too did average total income levels. By the middle of the 1900s. throughout Canada 

and especially in the province of Quebec, noticeable disparities could be observed in the 

i'l Canada. Report of the Roval C'omnrission on Bi~~i1rtrrnl i .v~~~ and Bilingtralisrn. 1969. \.ol. 33. 3. For the 
purposes of this paper. the findings of the Royal Commission on Biculturalism and Bilingualism that 
specificafly deal with the relative positions of French-origin Canadians and English-origin Canadians and 
Francophones and Anglophones ~vill be focused upon. Added attention will idso be given to the rclati\.e 
socio-economic status of these groups in the pro~incc of Quebec. for it is here that the majority of French 
Canadians and Francopl~ones resided. Finally. the 195 1 to 196 1 period will also be focused upon since the 
'Richard Riot' occurred during this era. 
60 Canada. Report of the Roval Comnrission on Bictrlturali.snl and Bilingtialisnr. 1969. vol. 3a. 12. 



average income levels of these two populations. These disparities reflected both the 

different class positions these groups occupied and the extent to which they were able to 

sustain their cultural identity. 

The unequal socio-economic footing of the English and French populations is 

primarily seen in a measurement and comparison of their average total income." The 

following tablc shows the national and provincial average total itums Iercls uf thest. two 

ethnic groups' male non-agricultural labour force in 196 1 : 

Table 5 
herage  Total Income and Province (Dollars acd index), 1961'" 
A\+erage total incorne dollars and indcs of the male non-agriculturA labour 
orcc, by province and ethnic origin - CANADA. 1% 1 ) 

j~r i t ish-~rench 

All origins British* French 11 Viwiilnce 

Dollars Dollars Dollrrs 11 Dollars 

ZANADA $ 4  14 $4.85 i $3.371 

Juebcc 

%xfoundland 

3rincc Edward Island 

Vova Scotia 

New Bnmswick 

3ntiirio 

Manitoba 

Saskntchcwan 

Alberta 

British Columbia. 
Yukon and N. W.T. 
*British includes English. Irish. Scottish and Welsh. 
Source: Raynauld. Marion. and Beland. "La repartition dcs revenus." 

h i  Total income includes the following: labour income (salaries. wages. commissions, net income of 
businessmen and professionais working independently). investment income (interest. dividends. rents. 
annuities. ctc.). and transfer payments (family allowances. oId age pensions. and monev received under 
other government social security measures). Canada. Report ofthe Royal Conlntisslon on Bicrrltwalim 
and Bilingualis~ri. 1969. vol. 3a. 22. 
" Canada. Report of the Ro-va! Corr~rnission on Bicu!ruralimt an J Bilingualism. 1969. vol. 3a. 18. 



In 196 1, the average total income of Canada's male non-agricultural labour force" was 

$1,4 14." British Canadians. who composed 44 percent of this labour force. earned an 

average total income of $4.85 1, which was 9.9 percent or $437 above the national average 

for all ethnic groups. French Canadians, who comprised 18 percent of this labour force, 

earned an average total income of $3'87 1, which was 12.3 percent or $543 below the 

nation31 awrage. Thc variancc bct:veen thesc two cthnic groups was ii jiayg~ring 10 1 

percent or $980 in favour of the former. 

When the average income levels of Quebec's French and British-origin workforces 

are examined and compared to each other inter-ethnically and inter-linguisticallv the 

inferior status of the French-origin and speaking populace i s  even more evident The 

combined impact of rthnicity and linguistic knowledge upon average total income levels is 

visible when the average for the bilingual French-origin workforce is compared to that of 

the unilingual workforce, regardless of ethnic origin, and to that of the unilingual British- 

origin workforce Bilingual French-origin Canadians in Quebec averaged a total income 

level of %4,5?; in 196 1 . " 5  This was $249 below the province's average total income level 

for the bilingual workforce and $979 below the level of the unilingual Anglophone 

workforce. An even greater discrepancy is discovered when the average total income of 

the bilingual French-origin workforce is compared to that of the unilingual British-origin 

workforce. At $6,049, the latter averaged the highest total income level in the province. 

This average was not only $120 above the level of the bilingual workforce of the same 

63 In its examination the Roy1 C o ~ m i s s i o n  on Biculturalism and Bilingualism considered only the 
Canadian male non-agricultural labour force. Canada. Report of the Rqval Commission on 13iczilttiralisnr 
a t d  Bilir~gualisvt. 1969. vol. 3a. 16. 
64 Canada, Report of the Royal C'onintission on Biculruralisnr and Bilingualisnl. 1969. vol. 3a. 16. 
" Ibid.. 21. 



ethnic origin, but also a startling 51,526 higher than the level for the bilingual French- 

origin w~rkforce.~' These variances indicate that together language and ethnicity had a 

detrimental impact upon the average total income levels of French ethnic-origin 

Francophones which reinforced their subordinate socio-economic position in relation to 

British-origin .Anglophones Due to their ethnic background and linguistic knowledge the 

lattcr group earned higher avcragc total incomes than tlu hl-mer which rrsuitrd in r l l r  

development of a two-class system within Quebec. In the world of work, British-origin 

.bglophones dominated upper-level positions that commanded higher salaries and French- 

origin Francophones were concentrated among the lower-level and lower-pavins posts. 

The income differences between British and French Canadians were notably more 

pronounced in the province of Quebec. which provides some explanation as to whv a 

French neo-nationalist movement developed there in the 1940s and 1950s. 

EDUCATION 

Education is one of the most important elements affecting the status of individuals 

or groups in society. The higher the level of education an individual attains, the hrther 

helshe can advance along the occupational ladder thus improving hidher level of income 

and status. The Roy1 Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism recognized the 

influence education has upon socio-economic status when it stated. "...the socio-economic 

conditions for equal partnership depend in large pan for their fulfillment on equality of 

schooling."" 7 unequal partnership between British and French Canadians existed as 

quantitative and qualitative analyses of schooling in the middle of the 1 900s reveal 

numerous disparities between the two populations. The quantitative educational 



discrepancies between the British and French can be gauged when their respective levels 

of schooling and average number of school years completed are measured and compared. 

In 196 1 the British-origin male non-agricultural labour force was more highly 

educated than the French. The table below indicates the distribution of these two ethnic 

groups' labour forces according to their level of education: 

Table 6 
~chooling" 
Pcrcentagc distribution of the m l c  non-agricultural labour force by cthnic 
origin and level of schooling - Canada. 196 1 

Level of Schooling 

Sccond;lry 
Ethnic Origin Nonc Elementan 1-2 Years 3-5 Ycars Univcrsih TotA 1 
British 0.3 30.6 2 5 . 2  3 1.4 12.5 

French 0 .7  3 3 . 5  2 1.4 18.1 h. 3 

Isource: k~ynauld. Marion. and Beland. ..La repartition dcs rcvcnus." I 

The French and British-origin male non-agricultural labour forces were respectively 

concentrated among opposite ends of the educational spectrum. While over 69 percent of 

the British-origin group was located among the post-elementary educational levels. the 

majority (54.2 percent) of the French-origin group did not pass beyond an elementary 

education. Furthermore, in the post-elementary education levels, the percentage variance 

between British and French representation at each successive level consistently increased 

to a maximum at the university level, where British representation was almost double that 

of the French. Compared to the labour force as a whole, the French had a higher 

percentage of their labour force and the British had a lower percentage of their labour 

-- - . 

6- hid..  26. 
DX [bid. 



force concentrated among the pre-secondary education levels. In the post-elementary 

educational categories, the opposite pattern existed; the British percentage exceeded the 

national percentage at each plateau. while the French percentage consistently fell behind 

the national percentages. 

The average number of school years completed or educational attendance provides 

mother n~rasuremnt of educational quanti ty or achievement. The tabk beiow reilecrs the 

average level of education or average last grade attained by the British and French-origin 

male non-agricultural labour force in Canada and Quebec in 196 1 : 

Table 7 
Education ~evef"'  
Educational Icvcl atuincd (kist grade attended) b! the ~nalc non- 
rlgricultural labour tbrcc in Canada ;lnd Qucbcc - 196 1 

.All origins British Frcnc h 

CANADA 8.45 9.43 7.08 

QUEBEC 7.04 0,60 7.00 

On the national scale, the average grade level attained by French Canadians was lower 

than that of the British. The average last grade attained by the French and British-origin 

male non-agricultural labour forces were 7.08 and 9.43 respectively,'0 The variance 

between the two groups was 2 3 5 .  While the British had an above average level of 

education, the French average fell below the national average by 1.37. 

In Quebec, the educational disparity between those of British and French ethnic- 

origin was more noticeable as the former averaged higher educational levels and the later 

averaged lower levels than they did on the national scale. The average last grade attained 

69 Ibid.. 28. 
-%id. 



by the British-origin group in Quebec was 9.60 versus 7.00 for the French-origin group. 

Compared to the national figures, the variance between the two groups increased from 

2.35 nationally to 1.6  in Quebec. Quantitatively, the British averaged longer educational 

careers in Quebec than they did in Canada as a whole which suggests they enjoyed a more 

favourable socio-economic standing in this province. 

hlcreover. the outdatcd and misyuidcd curricula af the French Raman Cdtlwlic. 

schools, especially at the post-elementary levels. tailed to instill the necessary skills for 

advancement within an industrial economy .As one historian states. these institutions 

produced a French labour pool that was more of"  a savant rather than a modern 

expert."" .As a result. French-Canadian students were hampered from gaining access to 

the higher-status and higher-paying occupations7' in Quebec's industrial economy and 

came to occupy subordinate socio-economic positions vis-a-vis the English. .As the 1960s 

* 1 Everett C. Hughes. 'i.enclr ( ' m n t h  In li.ansimn (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1065; blid\vay 
Scrics. 19x3). 2 10. 
- ?  

- The relationsl~ip bct~vccn education. inconlc and occupation cmnot bc dcnied. Having cstr~blisllcd that 
French Cmadians had shorter educational careers and rccei\*cd ;in c.duc;~tion of lowr  qualit! in 
comparison to Englisll Cilnadians. how this irnbalmx t ransliitcd into incotnc and occupational 
discrcpancics nccds to bc explained in order to appreciate thc impact of cduc;~tion upon socio-economic 
status. B. R. Blishen conducted an occupational analysis that considered both incornc and cducation 
factors from 1958. Hc cstablislled an occupational scale based on avcragc years of schooling and n.cragc 
income. Occupations that required high education levels. but paid relati~~ely tow salarics rtmked above 
those occupations with high incomes and low educational rcquircmcnts. Blishcn considered a total of 3 1 3  
occupations. which he ranked and then grouped into scvcn classes. Hc then ca1cul:wd the c h i c  
distribution of the population according to these classcs. What hc discovered was tllat. in cornpxisoli to 
British-origin Canadians. the proportionate distribution of Frcnch Canadians was less pronounccd among 
the top two occupational classes and more pronounced among the lowest occupational classcs. In the top 
two occupational groups. 13.1% of the British-Canadian labour force was to bc found versus 10.1% of the 
French-Canadian labour force for a difference of 3.0% between the two. In thc lo~vest two occupational 
classes. the variance between the British and French increased to 15.9% to the disadvantage of the latter. 
Almost half (49.8%) of the French-origin labour pool was locatcd among the two lorvcst occupational 
classes. while only 33.9%) of the British-origin labour force was found in the same occupational groups. 
The significantly higher proportion of French Canadians distributed among the lower-ciass occupations 
had much to do with their oven11 lower average education levels. English Canadians. on the other hand. 
were better off. as a smaller portion of their ethnic group was found among the lowest occupational classcs 
and a higher portion was distributed among the upper occupational classes. When education and income 



approached, the Catholic run classical colleges and universities were increasingly criticized 

for retarding the socio-economic advancement of French Canadians. 

Both quantitatively and qualitatively it is clear English Canadians outscored French 

Canadians in the educational arena. The quantitative advantages of the former are evident 

when their levels of schooling and length of education careers are measured and compared 

to those of the latter. Qualitatively, French Cd~iddid~ l s  r e c e i d  i n ( ; l r i ~ ~  education. This 

was particularly visible in the province of Quebec where French Roman Catholic schools 

provided students with less practical curricula. Ultimately, the educational inadequacies of 

Canada's French population thwarted their occupational progress, which in turn adversely 

affected their socio-economic status and created hrther class imbalances between 

themselves and the English. 

OCCUPATION 

Occupation, the type of work one undertakes in order to earn a living, is another 

element that can be used to measure and compare the socio-economic status of individuals 

or groups in society. The position one occupies in the world of work. to a large extent. 

determines the ability one has to bb...influence the lives of ~thers."~%enerall~, higher 

status occupations command higher incomes and in a modern capitalist society individuals 

occupying these positions wield a great amount of influence and control over society at 

large. Since occupational positioning is a partial reflection of an individual's or group3 

class standing, uneven population distributions among various occupational levels can 

reveal signs of larger socio-economic inequalities. For example, class differences between 

Factors are combined. French Canadians were found not to be on an equal footing with English 
Canadians. Blishen's findings are cited in Porter, The C krtical .Ilosaic. 85-86. 
- 3  Canada. Report of the Roval Conlmission on Biculturnlisnr and Bilingualisni. 1969. vol. 3a. 35. 



ethnic or cultural groups are apparent when one group's labour force is highly 

concentrated among upper-scale occupations and another's is concentrated among lower- 

status occupations. When the proportional occupational distribution of the British and 

French ethnic-origin labour forces is compared, it is clear that by the middle of the 1900s a 

cultural division of labour had existed which favored the former group and was 

detrimental to thc latter. 

As early as 193 1 signs of the concentration of the British-origin labour force 

amon3 upper-scale occupations and the French-origin labour force among lower-scale 

occupations were visible. John Porter's analysis of the socio-economic structure of 

Canada revealed this as he examined six different occupational categoriesn and 

determined the respective distribution of the British and French-origin male labour forces 

among them. The top-level category in his study consisted of white-collar 'Professional 

and Financial Occupations' and the lower-status blue-collar occupational category was 

comprised of ' l o w  level, primary and unskilled occupations' Porter's findings are 

reflected in the table below: 

- 4 The sis occupational categories (Professional and Financial. Clerical. Personal service. Primall; and 
unskilled. Agriculture. and All others) whch John Porter esamined in his study were taken from the 
Census of Canada. 



Table 8 
Ethnic origin and selected male occupational categories - Canada, 1931" 
Uvver level - white collar occuaations 

Professional and Financial Occupations (-1.8OA1 of totill labour force) 

British* 6 .4?4 otxr rcprcscntrltion b! : 1 , t+"? 

French 4.0% under rcprcsentrltlon b!,. 0.8% 

Lower level - blue collar occupations 

Low level, primary and unskilled occupations l7.7?'0 of I;lbour force) 

British* 13. l i %  undcr rcprcscntation b ~ , .  4.0'% 

Frcnch 2 1 .0% otcr rcprcscntation by: 3 , .3 % 

In the upper-level occupational grouping, 6.4 percent of the British labour force was 

employed versus 4.0 percent of the French. The British were over-represented in this 

category bv 1 6 percent. and French were under-represented by 0.8 percent, resulting in a 

ditference of 2.4 percent between the two groups. In the blue-collar occupational category 

the proportionate representation figures of the British and French labour forces were 

reversed from the white-collar figures. In this occupational category, over one-fifth ( 2  1 0 

percent) of the French labour force was employed, compared to only 13.1  percent of the 

British. While the French were over-represented by 3.3 percent in this category, the 

British were under-represented by 4.6 percent. a difference of 7.9 percent between the two 

groups. 

Twenty years later the position of the British-origin labour force on the 

occupational scale improved, while that of the French remained virtually unchanged. By 

- i Porter, The Ikrt icd itlo.vaic. 73-87. 
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195 1 hrther signs of the increasing concentration of the British and French iabour forces 

among opposite ends of the occupational spectrum appeared. 

Table 9 
l ~ t h n i c  origin and selected male occupational categories - Canada, 1951" I 
Upper level - white collar occupations 

Professionai and Financial Occupations (5.9% of total labour forcc) 

3ritkdl* 7.5% ovcr rcprcsentat lon by: 1 . ti1?0 

French 4 4% 11ndt.r represenrat wn h?,. 1 !y, 

Lower lewl - bIue collar occupations 

Low levei, primal?; and unskilled occupations (13.3% of labour force) 

British* I I .6% under rcprescntation by: 1 .7% 

French 16,3?40 over rcprcscntcd by: i . ( )% 

Though not to the same extent, British and French representation in the upper-level 

occupational category of Porter's study increased By 195 1. 7.5 percent of the British- 

origin male labour force was employed in 'Professional and Financial Occupations'. 

compared to 6.4 percent in 193 1 .  French representation also increased from 4.0 percent in 

193 1 to 1 . 4  percent in 195 1 .  The variance between these two groups' respectie 

representation, however, grew from 2.4 percent in 193 1 to 3.1 percent in 195 1 .  Compared 

to the labour force as a whole, the British labour force's over-representation among 

Porter's top occupation category remained unchanged during the 20-year span at 1.6 

percent. The French labour force, however, became further under-represented among the 

top-level occupational goup." 

-' bid.  . - 
When compared to the labour force as a whole. in 193 1. the French-orign labour force was under- 

represented by 0.8% in the top occupational level from John Poner's study. In 195 1, their under- 
reprcscntatiun dluost doubled to 1.5%. 



By 196 1 the occupational inequalities between the British and French were 

obvious. The trend identified in Porter's analysis was supported by the findings of the 

Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism which painted a broader picture of 

the occupational distribution of ethnic groups in Canada. The Commission identified I 1 

71 occupational groups and determined the distribution of the British and French-origin 

male labour fbrces' among them. The folfouing table retlczls the percentage distributiuri 

of the male labour force according to ethnic origin and occupation among four 

occupational categories which the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism 

deemed as most prominent or ..trend setting"" in an advanced industrial society: 

Table 10 
l ~ c c u ~ r t i o n  and Ethnic Origin - Canada, 1961"" I 
I ~ e r cen t a~e  distribution of the inalc labour force. by ctlulic origin and I 
occupation 

CANADA 
All Origins British* French 

%o '!!I o/O 

-s The occupational categories identified by the Royal Conmiisslon on Biculturalism and Bilingualisn~ arc 
as follows: professional and technical. managerial. clerical. sales. senice. transportation and 
con~munications. craftsmen and production workers. labourers. farmers. other primat?;. and not stated. 
Canada. Report u f the Rqwl Cumniission on Bicrrltiirnlisnr and Bilingualisni, 1 !IN. vol. 3a. 38. 
- 9  The Ro, a1 Con~mlssion on Biculturalism md Bilingualism identified the following as the four 'trend 
setting' occupational categories: Managers: includes managers in specific functions such as advertising. 
credit. and purchasing. and owners and managers classified by indusw: Professional and technical 
occupations: including engineers, teachers. health professionals (physicians. nurses. ctc.) artists. clergy. 
social welfare workers. photographers. librarians. etc.: Craftsmen and production workers: including blue 
colIar workers identifiable by function. such as bakers. shoemakers. bookbinders. welders, painters. etc.: 
and Labourers. The service occupations were not considered because of the census category's 'restricted 

I 

Lower-scale Occupations 
Craftsincn and Production 
workers 
Labourers 

28.8 3 . 5  3 1.4 

6 .2  4.6 7 . 5  
Britlslr rnc1ucie.s: English. S~oltislr, Irrsh, and U'elsh 



What is clear from the above is the higher concentration of the British-origin male labour 

force among the upper-scale occupations compared to the French and the higher 

concentration of the French-origin male labour force among the lower-scale occupations 

compared to the British. By 196 1 ,  the national occupational inequalities which Porter 

identified between the British and French were more noticeable and strongly hint at larger 

Overall, by 196 1 ,  the concentration of the British and French labour forces among 

the opposite ends of the occupational spectrum was obvious. The British labour force was 

more heavily concentrated at the top of the occupational spectrum than at the bottom and 

the French labour force was more heavily concentrated among the bottom of the spectrum 

than the top. The sharpness of these occupational inequalities provides some explanation 

as to why income disparities developed between the English and French and why tensions 

arose between them. Moreover, they explain why the province's most industrialized city. 

Montreal, developed into the hub of French-Canadian nationalism." 

OWNERSHIP OF INDUSTRY 

While a broad-based esamination of the occupational distribution of the British and 

French-origin labour forces between 193 I to 196 1 provides a partial retlection of the 

socio-economic inequalities that existed between these two groups, a comparative analysis 

of the status of those who occupied positions at the very top of the occupational ladder 

can produce hnhe r  evidence in support of these disparities. In a modem industrial society 

such as Canada's. socio-economic power and influence is generally concentrated among 

and unrepresentative nature'. Canada. Report clfthe Ruyal i'omnlixsior~ on Biculturalisrr~ and 
Bilinguali.snl. 1969. vol. 3a. 37. 
s I1 Canada. Report of the Royal C'onrnrission on Biculturalism nrld Bilingualism. 1969. vol. 3a. 38. 



an elite group who own and control the largest industrial enterprises.x2 Owners of the 

most dominant industrial firms enjoy unmatched socio-economic advantages and their 

visibility in and influence over society is "...for most people a much more immediate sign 

of the relative status of Francophones and .hglophones than are income, education and 

occupation.""' The composition of the industrial economic elite was not at all reflective of 

the ethno-cultural i t l d r d ~ t ~ f  of Quebec as this p u p  was cieari); marked by a cuitural 

division of labour .Among the economic elite, Francophone owners of industry did not 

occupy the same status as did Anglophone and foreign owners. Even though the vast 

majority of the province's population was Francophone. the owners of the largest and 

most powerful industrial firms were not from this language group, instead they emerged 

from the population's linguistic minoritv groups. .Anglophone and foreign This ethno- 

cultural stratification or duality typified the composition of Quebec's industrial elite. 

.Anglophone and foreign owners of industry who qualified as members of a 'big 

bourgeoisie' were to be found at the top of this group while, at the bottom, there remained 

the displaced Francophone elite, who qualified as members of a 'middle bourgeoisie' '" 

The examinationn5 of Quebec's manufacturingn' industry by the Royal Commission 

on Bilingualism and Biculturalism in 196 1 unveils the unequal status of Francophone. 

8 1 See McRoberts. Qrrehec: Social (.'hangr and Politico/ Crisis. 74. 
" John Porter describes the economic elite of Canada as consisting of those who occupy the major 
decision making positions in the corporate institutions of society. Between 1948 and 195 1 this group 
consisted of 985 Canadian residents who held directorships in the 170 dominant corporations. banks. 
insurance companies and numerous other corporations not classed as dominant. Porter. The I 'erticnl 
.\losaic. 264-27-1. 
s3 Canada. Report of the Royal Con~mission on Biculruralisr~l arrd Bilingtrnlisrri. 1969. vol. 3a. 12. 
" Obsenation made by Paul-Andre Linteau as cited in McRobens. Qtiebec: Social Chongr and Politico1 
Crisis. 1 00. 
'5 The Royal Commission on Biculturalism and Bilingualism's examination was based on a study 
conducted on its behalf by Andre Raynauld entitled "La propriete des entreprises au Quibec." Quebec tvas 
chosen as the focus of the Royal Commission's analysis because it was the only pro~lnce in Canada where 



Anglophone and foreign-owned firms. When the Commission compared and contrasted 

the size and strength of firms owned by these groups it discovered that Francophone- 

owned firms consistently ranked behind those of Anglophones and foreigners. 

Francophones occupied a subordinate position among the ownership elite of Quebec's 

manufacturing industry primarily due to their lack of capital. Anglophones were able to 

morc easily raise thc capital needed to run large-scale indbstsial ~ 1 1 t e r p r i ~ e ~  it lce I ~ I C  

owners of the financial institutions which supplied such hnd ing  were predominantly 

Being unable to muster as much financial support as the Anglophone and 

foreign owners of industry, Francophones could not keep pace and compete with the 

largest industrial businesses as the enterprises they owned were generallv smaller in nature. 

controlled by members of a single family, and under-capitalized.XH 

The following chart indicates the percentage of Quebec's manufacturing labour 

force employed by establishments controlled by Francophone, .Anglophone and foreign 

interests in 196 1 

the majority of the population was of French ethnic-origin and Francophone. This being thc case. it \v;ls 
considered to be the primary area from which to uncover evidence supporting the existence of 
Francophone ownership among the largest industrial enterprises and thus their presence in the province's 
economic elite. 
" The manufacturing sector of Quebec's industrial economy was selected by rhc Royal Con~mission on 
Biculturalism and Bilingualism because. while it did not represent the rest of the world of work. it was 
most likely to "...reflect the way the rest of the industry was moving." Canada. Reporr of the Royal 
Conimission on Biotrlturalisnl and Bilingualism. 1969, vol. 33. 488. 
Y' McRoberts. Quebec: Social Change and Political Crisis, 7 1 .  
" hid. .  101. 



Figure 3 
Percentage of Quebec's manufacturing labour force employed by Anglophone, 
Francophone, and foreign-owned companies, 1961'' 

I 

owned firms I 

Fore~gn 1 
owned firms 1 

31.3% 1 
I 

Francophone 
owned firms 

.Anglophone and foreign-controlled businesses accounted for the employment of 46 9 

percent and 3 1 3 percent of the manufacturing labour force respectively Francophone 

firms accounted for the employment of only 2 1.8 percent of this labour pool. In terms of 

the average number of workers employed. the latter run companies again ranked last. In 

196 1 .  the average number of employees in Francophone. Anglophone and foreign-owned 

firms in Quebec was 94, 145 and 332 respectively. On average. Francophone businesses 

hired approsimately 35 percent less employees. or had an employee pool that was 65 

percent the size of Anglophone firms. Compared to the foreign firms, the Francophone 

companies fared even worse.") 

In terms of labour productivity and average wages, Francophone companies were 

again in a weaker position than their .Anglophone and foreign counterparts. The average 

- -- 

Y!, Canada. Rrporr ofthe Royal Cunrntis*.sion on Biuulturnlisni ontl Bilingralisnz. 1969. vol. 3a. 54. 
30 The average Francophone firm hired approsirnateiy 72 percent fewer employers than the foreign owned 
firm or had an employee pool that was 28 percent the size of the foreign owned firm. 



value addedg' produced per worker in a Francophone-owned firm was less than that of a 

worker employed in an hglophone and foreign-run company. In the former, the average 

worker produced a value added of $6500 per year in 196 1 ."' In the Anglophone and 

foreign firms the average value added per worker was $8400 and % 12,200 per year 

respectively.'" Again, the lower productivity levels of the Francophone owned firms 

placed theill in a disa&dn~a@ po3itim i&i-h-kis the Anglophone and hreign firms. 

Part of the lower-productivity lecels of the Francophone businesses can be 

attributed to the wages they paid to their employees. Francophone firms ranked behind the 

.Anglophone and foreign firms when average annual wages are compared. The average 

annual wage rate of the former group was 12 and 30 percent lower than that of the latter 

two groups respectively." The lower wages paid by the Francophone firms was, in part. 

due to their smaller size and their lack of capital. which reflected their inability to compete 

with the high wage-paying Anglophone tirms."?he higher annual average wage rates of 

the foreign firms were the result both of their lager size and the concentration of their 

firms among the higher-paying sectors of manufacturing industry. 

When the larsest industrial sector of the Quebec economy is examined to 

determine the position of Francophones among the province's industrial elite it is quite 

clear that they ranked well behind Anglophones and foreigners. In  manufacturing industry, 

'I' Value Added is .. . . the value of the produced goods less the cost of energy and raw materials: it 
represents the transformation wrought by an establishment upon the products or materials it purchases:' 
Canada. Report of the Royal C'onrmissron orr Biczrlt~rrnlisn~ nnd Bi/ingrruli.snr. 1969. vol. 33. 5 5 .  
(1 1 Canada. Report of the Royal Conrrrussion un Biculturaii.sm and Bilingualisnt. 1969. vol. 3n. 57. 
'3 Ibid. 
'' Ibid. 

5 The lower average wages paid to the employees of Francophone f i n s  was not significantly affected by 
the concentration of these firms among the lowest-paying sectors of the manufxturing industry since the 
lowest paying sector. clothing. was dominated by Anglophone owned companies. Canada. Report of the 
Royal Commission on Biculrurafisrn and Bilingualisnr. 1969, vol. 3a. 57. 



Francophone owners consistently stood down from their Anglophone and foreign 

counterparts when their business enterprises were compared in terms of size and strength. 

On average, firms owned by the former were less productive and hired fewer workers who 

were paid less. Their inability to compete with the larger and more diversified 

Anglophone-Canadian and foreign manufacturers relegated Francophone owners to a 

subordinate position anlorlg the elite or this industrial yroup.  in  essence. Francophone 

members of the economic elite "...were no more than a handhl who, like the Sirnards of 

Sorel, could be classed as top ranking industrialists in their own province.""h The 

composition of Quebec's 'industrial elite' provides yet another reflection of the 

disadvantaged socio-economic position occupied by the French. In dominating these elite 

positions, .Anglophones maintained their control over the provincial economy and secured 

unto themselves its greatest rewards. 

NATIONALISM (Quebec's Transition: the 1940s and 1950s) 

.As these English-French inequalities solidified in Quebec during the 1940s and 

1950s, Anglophone and Francophone workers became increasingly concentrated in 

opposite ends of the occupational spectrum. The socio-economic polarization of these two 

groups fostered a growing cognizance among the latter of their ethno-cultural class based 

inequalities. This awareness, combined with the ethnic and cultural isolation of the French 

96 Porter. The I krfical .lfosaic. 286. Along with the Royal Commission on Biculturalism llnd 
Bilingualism. John Porter recognized the disadvantaged position Francophone owners occupied among 
the industrial elite of Canada. Of the 985 people he identified as being members of Canada's economic- 
elite. 760 were closely examined. In the group of 760. those of British ethnic-origin were over-represented 
and those of French ethnic-origin under-represented. Only 5 I or 6.7% of the 760 could be classified as 
French Canadian. The French were significantly under-represented when one considers they accounted for 
over one-third (30.8%) of the counp ' s  total population. Furthermore. of this 6.7% the majority (or two- 
thirds) were either lawyers or had important political affiliations. Therefore. one-thud of the French 
economic elite came from those involved in the industrial economy. British-origin Canadians. who 



population in and outside the world of work, created the ideal environment for the 

emergence of a French working-class consciousness and a middle-class led neo-nationalist 

movement during the decades preceding the 'Quiet Revolution'. An examination of these 

decades of social change will provide an understanding of the context of the era in which 

the %chard Riot' occurred. 

During thc l?SOs and 1950s French Cansda i ~ l d  be described as briny it1 d state 

of 'transition' 'I7 Quebec became more urban and industrial; Francophones became more 

aware of their inferior social, political.'x and economic status. While the province 

underwent significant demographic and economic changes. traditional French ideological 

beliefs and institutions were increasingly questioned and criticized. Quebec's French 

population quickly became less rural and more urban as the industrial and service sectors 

rapidly replaced agriculture as the backbone of the province's economy"' during these 

- . - - - - 

accounted for 47.9?:, of the countn's total population in 195 1. cori~pr~scd :lppros~niatcly four-fifths or 
8 1.490 or Porter's cconomic clitc. Porter. 73te I 2rrlccll .\lost~rc, 28-1-237. 

Hughes. Freich ( ' a n a h  r r ~  finrzsirwtt. 1.-vii and McRobcns. Qurhec: .f'ocrul ( ' lrmgc mtd Pditlcol 
C'rlsrs. 6 1-78. 
' rx  Of the 157 members of Canada's politicai elite. which consisted of Federal Cabinet Ministers. 
Pro\.incial Premiers. Supreme Court Justices, Presidents of exchequer court. and Provincial Civil Justices. 
between 19-10 and 1960. 75.194, of them were of British ethnic-origin. while only 2 1.7% wcrc of French 
origin. Among the 88 Federal Cabinet Ministers represented in the group of 157 during the same period. 
26% were of French ethnicarigin and 70% ivcre of British ethnic-origin. The French were clearly undcr- 
represented among Canada's political elite as a whole and among the elitc positions of the Federal 
Government. The ethnic make up of the political elite did not reflcct the composition of the countg's 
populace. The percentage of the Canadian popdation of British cthnicnrigin in 194 I and 196 1 was 
49.7'!/0 to 43.8% respectively, yet this group accounted for over 75% of the political elitc. The French 
ethnic-origin population. that constituted 30.3% and 30.4% of Canada's total popuIation in 1941 and 
196 1 respectively. accounted for just over 2 1% of the country's political elite. The same over and under- 
representation existed among the elite positions of the Federal government. John Porter. The [ 'rrtical 
.liomic. 3 89. 
09 The transition from an agricultural to an industrialfservice economy was reflected in the emplo~ment 
shifts from the primary sector to the tertiary or senice sectors. Employment accounted for by the former 
declined from 32.4 percent in 194 1 to 7.5 percent in 197 I .  The proportion of the Quebec labour force 
employed in the service sector increased from J I percent to 62.9 percent between 194 1 and 197 1. 
Furthermore. the industrialization of Quebec was seen when the province's gross domestic product 
increased by 45% in constant dollars between 1945 and 1956. Michael D. Beheils. "Quebec: Social 



decades.'" These changes krthered the ethnic stratification of the labour force and 

entrenched the cultural division of labour in Quebec which sparked an ideological 

transformation from within French ~anada .""  .A new form of French-Canadian nationalism 

emerged which challenged the tenets of traditional nationalism. 

By the early 1950s a neo-nationalist movement was being spurred on by midd 

class French-Canadian intellects such ds Xtisl~l Brunet, Xlaurice Skguin and Guy Fre 

who attended the Universite de Montreal. Their contlict was focused on the stronghold of 

the Church and the Anglo-Saxon business community of Quebec society. Michel Brunet. 

- - - - -  - -- - 

Transformation and [deological Rcncuxl. 1040- 1076" in Qtiehec .%MY IY4.7. Selecfetl liec~tii!rps. cd. 
A~licliacl D. Behcils (Toronto: Copp Clruk Pitman Limited. 1987). 22-23. 
!Ill) Michael D. Bchicls statcs. "...the uurnbcr of French Canadians on farms declined from 1 . 1   nill lion to 
285.000. that is. from 1 1  pcrccnt of the Francopiionc con~rnunity in 1941 to 0 percent in 197 1 .  The 
number of French Canadians 11ving in urban centrcs rosc from 1 .j million in 1911 to 01-cr 3.7 million or 
78% of the Francophone population in 197 1 ... Montreal became the new home for t~vo-thirds of thosc 
Frcncll Canadians lctlving their frmns.. . ." Belleils. "Quebcc: Social Transfortnation and Ideological 
Renewal." 2 1. 
'"' Kenneth McRoberts provides another espla~iation for tlicsc dc~.clopnients. In his socio-econornic study 
of thc histop of Quebec. McRoberts applies Michael Hcchler's 'internal colony' theory in csalnining the 
inequalities that esistcd between the English and Frcnch. Hechlcr's concept is based on h e  unequal 
relationship bcrwcen a core region (Ontario) and a periphery region (Quebec). where the formcr. through 
discriminatop means. ensures that thc economic development of the latter is tailored towards its necds. 
Kenneth McRoberts. "The Sources of Neo-Nationalisnl in Quebec." in Quebec Sincr I W j :  Srlrcteti 
Readings. ed. Michael D. Beheils (Toronto: Copp Clark Pitman Limited. 1987). 85. By the early twentieth 
century, 3s the United States began to replacc Grcat Britain as Canada's p r i m p  cconorriic and trading 
partner. Ontario developed into a core rcgion when. due to its proximih to their industrial centres. it 
established stronger economic relations with the Americans than did Quebec. As a result. Quebec became 
more of "...an outpost of the capitalistic industrial tvorld rather than a controlling ccntrc." Huglies. French 
Canada in Tvonsitior~. 2 1 1. Per capita income figurcs. which provide an approsimate indication of 
cconomic output per region. csposc the advantages Ontario gained over Quebec. In 1927. 1917 and li163 
the per capita income for Ontario W ~ S  500. 98 1 and 2025 respectively. and 378. 700. and 152 1 for Quebcc 
respectively. Hugh R. Innis. Regional Dispurities (Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Limited. 1972). 9- l0:  
see also McRoberts. Quebec: Social Change and Political Cri.srs. 69.  More importantly. Hechler's 
'internal colony' concept encompasses the cultural division of labour. This becomes apparent when the 
core regon supplies the periphery with the individuals needed to fill the most domioant. elite and upper- 
level occupations and the low paying and low status occupations are left to those from the periphery. In 
Quebec. it was the minority English-origin and Anglophone population that had more in common with 
Ontario and the rest of Canada than with Quebec that dominated thc most prestigious positions on the 
occupational Iadder. Consequently. ethnic m d  cultural traits became "...criteria for admission to 
occupational categories. As a result of this cultural division of labour. inter-regional cdhiral difference 
become the pri~nary basis of collective identity for the residents of the periphery. Over time, it may also 



the most outspoken member of the neo-nationalist cause, criticized traditional 

nationalism's glorification of rural life, its promotion of a French-Canadian spiritual 

mission, and its strong suspicion of the state, advocating instead greater intervention in the 

economy and society in order to promote the socio-economic development of French 

canada.lU' The expression of this modernized nationalist sentiment. along with the 

demographic and economic changes occurring -&thin French CmaJa, rs~ablislled the 

1940s and 1950s as decades of social .unrest' which saw " m o r e  and more Quebecois 

come to question their society and its capacity to meet its  need^."'"^ The discontent of 

Francophones in Quebec could be seen in their expanded involvement in the labour 

movement. in the restructuring of the province3 social welfare and education institutions. 

in the rise of a nevi intelligentsia among journalists of the print media, and in the protests 

voiced in the world of arts and literature."" 

One cannot ignore how the interplay of nationalism and class inspired the 

alignment of middle and working-class French Canadians during this period of 

unprecedented social development in Quebec. While some have argued that the neo- 

nationalist movement of the 1940s and 1950s was unable to win the unified support of all 

Francophones because of the middle-class interest in defending its own agenda. pressure 

to attain total support for the movement grew as the upward social, political and economic 

become the focus of agitation for the autonomy and secession of the peripheral region." McRobens. "The 
Sources of Neo-Nationalism in Quebec." 85. 
"" Guindon. Quebec Suciefyt Tradition. .\lodemi& and .\'utio~hoorl. 50-5 I :  Beheils. .*Quebec: Social 
Transformation and Ideological Renewal." 2 9 4  1 ; McRoberts. Quebec: Social Change and Political 
Crisis. 86. 
1 03 Guindon. Quebec Society: Tradttion, .\lodernity and .Vattonhood, 126. 
I 04 See McRoberts, Quebec: Social Change and Political Crisis and Guindon. Quebec Sock&: Tradition, 
.Uudernrty and ~Vationhood. 



mobility of the middle-class was threatened. lu5 By the early 1 950s' the Francophone 

middle-class realized that its socio-economic advancement was being hampered by the 

province's Anglophone minority population. In recognizing that the instigation of social 

change depended upon the support of all French Canadians. the middle class pursued an 

alliance with working-class Francophones. While the benefits of such a 'union' appeared 

to have famured the middle class. it proved equally favorable t o  thc i~oiking class. .As 

Kenneth McRoberts states: 

Some analyses of class alignments among Quebec 
Francophones have traced them to the skillhl manipulation 
of nationalist ideology by the dominant middle-class leaders, 
In effect, some lower-class Francophones were diverted 
from their "true" class interests. But others have argued that 
in some instances working-class Francophones actually may 
have had a clear class interest in aligning themselves with 
middle-class Francophones This interest could lie in an 
attack on national oppression for which all Francophones 
suffer, or in an effort to undermine a Francophone 
bourgeoisie and the English-Canadian bourgeoisie to which 
it is wedded. "11' 

A middle and working-class alignment was possible when French Canadians, regardless of 

their internal class divisions, recognized the 'national' oppression they all faced in the 

presence of the English. A national consciousness needed to be forged among 

Francophones in order to unite this group The unequal socio-economic relationship 

between French and English provided the impetus for such a formation. As the cultural 

division of labour reinforced the ethnic and cultural isolation of the French in the world of 

work, the English were identified as a socio-economic threat to all French Canadians. In 

105  Beheils. "Quebec: Social Trmsformation and Ideological Renewal.'' 30. 
lU6 McRoberts. Quebec: Social Change and Political Crisis. 28. 



response, French-Canadian 

5 1 

nationalism developed into an expression of class difference 

that was voiced through the language of 'race'. 

During the 'pre-Quiet Revolution' decades French Canadians became aware of the 

socio-economic disadvantages they all faced in the urban industrial world, recognized the 

failure of their social institutions to provide them with assistance, and realized that in order 

fcr changes to be made 3 united effort m s  needed. Within this atmosphere of soiiat 

discontent and transition. professional ice hockey did serve a purpose The fact that the 

popularity of ice hockey within Francophone society expanded during the 1940s and 

1 %Os, and that the ' Richard Riot ' occurred and captured the interest of both French 

middle-class neo-nationalist journalists and French working-class hockey fans. indicates 

that the realm of sport provided an outlet for the unified expression of Francophone 

discontent. More importantly, professional ice hockey contributed to an understanding of 

French-Canadian society during this era as Quebec's national feeling was manifested in the 

symbolic identities of the Montreal Canadien hockey team and its star player, Maurice 

Richard. 



CHAPTER I - ii: 

Les Canadiens and the National Hockey League 

THE SYkIBOLIC mENTITY OF THE CANADIENS 

The ethno-cultural based class divisions that exisred between English and French 

Canadians spurred the growth of Francophone discontent in Quebec and the rise of neo- 

nationalist sentiments that penetrated all aspects of French-Canadian life, including the 

realm of sport and leisure. Sociologists have long recognized the social significance of 

sports in stating that they are " n o t  a 'retlection' of some postulated essence of societv. 

but an integral part of society and one, moreover, which may be used as means of 

reflecting on s ~ c i e t y " " ' ~  An appreciation of the socio-historical value of professional ice 

hockey in Quebec can, therefore, be gained by examining of the social significance of the 

Montreal Canadien Club de Hockey, specifically the symbolism embedded in the identities 

of the team, its players, and the N.H.L.  

The founding of the Montreal Canadiens in 1909 and the formation of the National 

Hockey Association (N.H.A.) in 19 10 were truly a reflection of the changing status of 

sport in Canadian popular culture. The Canadiens were the first professional sports 

organization in Quebec to provide working-class Francophones with a team to follow and 

familiar athletes they could aspire to. As these 'new' fans of the game enjoyed more 

leisure time with the redefinition of their workday, they began to closely follow the trials 

and tribulations of this team. The accompanied advent of technological developments in 

the field of communication, such as the growth of the print media and the introduction of 



the radio, broadened the scope of the Canadiens' popularity throu_ehout French Canada as 

up-to-date information regarding the team became widespread and readily available 

Pursuing Canadien matches, either by attending their games in person, listening to them on 

the radio1"' or reading about them in newspapers, slowly developed into a popular 

recreational activity among Francophones. As this team's notoriety blossomed. so too did 

the overall interest of Frcnch Canadians in the sport sf ice hockey. So uidesprdaci had the 

Canadiens' popularity become that, by the mid- 1 %Os, the team had institutionalized itself 

within the popular culture of French Canada. 

While the founding of the Canadiens during Quebec's 'industrial revolution' 

reflected the transition occurring in the realm of sport and culture, the more significant 

socio-historical contribution of this hockey team can be witnessed during the decades 

preceding the 'Quiet-Revolution', when the team became more popular and widely 

accepted as a symbol of French Quebec. This team's historical representation of Franco- 

Quebec ultimately resulted in its manifestation of Quebec nationalist sentiment. Since 

every aspect of the Canadiens' identity was rooted in French Canada's ethnic and cultural 

distinctiveness, the team became the first professional sports franchise in Quebec to have 

mass appeal and an aura that was undeniably associated with the majority of the 

province's ?opulation. The 'Canadien' name, which had a French-Canadian historical 

10- Jeremy MacClanq. "Sport. Identity and Ethnicity." in Sport, Identip and E r h n i c ~ ~ .  ed. Jeremy 
MacClancy (Osford: Berg Publishers Limited. 1996). 4. 
lo8 The earliest record of radio coverage of Canadien games was in 19 17, the year the N.H.L. was 
established. Canadien hockey games were broadcast exclusively in French up until 1938 when. following 
their merger with the 'English' Montreal Maroons. their games were broadcast in both French and 
English. Between 1924 and 1938, Maroon games were exclusively broadcast in English. The fact that the 
games of the Canadiens were broadcast only in French up to 1938 is a clear indication of the emphasis 
which team management placed upon attracting the interest of Francophone fans residing in Quebec. 
Hockey Hall of Fame Archives. Montreal Canadiens - team files. 



basisi0', became synonymous with Francophones and the composition of the team was 

intentionally arranged so that, with the assistance of the media's commercializing and 

promotional efforts. working-class Francophones, for the first time, could: 

. aspire to a local team with a large following throughout 
Quebec. Francophone farmers and laborers could cheer for 
the sons of laborers and farmers. .A working-class team had 
emerged for the working class, predominant!): Frcnchi "' 

! 11') Unlike the other 'Original Six' teams of the N.H.L.. tlic Canadiens' name was rooted in thc soclo- 
political histon of Frcnch Canada. The earliest recorded usc of the riarne -Lcs Cm~diens '  \\.as b!. a 
Francophone ice hockey team fonncd in Montreal in Fcbnlaq 19-77. This team clirlllcngcd ;In all- 
Anglophone team. also from Montreal. called 'Dorchcstcr'. after tlic latter had claimed vicron over 
another local team. thc 'Nationa!sm. dunng an epic match that was held dunng the rebellion of 1837 in 
Lower Cmada. The (lovipltrfe Hi.m~!? +he .\/cwrrc.nl I 'matliens (Toronto: Rcadysoft Incorpormd and 
MMl hMti Media Interactif. 1996). The meanings behind tllc names of the other 'Original Six' tcanls arc 
less historically enlightening. The namcs of thc Toronto hliiptr: Lcafs rind Chicago Blackha\vks w r c  
dcrivcd from names given to rnilitarl; rcgimcnts that scnzd in World War Onc. Ths 'Itlapk Lcafs' ivcrc 
namcd dtcr  ii Canadian militan. uwt m d  t11c 'Blacklla~vks' wcrc namcd after :in u-tillcry imit that tc;m 
o u m r  Frederick McLauglilin scn.cd on. Thc 'Blackhaivks' Iiarnc originated from the great cliicf of thc 
Sawk Indians ivllo roamcd thc Anlcrican blidwst in tllc 1880s. Thc Detroit Rcd Wings canlcd thc~r  namc 
from a Canadian hockcy team that olvncr J ~ C S  Norris uscd to play for cAkd the Winged Whcclcrs. Tho 
Wl~cclcrs played in the Montreal Amateur Alliletic Association and the namc and logo were approprim 
for the city of Detroit wiicre automotive production doniinated indust?. Thc Boston Bniins name wils 
sclccted from a 'name the team' contest in 1924. Boston owncr. Charlcs Adams. set three rules for the 
contest: ( 1 )  the team coIours had to bc brown and yellow to match thc colours of his business in Boston. 
( 2 )  the chosen name had to be compatible with these colours. and ( 3 )  the name had to suggest strengtli 
and power . 'Bruins' fit all three criteria in Adams' opinion. The New York b n g e r s  namc had ;I less 
romantic history. The Rangers. established in 1926 by Madison Square Garden President. Tcs Rickard. 
unofficially named the team. 'Tes's Rangers'. This namc was derived from that of a Confederate A m y  
unit that senled in the southern states. The 'Tes' was eventually dropped from the namc leaving just the 
'Rangers'. Of all the N.H.L.3 'Original Sis' teams. the Canadiens were the only one to have a name that 
had any remote ethnic. cultural, or historical attachment to the identity of its local fans. 'Canadien' has 
always been a part of the team's name. When team ownership was transferred in November 19 10 .  the 
team's name became 'Le Club Athletique Canadien'. The team would maintain this name until 192 1, 
when new owners reinstated the team's original name. 'Club de Hockey Canadien'. Since this team camc 
to represent the hopes. dreams and aspirations of French Canadians. and more importantly. became an 
outlet for irorking-class French Canadians to express their superiority over the Anglophones who 
dominated the upper class. the use of the 'Canadien' name was fitting for its original use was by an d l -  
French team that played hockey in Lower Canada during the 1837 rebellion era. Mike Lessiter. The 
.Lbnres ufthr Games: The Stories Behind the .l'ickntmres of 102 Pro Foorball, Bcskerball and Hockey 
Tearus (Chicago: Contemporary Books. 1 987). 105- 122. 
I 1 0  Paul R. Dauphanis. "A Class Act: French Canadians in Organized Sport. 1810-19 10." The 
International Journal of the Histor?, of Sport 7 (December 19 90): 438. 



The basis of French Canada's identification with this hockey team is similar to that found 

among soccer fans in England during the late-nineteenth century Wray Vamplew. in his 

study of sport crowd disorders in Britain between 1870 and 19 14, has identified various 

team characteristics that foster fan loyalty, which include elements such as " . . g  eo_rraphical 

attachment, or a common bond of religion. ethnic or national background.""' in  the case 

of the Canadiens, all of the af'rerncotionrd traits s t i - e ~ l g t I ~ ~ ~ e d  the b u d  ~ C I L W ~ I I  ihrm and 

their French fans. How this team became a popular fixture within Quebecois culture and 

came to represent the 'racial', national, and class characteristics of French Canada in the 

middle of the twentieth century can only be understood bv studying the history of the 

team's founding and early development. by comparing its ethnic characteristics and stature 

to that of the other teams in the N.H.L.. and by analyzing the rivalries that were fostered 

with other teams, particularly those with the Montreal Wanderers, the Montreal Maroons 

and the Toronto Maple Leafs. 

The ability of a professional sport franchise to take on socially constructed 

identities is larsely dependent upon the relationship it initially establishes with its fans. For 

the Canadiens, their highly regarded status within French Canada was the result of first. 

"... a consistent presence and image. Second, it Faithhlly maintains that consistency with its 

fans. In other words, the organization enters into a social contract with its followers.""' 

The idea of forging an affiliation with Quebec's French population was devised prior to 

the Canadiens' official date of birth of 4 December 1909. Two days prior to the founding 

of the team, the N.H.A. merged with the Eastern Canadian Hockey Association to form a 

1 I I Wray Vamplew "Sports Crowd Disorder in Britain, 1870-19 14: Causes and Control." Journal of Sport 
Histo? 7 (Spring 1980): 8. 
11: Goyens and Turowetz, Lions in IVintrr. 18. 



professional hockey league named after the former. This league consisted of teams that 

had been rejected from the Canadian Hockey Association, in particular the Montreal 

Wanderers and Renfiew Creamery kngs ,  because of the non-amateur status of their 

players."3 The organizers of the N.H. A. appreciated the value in establishing teams with 

strong ties to their local communities Clubs that were able to develop ethnic and cultural 

links x i i h  their fans, primarily through thc makcup df player rosters. i u d d  ~erlerate 

enormous fan interest and loyalty, thus guaranteeing franchise owners with substantial box 

otfice revenue. '" No other team throughout Canada's history has been as successhl in 

fostering as strong a bond with its fans as the Montreal Canadiens. Since their founding. 

every effort has been made by team management to create and sustain its Francophone 

character and promote its symbolic representation of French Canada. 

The history of the Montreal Canadiens begins with the initial financing of the team 

by two northern Ontario Anglophone mining moguls. J .  Ambrose O'Brien and T C.  

Hare. ' I 5  These multi-millionaires provided funding for the creation of a professional 

hockey team in Montreal on the condition that ". the team be transferred to French- 

I I 3  The teams that formed the N.H..4. in its inaugural season were: tlic Montreal Wmderers. the Rcnfrw 
Creamery Kings. the Cobalt Silver Kings. the Montrcal Shamrocks. teams from Ottawa and Hailcybun.. 
and the Montreal Canadiens. By 19 12. the teams from Rcnfrew, Haileybury and Cobalt folded ;md two 
teams from Toronto joined the league. Metcalfe. C'unada Learns to Pluv. 168- 172 and The C'unlplefe 
Histop rlJttte ,\fontreal Canadiens (Toronto: Readysoft Incorporated and MMI Multi Mcdia Interactif. 
1996). 
t I J  Goyens and Turowetz, Lions in CFinter. 27. Throughout the histoxy of the N.H.L. there have been man! 
instances where teams have used the ethnicity of their players to gain fan interest. For esample. in 1926- 
1927 the New York Rangers changed the Iast name of their goaltender. Lornc Chabot. to Chabotzky in 
order to attract Jewish hockey fans residing in New York. During the 1930s. the Boston Bruins' top 
offensive line of Milt Schmidt. Bobby Bauer and Woody Dumart were nicknamed 'The Krauts' since they 
all came from the predominantty Geman city of Kitchener. Ontario. 'The Boston Bruins organization 
even held a contest to change the line's nickname when World War Two began. The new name became 
'The Buddy Line'. When the three players returned from the war. the new name lasted for about a month 
until h n s  resorted back to the original nickname. Derik Murray (producer). Legends of Hockey - Part II: 
The .\irrv Era, 192.1- 1939 (Toronto: Quality Video. 1996). 



7 7  116 speaking ownership from Montreal as soon as possible. and that an all French- 

Canadian hockey team be organized. 'I7 From its inception. the Canadiens were destined to 

belong to Quebec's Francophone population. To ensure this association, the founders of 

the team and the N.H..4.  orchestrated the creation of a hockey club that had an irrehtable 

French-Canadian design. In addition to its players. a Francophone presence throughout the 

organization, f s m  ounership dofin to  ill^ i o a z l ~ i n ~  Ir~el. was riredrd in urder tu garntsh 

the ethnic image of the team and reinforce its association with the local populace. 

While the ownership of the Canadiens was not transferred by O'Brien and Hare 

until the commencement of the N .  H. A ' s  second season. French Canadians were 

nonetheless found throughout other team positions The team's first general manager. 

coach. and player was a Francophone by the name of Jack Laviolette. Under the rules 

I In established by the N.H.A. Laviolette organized a team that was comprised entirely of 

French players. The roster of the 190% 19 10 Canadien club consisted of the following 

athletes: 

' I '  J. Ambrosr O'Brien owned the Renfrew Creamen. Kings and T.C. Hare was the owner of the Cobalt 
Silver Kings. 

The Conrplete Histoy oj'rhe .\lonrreal Canadilrms (Toronto: Readysoft Incorporated and MMI Multi 
Media Interactif. 1906); Maurice kchard and Stan Fischler, The Flving Frenchmen' Hockqv's Greatest 
D-vnasty (New York: Hawthorn Books. 197 1). 13. 
11- Goyens and Turowetz, Lions in Winter. 27: hchard and Fisdi!~:, Flvinp Frenchmen. 1 1. 
""uring the N.H.A.3 first three years. the league3 constitution established the Canadiens as the only 
French-Canadian team in the league. They were permitted the use of only French-Canadian players and 
no other team in the league was allowed have pIayers of French-Canadian origin. 



Art Bernier Jack Laviolette* 
Joseph Bougie* Edgar Leduc* 
Joe Cattarinich* Edward Millaire* 
Ed Chapleau* Didier Pitre* 
Edmund Decarie* George Poulin 
Ted Groulx Patsy seguin*' " 
Newsy Lalonde 

Not only was this initial team made up solely of French-Canadian players. the majority of 

them, nine out of thirteen or 69 percent, were from the province of Quebec Based on the 

ethnic origins of the first general manager, coach and players, this team's composition was 

well gounded in French Canada. In Fact, during the first three years of the Montreal 

Canadiens' existence, the team's player roster consisted solely of French Canadians. "" 
On 12 November 19 10 ownership of the team was finally transferred to a popular 

Montreal spons personality, George Kendall-Kennedy, who also owned the Club 

Athletique Canadien Given the fact that Kendall-Kennedy had legal claim to the 

'Canadien' title and realizing the importance of maintaining the Montreal team's original 

name, the governors of the N.H.A.  decided to award him possession of the ~anadiens ' -"  

The team was renamed Le Club Athletique Canadien and maintained its name until 

Kendall-Kennedy's death in 1% 1 . Under his tenure, French players continued to 

monopolize the make up of the team's roster, even though team composition rules were 

11'1 Asterisk denotes players who were from Quebec. Names compiled from Charles L. Coleman. Trml o/' 
the Stanley Cup. vol. I (Montreal: National Hockey League. 1969) and The Complete Hisroy of the 
.\fontreal Canatliens (Toronto: Readysoft Incorporated and b&II Multi Media Interactif. 1996). 
''O An esception was made during the 19 10- 19 1 1 season. when the league allowcd Frmk Glass, from 
Kirks Ferry. Scotland. to play for the Canadiens. 
"' The Conrplete Histop of the .\lonrrenl Conadiens (Toronto: Readysoft Incorporated and MMl Multi 
Media Interactrf, 1996); Goyens and Turowetz. Lions in Cti'ntrr. 27: Fischler and hchard, Fl-ving 
Frenchmen. 17. 



slightly altered by the league.12* At this early stage, interest in professional ice hockey 

among Francophones in Quebec was in its infancy. The number of French Canadians who 

took an interest in playing the game and were skilled enough to pursue professional 

careers was minimal. Due to the lack of French talent, the Canadiens lobbied the league to 

alter its team composition rules and permit the use of non-French players."' This 

dmendment instantly improbed ihe tcdm's sot~l~etitiwncss"~ w h i k  at rhr same rime 

enabled it to sustain its French identity. During its first ten years, the average annual 

percentage of French players on the Canadiens was 75 percent. The team's early 

stronghold on French hockey talent can be attributed to the rules enacted by the N H .A 

By establishing itself as a 'French-Canadian' organization from its outset. the Montreal 

Canadiens Club de Hockey laid a solid foundation upon which a genuine connection with 

its Francophone fan base could be developed in the years to follow 

By 19 17. the N.H A. encountered a number of problems. As World War One 

raged on and players were being drafted for overseas duty, team owners debated whether 

or not to suspend league operations for the duration of the war. Added pressure to 

'" On 1 1 December 19 1 1. the N.H.A. changed its team composition rules to allow the Canadiens to sign 
non-French-Canadian plavers. The other teams in the league wcre allowed to sign French-Canadian 
players once the Canadiens had waii-ed their interest in them. By 9 November 19 12. the N.H.A. governors 
decided to once again amend the team composition rules. The Canadiens were permitted to have a 
masirnun1 of two non-French-Canadian players on their team. while the rest of the teams in the league 
were dlowed to haye il maximum of two French-Canadian players. 
' " Because the Montreal Canadiens finished in last place in 19 10. with a record of two wins and ten 
losses. and could not compete with their 'English' rivals. the Montreal Wanderers. who finished with an 
eleven win and one loss record and captured the Stanley Cup. the former requested for changes to be made 
to the player composition rules in order to improve the team's competitiveness and attract the attention of 
French-Canadian fans in Montreal. The Complete Histop of the .tIonlreal Cnnndiens (Toronto: Readysoft 
Incorporated and M I  Multi Media Interactif. 1996 ). 
'" With only two wins and ten losses. the Montreal Canadions ended up in last place during their first 
year in the N.H.A.. As indicated below. dunng the next four seasons the team's record improved 
dramatically: 
19 11-1912 eight wins and ten losses: fourth place (only two wins behind the first place team) 
I9 12- 19 13 nine wins and eleven losses: tied for third place with two other teams 



dissolve the league came from declining attendance figures and the financial collapse of 

teams such as the Quebec Bulldogs. In light of such circumstances, the N H . A . ' s  board of 

governors decided, instead of postponing operations, to reinvent the league's image. Thus. 

on 26 November 1917 the N.H.L. was officially born at the Windsor Hotel in Montreal in 

place of the dehnct N.H.A. Though the N.H.L .  was virtually identical to its predecessor. 

it did charter a revised ionsiiiution with additional rules of play.''' The league's 

constitution also had an impact upon the ethnic character of the Canadiens as it weakened 

the team's monopoly over French-Canadian hockey talent. 

Instead of restricting the number of non-French-Canadian players on the Canadiens 

and the number of French Canadians on other teams in the league. the N .  H. L granted the 

Canadiens with the right of first reksal. Before any piaver of French-Canadian origin from 

Quebec could sign for a team other than the Canadiens, he would first have to be refused 

by the Canadiens. This rule change guaranteed that the best French players would plav for 

the Canadiens and that other French Canadians could be given the opportunity to plav in 

the N.H.L.  if they did not crack the Canadiens' line-up This rule remained in effect until 

1967"\ad while it may have diluted the Francophone makeup of the Canadiens, the fact 

that the team's early composition was almost entirely based in Quebec and that no other 

team in the league carried a noticeable number of Franco-Quebecois players, the 'racial' 

association of this team with French Canada remained intact. 

19 13- 19 1-1 thirteen wins and seven losses: first place 
'" One rule change allowed goaltenders to block shots by whatever means possible. They were no longer 
penalized if they did not remain standing when prelVenting a puck from entering the goal as in the N.H.A.. 

With expansion and the implementation of the universal draft before the commencement of the 1967- 
1968 season. the Canadiens' territorial rights in Quebec were revoked by the N.H.L. As compensation. for 
the nest five years. the Canadiens were awarded the ripht to protect two Quebec junior players. The first 
two Canadien players to be protectedfselected were Michei Plasse and Robert Belisle. Hockey Hall of 



The 'racial' image of the Canadiens was popularized throughout Quebec when the 

team finally came under Francophone ownership on 3 November 192 1 .  That vear. 

following the death of Kendall-Kennedy, the team was transferred to three French- 

Canadian businessmen from Montreal. Known throughout the city as the 'Three 

Musketeers', Leo Dandurand, Joseph Cattarnich and Louis Letourneau purchased the 

Canadiens for $1 1,000.00 and cd'fiiially reinstatzd the tzam'j  original flame, C l u b  de 

Hockey Canadien'."' From top to bottom. the Canadien hockey franchise was, for the 

first time, comprised of Francophones, an aspect that bolstered the team's French- 

Canadian image. This new spirited ownership group invigorated the ethnic character of the 

team as they actively pursed any means to augment the French identity of its player roster 

Of this new owners group. Dandurand was the most well known in Montreal. 

Unlike his predecessors, he had a keen marketing sense and an enthusiasm which gave 

new life to the Canadien franchise. He was described as: 

. .thoroughly outgoing, known for his flamboyant lifestyle 
and pluck. His fame in Montreal was sufficiently widespread 
that he was referred to simply as 'Monsieur Leo' 
Dandurand had a broad interest and involvement in sports 
and was a promoter par excellence, whose executive ability 
matched his imagination and congeniality He carefilly 
nurtured the myth that he was the 'man with the Midas 
Touch' and maintained a reputation of always backing 
winning ventures. "* 

Fame Archives. Montreal Canadiens - team files: TV Eye Entertainment Limited (producer). Forever 
Rivals [illontreal Canadiens, Toronto .llaple Leafsl (Toronto: Quality Video. 1996). 
"- Goyens and Turowetz. Lions in Wir~rer. 27. 41. Joseph Cattmnich (b. Levis. Quebec) and Louis 
Letourneau (b. Montreal. Quebec) were Quebec-born French Canadians. Leo Dandurand rvas born in the 
United States (b. Bourbonnais. Illinois). Though an American by birth. Dandurand. who moved to Canada 
at the age of sixteen. was known for claiming to be a 'native-born French Canadian'. Goyens and 
Turowetz. Lions in Winter. 40. 



Dandurand's character instantly attracted local interest in the team and his energetic 

effons resulted in the soaring popularity of the Canadiens within Quebec. As the team's 

manager, he fortified the French image of the club by signing players who were capable, in 

his own words. of Y .  .playing a very fast, slick game but not being bullied by anyone.""" 

The Canadiens of the 1920s played 'firewagon hockey', a style of hockey which. like no 

other tern,  cornbioed the elements of finesse. speed and toughness. On the onc h x d .  

there were the quick finesse players, such as Howie Morenz. .Aurele Joliat, Billy Boucher 

and ;\rthur G a g e  and. in contrast. there were the team's 'enforcers'. such as Billy 

Couture, and local Montrealers, Sprayue Cleghorn and Odie Cleghorn, 

Despite the greater presence of non-French Canadians among the roster of the 

Canadiens during this period,'3') the team still maintained an intimate relationship with its 

French fans. By the mia- 1920s, American fans of hockey viewed the Canadiens as 

" ..romantic foreigners from the Nonh who spoke of a romantic Nonh American tradition 

- Radisson, Marquette, the coureurs de bois, colourfi~l h r  traders.""' This enchanting 

image emanated from the publicized backgrounds of the French players, many of whom 

were from Quebec, and the team's exciting style of play and success.''' The promotional 

effons of this new ownership group resulted in the team's "..personification of Gallic 

"' Goyens and Turowetz. Llons in ilinrrr. 40. 
' " bid.. 3 8. 
130 The Canadien teams of the 1920s consisted of notable non-French-Canadian players such as George 
Hainsworth (English), Amby Moran (Irish), Ma- Burke (Irish). Herb Gardiner (Scottish). Nick Wasnie 
(Polish). Gus Rivers (Polish) and Howie Morenz (German). 
131 Goyens and Turowtz, Lions in Cti'nter. 35. 
I" Between 192 1 and 1926. over threequarters (28 out of 37) of the Canadiens' playen were of French 
ethnic-origin. Of the 28 French Canadians. 2 1 or 75 percent were from Quebec. This group included some 
of the team's more popular players such as Georges Vezina. Pit Lipinc. Wildor Larochelle. and Albert 
Leduc. Overall, more than half of the Canadien team during this period came from Quebec. Under 
Dandurand's ownership. between 192 1 and 1935 the Montreal Canadiens won three Stanley Cups ( I  924. 
1930. and 193 1). 



flamboyance, and the French love of style and speed. Montreal's 'French Connection' 

was, and is, rooted in the fact that most of the Canadiens have been natives of Canada's 

province of Quebec.. . . They were soon dubbed the 'Flying henchmen' ""' The French- 

Canadian passion behind this team was witnessed during their home games. One section of 

the arena became known as the 'Millionaires Section'. which consisted of " .  . working men 

who paid fifty cents fcr standing room, wore wcollen toques in the Cmadiens' colours, 

and cheered the team on by chanting .Les Canadiens Sont La! ? .  . . . """ Through this chant. 

the French national identity of the Canadiens became so obvious that Peter Gzowski, a 

popular broadcaster/joumalist. stated. ". , . I have sometimes wondered if their rallying cry. 

'Les Canadiens sont la'. is not a better motto for the national spirit of French Canada than 

. . . I35 
'Je me souviens . 

Along with the team song, Dandurand's success in bolstering the connection of his 

team to French Canada was evident in the extent to which individual player identities were 

immersed in that of the team. Canadien players who were neither French Canadian nor 

Francophone could not escape the team's ethnic image and were unquestionably accepted 

as such simply because they played for the Canadiens. For example, even though Howie 

Morenz, the Canadiens' first superstar player, was a German-descended Anglophone 

raised in the rural confines of Stratford, Ontario, he was generally accepted as being 

133 Stan Fiscklcr. S p e d  anti S&ile The .\lonrrenl C'mntirrrr.~ ( Scarborough: Prenticc-Hall Canada Inc.. 
1975). 7; Goyens and Turowetz. Lwns rn It7nrer. 3 5 .  

I 34 This song was an adaptation of a chant ("Halte-la. halte-lA. halte-la. les Montagnards sont l i")  devised 
for a popular French-Canadian snowshoeing club. Les Montagnards. in the early h~entieth century. When 
this team folded and hockey's popularity grew. 'Montagnards' was replaced with 'Canadiens'. Claude 
Mouton. The .llonfreal Canadiens: :l ffockev Dynasp (Toronto: Van Nostrand Reinhold. lS)80). 26. I O  i . 
'Les Canadiens Sont La' translates into English as 'The Canadiens are there! are there!'. The chant was 
sung to the tune of 'It Ain't Gonna Rain No More'. Dean Robinson. Howie .\loren=: Hocke! '.v Firsr 
Superstar (Erin: The Boston Mills Press. 1952). 66. 
135 Rrchard and Fischler, Flying Frenchnten. 20. 



'French Canadian' by fans of the team.13"he 'racial' image of the team was so pervasive 

and overpowering that, regardless of ethnic or cultural background, players were adopted 

by the French-Canadian community as 'one of their own'. 

By the late-1930s the French character of the Canadiens was beginning to fade. 

Following the merger of the team with the 'English' Montreal Maroons in 1938. the 

predcminance of French Canadians among the team declined as the;. acquired a. number of 

English players from the former. I" The influx of these new players altered the ethnic 

composition. character, and personality of the team. Following the merger. the proportion 

of Canadien players who were of French ethnic-origin dropped by more than 15 percent, 

from 57 percent during the 193 7- 193 8 season to 4 1 percent the following season. This. 

combined with the poor performance of the club throughout the decade and the financial 

pressures of the Depression, caused Francophone interest in the Canadiens to wane. ''90 

lure fans back, upon the sale of the team to the Canadian Arena Company in 1935, former 

13r1 Goyens and Turowetz. Lions in Ili'ntrr. 3 5 .  For further details regarding tllc life of Houic Morcnl.. scc 
Robinson. Fiorvre .\form:. Thc adoration blorenz received from French and English hockey fans in 
Montreal \vas witnessed during his memorial ceremony in the Montreal Fonm on 11 March 1937. Ovcr 
$20.000 was raised by fans for thc Morenz Fimily. Fifty-thousand people passcd by his casket four hours 
prior to the ceremony and the city's streets were estimated to have been lined with ZUo.000 people. 
Robinson. Horvie .\loren=. 1 16- 1 18; James Duplacey and Charles Wilkins, f i~rrwr  Ki\:al.s, ed. Dan 
Diamond (Toronto: Random House of Canada. 19%). 42: The C'unrplerr History uf rhe .\fontred 
C'onatliens (Toronto: Readysoft Incorporated and MMI Multi Media Interactif. 1996). 
13' The English-Canadian players who joined the Canadiens following the team's merger with the 
Montreal Maroons were: Toe Blake (Iralf-Frenc h Canadian). Hcrb Cain. Jimmy Ward, Bill Mackenzie. 
Marv Wentworth. Stew Evans and Babe Siebert. 
138 Bernard Geoffrion and Stan Fischler, Boonr Boom: The Lfe and  tint^^ of Bernard Geo,t"ion (Toronto: 
McGraiv-Hill Ryerson Limited. 1997). 15; Robinson. fiowie .\forenz. 69. Under Dandurand's control. the 
popularity of the Canadiens had peeked following the Stanley Cup victories in 19 30 and 193 I .  Tlre 
Canadiens would not win another Stanley Cup Championshp until 1944. The team's popularity had 
fallen so drastically. that during a match between the Canadiens and the Toronto Maple Leafs in 1936. 
only 1.500 fans showed up at the Montreal Forum. TV Eye Entertainment Limited (producer). Forever 
Rivals [.lfontreal Canadiens, Toronto .Claple Leaf;.] (Toronto: Quality Video. 1996). That season. 1935- 
1936. the Canadiens won only eleven games. With the Filtering of the Canadiens' in the early 1930s and 
their inability to draw fan interest during the Depression era. the team faced financial ruin and rumors 
began to circulate about a transfer of the Canadiens to Cleveland. Goyens and Turowetz. Lions in Il inrer. 
25. 



team owners Dandurand and Cattarnich recommended that Tommy P Gorman be hired as 

the Canadiens' general manager. 

Goman. a fluently bilingual Irish-descended Canadian with an extensive hockev 

and media b a ~ k g o u n d , " ~  recognized the importance of rejuvenating the cultural bond that 

was created between the Canadiens and their French fans during the early to mid- 1920s, 

To accomplish this feat, he cultivated the development of a serior hockey !ague in 

Quebec that would supply the Canadiens with an extensive pool of highly-skilled French 

hockey players, the likes of which included Maurice Richard. In never losing sight of what 

initially attracted the interest of French fans, Gorman delivered to them a more 

competitive team whose distinct Francophone makeup distinguished it from the rest of the 

teams in the league. Outside of professional hockey. Gorman's bilingual background 

contributed to his popularity as he was able to socialize among Quebec's Anglophone and 

Francophone communities For the latter population, he organized additional recreational 

sporting events that were traditionally longed for.""' Aware of the French-Canadian 

1 5'1 Prior to his rnl-olvement in profcss~onal ice hockey. Tornmy Gorman first workcd as a p;~gcboy In rht. 
House of Conimons where he captured the attention of Charlie Bishop. a rcporter for the Ottawa Ci t i~en.  
Bishop offered Gomlan a job as a reporter at the Citizen and soon dtcnvards he was promoted to sports 
editor. Gorrnan first became involved with professional hockey ivhen. &er realizing that he could make 
more money owning a hockey franchise. he teamed up with Ted Day, to purchase the Ottawa Senators in 
1917. Gorman was also involved in the formation of the N.H.L. in that same year. By 1923. he had 
become a very popular fibwre in the city of Ottawa as his team had managed to capturc Stank! Cup 
Championships in 1920. 192 1 and 1923. Goyens and Turowetz. tmns rn illnter. 31-52. 
I 4 1  1 Prior to the twentieth century. French Canadians established a set of sporting traditions that set them 
apart from other etllnic groups. In fact. out of fear of being assimilated into the Anglo-Saxon Protestant 
culture. since the conquest of 1759 French Quebecers deliberately avoided English sports and games. 
Cosentino, "A k s t o p  of the Concept of Professionalism in Canadian Sport." 77. French-Canadian 
passion for sport had an obvious class element as these people pursued athletics that stressed sheer brute 
strength and muscular endurance. Individual strongmen contests and the sport of boxing were very 
popular in the late-nineteenth and early-hventieth century because these activities were considered 
" . . .honourable as they proved a man's ability to survive and overcome the harsh Quebec environment. 
They embodied a manliness which differed from the required gentlemanly behaviour in English team 
sports." Paul R. Dauphinais. "A Class Act: French Canadians in Organized Sport. 1840-19 10." The 
Internarlonal Journal of the Histo? of Sport (December 1990): 436437. The French interest in sports 



interest in strongman contests, Gorman regularly promoted professional wrestling matches 

held in the Montreal Forum, which included popular French wrestler Yvon R o b e d 4 '  His 

notoriety among French-Canadian circles is evinced by the nickname he earned, 'Tay Pay'. 

which was the French pronunciation of the initials of his first and second name, 

While Gorman's efforts may have given a boost to the level of French talent on the 

Canadiens. the team of the early 1040s lacked the personality, flare and succcss of :he 

-Flying Frenchmen' of the 1920s."" Gorman was able to reyain some Francophone 

interest in the sport of ice hockey and the Canadiens by establishing the initial framework 

of a scouting system in Quebec. but the team still needed time to tinher develop the 

hockey talent in the province. For the Canadiens to escape the normalcy of the other 

teams in the N.H.L.  and become a permanent. popular and symbolic pan of French- 

Canadian society, they needed to acquire additional French ' star' players and recapture the 

on-ice success that they enjoyed during previous decades. Frank J .  Selke. who replaced 

Gorman in L946, masterminded the revival of the Canadiens both on and off the ice and 

can be given the most credit for transforming this hockey franchise into a modern-day 

that focussed upon sheer brute strength spilled over into the realm of professional sport in the cart! 
twentieth centurl; as ivorking-class Francophones were drawn to athletic events that usually in\.olvcd 
physical and bloody violence. as well as gambling. Metcalfc. Canada Lenrns ro P l a ~ ,  1-41). 
1 !I Goycns and Turowetz. Llons rn Itinter. G 1. 
"" The most notable French-Canadian player Gorman signed during his tenure with the Canadiens was 
Emile Bouchard. After hiring fonner Toronto Maple Leaf coach Dick Inin  Sr. in 194 1. the Canadicns 
began winning during the tail end (last three years) of the Gorman era. The following :Ire the season b! 
season standings of the Canadiens in the N.H.L. between I937- 1938 and 1945-1946: 
1937- t 938 - fifth place out of eight teams: 18 wins. 17 losses. 13 tics 
1938- 1939 - second last place out of seven teams: 15 wins. 2-4 losses. 9 ties 
1939- 19-10 - last pIace out of seven teams: 10 wins. 33 losses. 5 ties 
1940-19-11 - second last place out of seven teams: 16 wins. 26 losses. 6 ties 
194 I - 1942 - second last place out of seven teams: 18 wins. 27 losses. 3 ties 
19-42-1943 - fourth place out of six teams: 19 wins. 19 losses. : 2 ties 
1913- 19-U - first place out of sis teams: 38 wins, 5 losses, 7 ties (Stanley Cup Champions) 
I9 44- 19 45 - first place out of six teams: 3 8 wins. 8 losses. 4 ties 
19-45-19-K - first place out of six t m s :  28 wins. 17 losses. 5 ties (Stanley Cup Champions) 



social institution. From the middle of the 1940s through to the 1960s, his efforts solidified 

the Canadiens' ethnic character, elevated the social status of the team in Quebec, and 

firmly established the Canadiens as champions of French Canada and of the hopes and 

aspirations of the province's working-class Francophone population. 

.As managing director of the Canadiens. Selke took a two-pronged approach to 

revitalizing the team's French imaye and status. First, hc channeled any and all public 

attention away from team ownership and management, which by the mid-late 1940s had 

become more . ~ n ~ l o - ~ a x o n , " "  and directed it entirely towards the players. Like his 

predecessor and the early owners of the team, Selke realized the importance of 

manufacturing the ethnic and cultural identity of his team. Under Selke's direction: 

Everything depended on a carefblly cultivated image.. . In 
the Canadiens' early days the social and cultural 
attachments seemed more visceral as an entire class took the 
club's daily doings to heart.. . In a detailed and systematic 
fashion, the hockey club became a part of the community's 
everyday activity. Defeats were taken personally while 
successes were honoured and recognized regularly. The 
hockey club managed to build an Ivory Tower. complete 
with imaginary drawbridge, which was occasionally lowered 
to allow fans to visit - quite unlike other barriers in certain 
areas of Montreal which remained forever raised, cutting off 
a large part of the population from the city's riches and 
beauties.. . . I44 

For French-Canadian working-class fans, the most alluring features of the Canadiens were 

the ethnic background of the players and the team's on-ice success. Selke purposely 

143 Goyens and Turowetz. Lions in hinter. 22. Following the purchase of the Canadiens by the Canadian 
Arena Company in 1935 from Leo Dandurand and Joseph Cattarinich. Anglophones played a more 
prominent role in the business affairs of the hockey franchse. Whle Donat Raymond, a French Canadian 
from St Stanislas de Kosta. Quebec. was President of the Company's board of directors. the majority 
(approximately 72 %) of the members on the board were Anglophone. 



concealed the Anglo-Saxon penetration among team management so that the attention of 

Francophone fans would not stray from the actual producers of the game. The bond 

between Canadien players and their French fans was evident throughout the team's 

history. The response of the latter to changes in player personnel, particularly those 

changes involving French players, reveals how necessary it was for Selke to sustain the 

ethnic composition of his team. 145 

Part of Selke's awareness of the importance in establishing a 'personal' link 

between the Canadiens and the local French working-class population can be explained bv 

his background and early exposure to the sport of hockey Born the son of a Polish 

immigrant farmer in 1 863. Selke grew up in a working-class neighborhood of Kitchener, 

Ontario His interest in the management aspect of hockey began quite early when. at the 

age of 19, he organized and coached a team of working-class Polish and German players 

called the Berlin Union Jacks. In his own words. Selke characterized the team as tbllows: 

1 -14 Goycns and Turowtz. Lmns in Ilrnrrr, 22.  
I . I $  Three particular incidents that sparkcd outrage on thc part of French fans involvcd thc replaccmcnt of 
Francophone players tvit h .4nglophone players: ( 1 ) l!IX: Canadiens trade their most popular French- 
Canadian player. Newsy Lalonde. for Aurele Joliat. an O t t a t ~ i ~  native who was Protestimt and of Swiss 
descent. Fans in Montreal were so furious with team owner Leo Dandurand that he had to disconnect his 
telephone after announcing the change. Goyens and Turowetz. Lions ij1 Ifi'nfer. 38. ( 2 )  1926: blontreal 
Canadien goaltender Ceorges Vczina. a French Canadian. dies and is replaced by English-Canadian 
Gearges Hainsworth. who French-Canadian fans reluctantly accept until he gains their respect through 
his excellent play-making ability, and (3) 1942: Goaltender Paul Bibeault. another French Canadian. 
starts the season playing for the Canadiens and is traded to Toronto. In his place the Cunadiens signed an 
English-Canadian goaltender. Bill Durnan. Like Hainsworth. French-Canadian fans reluctantly accept 
Durnan until he proves that he is a future Hall-of-Fame goaltender. Stan Fischler. The Rivalty Canatliens 
vs Leafi (Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Limited. 199 1). 1.60. Canadiens coaches also did not escape the 
'racially' biased wrath of French fins in Montreal. When Dick Iwin became coach of the Canadiens in 
19-10, in place of Alfred Lepine, French fans. and especially the French-language press in Montreal, were 
skeptical of hs hiring because of Irvine's English background. Several members of the press. ;der  
speaking to a disgruntled player on the Canadiens. even called for his removal. hchard and Fischler. 
Flving Frenchnren. 77. 



We were the luds from across the tracks and everybody 
looked down on us . . .  It seemed we always had to fight just 
to stick together and play, so we turned into a team of real 
scrappers. We owned the comers and we were proud of 
it. IJ6 

The above depiction is insighthl for it suggests that Selke recognized the distinguishing 

and uniFyin features of class and ethnicity among his players. If class and ethnicitv could 

foster camaraderie and unite the players of a hockey team. it surelv could strengthen the 

connection between players and fans, In a sense. just as the players on the Union Jacks 

were 'kids from across the tracks'. so too were the French-Canadian players who plaved 

for the Canadiens in both the N . H . A .  and N .H .L .  In these two English-dominated hockey 

leagues, the Canadiens and their French players formed a small minority group 

Upon his arrival in Montreal on 1 August 1946. Selke accelerated the work begun 

by Gorman and set out to .. develop the pool of plavers in our backyard. ~uebec ." ' "  He 

organized a Quebec junior hockey system that developed the hockey talent in the 

province. The junior hockey league, which included teams such as the Junior Canadiens. 

the Verdun Maple Leafs, the Quebec Citadels. the Royals and the Nationals, produced for 

the Canadiens future French-Canadian Hall of Fame players such as Jacques Plante. 

Bernard Geoffrion, Dollard St. Laurent, Jean Beliveau, Philippe Goyette, and Henri 

Richard. Quebec became the exclusive scouting ground of the Canadiens as their junior 

and senior farming systems monopolized the development of Francophone hockey talent in 

the province. More importantly, because of the Canadiens stronghold throughout Quebec 

other teams in the N.H.L. avoided scouting players from the province and, instead, 

1-16 Goyens and Turowetz, Lions in Winter. 98. 
''- hid..  108. 



focused their attention on recruiting players from east of the province and the United 

states. ' " ~ e l k e ' s  team was. therefore, given free reign over all French talent in Quebec. 

It was at the player level that fan interest in professional ice hockey first developed 

for they were the ones that produced the drama in each and every game and instilled a 

sense of excitement among the spectators. Unlike their amateur predecessors, the vast 

majority of thz professional hockey p l d y ~ r j  i11 the N.H.L.  did 1101 emerge from the upper 

class; instead, they came from working-class neighbourhoods'4'' and used ice hockey as a 

means to earn a living and support themselves. "" This was very much true of most 

Canadien players. Hockey stars such as Maurice Richard. Henri Richard. Bernard 

Geoffrion and Jean Beliveau and others emerged from the Roman Catholic Francophone 

working-class districts of Montreal and Quebec. The class identity of these players. 

along with their ethnic and cultural backgrounds. attracted the interest of French-Canadian 

!'' Ibid.. 77: Fischler, 71,~ R i v o l ~ ~ ,  39-60. During this period. c r en  player in thc Quebec junior hockcy 
slrstcnl run by the Canadiens was required to sign wh;it was called a Fornl C. Esscnti;llly. this contract 
made a player the properp of the Montrcal Crinadiens orgrmizrition. Sincc the Cnnadiens h;~d ci.cn- junior 
Icague player in Quebec signed to 3 Form C. they virtually nlonopolizcd the hockey talent in the proi.inct.. 
For this reason. other teams saw that is was pointless to scout players from Quebec. Gcoffrion and 
Fischler. Soorrr Boom. 19: Beliveau. Goyens. and Turowetz. ./eon Bkliveau, 37. 
143 David Cruise and Alison Griffiths. .Vet lti~rrh: Exploding the .@th of Pro Hockyv (Toronto: Penguin 
Books. 199t). 52-112. 
1511 Professional ice hockey. likc other professional sports. offered working-class members the opportunit! 
to earn 3 more comfortable living. The income that could be earned through a professional sport career 
ivas an attraction for most. Early professional hockey players who came from northern mining towns 
looked to profession;il ice hockey as a means to supplement their income. One player lured by the 
monetar). rcwards of ice hockey was Newsy Lalonde. Wilile playing for the C ~ i ~ a d i c n  betivccn I909 and 
1922. he earned approsimately $50 per week. which was more than what most laborers earned in 3 
month. Dauphinais. "A Class Act." 438. Even H O W  Morenz. the Canadiens' first superstar player. was 
raised in a working-dass environment. Prior to becoming a professional ice hockey player. he opted out of 
secondary school to work as an apprentice machinist for the Grand Trunk Railway in Stratford. Robinson. 
Howie .lfurenz, 27. Once joining the Canadiens, Morenz continued to work for the company as a 
machinist during the off-season. Goyens and Turowetz. Lions in Wi'nfer. 35. 
151 Richard and Fischler. Ffving Frenchmen. 235-25 1 ;  GeofRion and Fischler. Boom Boom. 12- 1: 
Beliveau. Goyens. and Turowetz. Jean Bdiveau, 24-25. 



fans throughout Quebec since they could relate to these athletes on a personal and socio- 

economic level. 

In Montreal, more than any other N.H.L. city, ethnicity, culture, and class 

combined to foster an intimate relationship between the team and the local population. At 

the completion of every hockey season, French Canadien players would return home to 

their Francophone working-class neighborhcods and i m r a i t  as m y  i i t l i t r  n~zmbcl- of 

society. Many, however, remained in Montreal and became involved with the local 

community for they were proud to represent the city and proud of what they meant to its 

residents?' Since they did not earn the exorbitant salaries of present day players, manv of 

them sought employment, usually in labour intensive occupations, at the completion of the 

hockey season. Prior to the mid- 1900s, it was not unusual to find N.H.L. players working 

alongside their fans in large urban industrial factories or in the mines of small northern 

Canadian towns. This year-round local attachment to the average Francophone 

working-class community in Montreal and Quebec strengthened the bond and symbolic 

identity of the Canadiens with French Canada. Observing these professional athletes as 

equals off the ice, French fans could internalize their association with them and vicariously 

identify with them on the ice. More importantly, growing up as fans of the team. French 

athletes who ended up playing for the Canadiens recognized the hopes, dreams and 

aspirations that they and their team embodied and, as a result: 

IS2 Goyens and Turowetz. Lions in Winter, 156. 
' I 3  When Maurice kchard played with the Canadiens. during his first few hockey seasons with the team 
he regularly found employment with his fellow teammates at local munitions factories. kchard and 
Fischler. Flving Frenchmen. 24 1-25 1. 



The team crest or logo became a symbol for Montreal and 
Quebec fans. The players who bore the crest bravely on 
their chests were charged with a meaningful set of 
responsibilities. for they were perceived as advocates of the 
community, rather than just simple representatives of a 
hockey tearn.'lJ 

French fans and players alike shared in the Quebecois identity of the Canadiens and in 

doing so they established this hockey frznchisr 2s permanent and important fiuturc x i th in  

Francophone working-class culture. 

Both Tommy Gorrnan and Frank Selke were aware of the estent to which the 

elements of class and 'race' contributed to the team's popularity in Quebec. Their eKom 

thus focused upon establishing a team that was not only competitive but also locally based 

and associated with the province's Francophone population. Reinforcing the norms of 

French-Canadian society. Selke valued strong family ties and he applied this belief to his 

managing of the Canadiens. He can be credited for transforming the image of the 

Canadiens' organization by having over $100,000 in renovations made to the Forum so 

that the arena presented a more familial and home-like atmosphere. For Selke. hockey had 

been a family-oriented activity and the arena was " .  . a respectable place. with no room for 

rowdyism from fans or poor manners from staff."'" The Forum quickly earned the respect 

1 5 4  Goyens and Turowetz. Lions in CC'intrr. 22. 
"' bid.. 106-107. Like other spon compleaes. the hockey arena developed into an important social 
gathering place for all members of society. For the most part. these places " .  . .required people to leave 
their homes and do or watch something collectively. in a crowd. They all owed some of their appeal by 
offering self-improvement as well as entertainment to populations who were generally thriw. industrious. 
sober and well-behaved.. . although these leisure facilities were enjoyed by all social classes they each had 
a price structure which encoumged spectators to divide themselves according to the observed and accepted 
class structure." Eric blidwinter. Fair Game: .\[vrh and Realiv in Sport (London: George Allen & Univin 
Publishers Limited. 1986). 107. In the Montreal Forum. the upper-balcony seats. which came to be knou-n 
as the 'Millionaire's Section'. is vihere one would find the most devoted Canadien fans. The fans in this 
section of the arena were predominantly worlung class and Fre~ich Canadian. While the Montreal Forum 



of French players and fans as the rink came simply to be known as 'la maison'. In the 

words of former Canadien player Yvan Cournoyer, "it wasn't my second home, it was my 

first. I was more comfo~abie there than anywhere else on earth. Most of the guys felt that 

way.""' And so did Canadien fans. Selke's paternalistic values were also evident in the 

treatment of his players. Unlike any other team in the N .  H. L.. Selke showed his support 

for them in the 1?SOs by providing honourcd players with a year's jiilary upon their 

retirement. '" The paternalistic atmosphere. which the Canadiens' organization established. 

openly invited French fans and players to the arena, promoting it as sharing similar 

characteristics to those found within the average French-Canadian home. 

PLAYERS 

By the beginning of the 1950s, the recruiting systems set up  by Gorman and Selke 

were paying dividends as the Canadiens were maturing into a hockey dynasty and the 

majority of the players on the team were emerging from either Montreal or other pans of 

Quebec. The success of these general managers, along with that of the team's early 

owners, in establishing the groundwork for the ethnic and cultural character of the team 

can be gauged by comparing the ethnic composition of the Canadiens with those of the 

other 'Original Six7 N.H.L.  teams between 1926 and 1 9 5 ~ ' ~ ~  When the ethnic 

became an important locale for socializing, with the advent of radio broadcasts and television coverage of 
Canadien matches. the need to capture the live event in-person was sorncwhst diminished. 
156 Duplacey and Wilkins. Forever Rlvnls, 56. 
' '- Ibid.. 60. Even us N. H.L. players. under the leadership of the Detroit Red Wings' Ted Lmdsay. 
attempted to form a union in the mid-late 1950s. the owners of the Montreal Canadiens were the only 
ones in the Ieague to express any support for and understanding of the movement. Cruise and GriEfiths. 
.Vet It'orrh, 96. Whlle other team owners carried out extensive union-busting tactics. the Canadiens sat 
passively by which. to some extent. reflected the close relationship between the team's management rind 
its employees. Even Richard refused to support the union drive because he felt he was being treated very 
well. Richard and Fisclder. Fbinp Frerrchnirn. 268. 
1 5 1  While the N.H.L. was officially established in 19 17. the league's 1926-1927 hockey season marked the 
beginning of its monopoly status over professional hockey in North America as its two main rival leagues. 



backgrounds of all the athletes who played during this 29-year period are analyzed, it is 

evident that the Canadiens were the one and only French team to ever play in the N.H.L.  

A total of 998"' players played among the .Original Six' teams between 191-6 and 

195 5, of which 1 2.3 8 percent or 128 were discernibly of French-Canadian descent. While 

players of this ethnic origin formed a minority group within the N.H.L.,  the vast majority 

af them played far m e  particular team. the Xluntreai Ca~~adieris. Gf [he i 25 Frencn- 

Canadian players, 75 or 58.59 percent of them provided their services to the Canadiens at 

one point during their careers. In other words, out of every five French players in the 

league, approximately three had played for the Canadiens'"" For the average French Fin 

growing up in Quebec during the tirst half of the twentieth century this was the only team 

to relate to because of the familiarity of its players. It was the one professional sports 

the Pacific Coast Hockcy League and the Wcstcrn Canadian Hockcy Lcaguc. collapsed in thc late t 020s. 
Cruise m d  Griffiths. Srr iliwrh. 3)-32.  Not only did thc tcams In the N.H.L.  noit 1lai.c tllc most talcnrcd 
players. they also gained csclusi~~e possession of the fmous and prcstigious trophy which A1 hockc! 
tcams from ~ w i o u s  Icagucs in Canada tied for. the Stanley Cup. This trophy. ~vhicll bccamc tllc csclusi\~e 
award of the N.H.L.'s post season championsllip. was donated to Canada by Lord Stanley of Prcston. rhc 
country's Governor General. on 18 March 1802 as rt " . ..challenge cup that would bc held (of !car in year ) 
by the ctmnpion team of hockcy for the Dominion of Canada." The C'omplrtc Misroy ofihe .\lonirml 
C'arra~iiuns (Toronto: Readysoft Incorporated and b&lI Multi Media Interactif. 1996). Thus. during the 
cra of rising mass spectator sports. the N.H.L. took the lead in tllc sport of hockcy. During the nest forty 
years. play in the N.H. L. was dominated by the follo~ving 'Original Six' fr:inchisos: thc Montrcal 
Canadicns. the Toronto Maple Leafs. the New York kmgcrs. the Detroit Red Wings. the Chicago 
Blackhawks. and the Boston Bruins. 
159 The names of these players were taken from Charles L. Coiernrrn. Trar 1 ofthe Stanley C'up. 3 vols. 
(Montreal: National Hockey League. 1969). 
"' Not only did the majority of French Canadians play for the Canadiens at one point during their careers. 
they also played out the majority of their careers for this tarn .  Of the total years of senice provided by- thc 
128 French-Canadian players the bulk of this time was spent playing for the Canadicns. A total of 490 
years of service were accounted for by the 128 French-Canadian players who played in the N.H.L. betwcen 
1926-1927 and 1954-1955. Out of the 490 years. 242.5 or 49.5% of them were spent playing for the 
Montreal Canadiens. The remaining 247.5 years of senice were divided among the other five 'Original 
Six' N.H.L. clubs as follows: New York - 75.5 (15.4%). Detroit - 59 (12%). Boston - 47 (9.6%). Chicago - 
39 (8%). and Toronto - 27 (5.5%). Not only did the majority of French Canadians play for the Canadiens 
at one point during their hockey careers. they exhausted the majority of their playing days with this team. 
(The 'years of service' per player was calculated as follows: if a player's name appeared on only one 
team's roster in a given year. this would count for one full year of s e n k e  for that team. If a player's name 



franchise adored in Quebec and the only team which French-Canadian children dreamt of 

playing for.16' Since the Canadiens appeared to be the sole team in the N . H L  to have an 

interest in developing French players from Quebec, the stature of this team grew within 

French Canada. With the N.H.L.'s 'first refusal' rule and later the farm system set up by 

Gorman and Selke, the Canadiens became the principal team that taught the skills and 

p i o ~ i d c d  thc opponunitics hi F i ~ n ~ h  Quebrserr tc, b r e A  inia tile psokssiu~lai hockey 

scene. 

What indirectly confirmed the French image of the Canadiens was the non-French 

character of the rest of the league .A team-by-team analvsis of the distribution of French- 

Canadian players reveals that this ethnic g o u p  was significantly over-represented on the 

Canadien hockey club and under-represented among the rest of the teams in the league. 

The following table indicates the total number of players that played for each of the 

'Original Six' teams between 1926 and 1955, along with the numeric and percentage 

figures for their French players: 

Table 11 
I 1 

I N.H.L. Distribution of French Canadians by Team, 1926 to 1955 I 
TEAM 

Montreal Canadiens 

Detroit Red Wings 
- - 

Boston Bruins 

New York Rangers 

appeared on the roster of two teams in a given year. the years of senice for each team would be cr\lculated 
as a half-year.) 

# af  
Players 

2 17 

254 

230 

252 

Chicago Blackhawks 

Toronto Mapie Leafs 

# of 
Canadians 

75 

2 4 

2 1 

12 

247 

184 

pcrcentagc 

34.56 

9.84 

22 

23 

8.  50 

6.52 

9.56 

9.12 



The proportion of French Canadians who played for the Montreal Canadiens far exceeded 

that of any other N.H.L. team. Of the 21 7 players who played for this team between 193-6 

and 1955. 75 or 34.56 percent of them were of French ethnic-origin. This percentage was 

approximately 22 percentage points above the league average for all French Canadians 

during the same period. The team with the next highest percentage of French players was 

the Dctroit Rcd ?','ings Out of their 354 players. only 24. cu- appruhituateiy t r r l  pel-cent. 

were of French ethnic-origin. 

A year-by-yrar examination of the ethnic composition of the 'Original Six' teams 

during the same 29-year span reveals the consistency of the French-Canadian presence 

among the Canadiens and the lack thereof on the part of the other teams Throughout the 

1926 to 1955 period. the annual average percentage of French players on the Canadiens 

was significantly higher than that of any other team in the league This is reflected in the 

table below: 

Table 12 

I Toronto Maple Leaf% I 4 .7  I 

- - - pp -- - - 

Average annual percentage of French-Canadian players on 
the 'Original Six' N.H.L. teams from 192611921 to 1954/1955 4 

Between the 1926- 1927 and 1954- 1955 hockey seasons, the average annual percentage of 

French Canadien players was 40.8 percent. This percentage was almost four times higher 

TEAM 
Montreai Canadiens 

New York Rangers 
Detroit Red Wings 

C h~cago Blackhawks 
Boston Bruins 

Geoffrion and Fischler. Boom Boom: Beliveau. Goyens. and Turowetz. Jean Belivrari: Richard and 
Fischier. Flving Frenchmen. 

Average Annual Percentage 
40.8 

11.5  

8.4 

6.4 

6.4 



than the next closest team, the New York Rangers, and more than eight times greater than 

the team with the lowest percentage, the Toronto Maple Leafs. Taken together. the above 

statistics point to the consistency with which the Canadiens maintained the French 

composition among its player body Unlike the rest of the teams in the league, whose 

ethnic makeup was predominantly English, the Canadiens. with their undeniable and more 

pronounced French player presence. d e ~  eloped an image that MS uniquc Furt i l r~ ~nol-c. 

the 'racial duality' that existed in Canadian society appears to have spdled over into the 

realm of professional ice hockey where the French Canadiens were counterposed to the 

other English teams. .As in Canadian society French Canadians formed a minority group 

among the players of the N H.L.. while English Canadians formed the majority From the 

league's 'racial' structure the obvious parallels and comparisons to Canadian societv did 

not go unnoticed and, indirectly, helled the Canadiens' symbolic representation of French 

Canada. 

Not only did the Canadiens sign the largest number of French players. they also 

monopolized the most talented players from this ethnic group The demise of the 

Canadiens' popularity during the late 1930s and early 1940s was largely the result of poor 

performances and a lack of recognizable French-Canadian 'stars' lo' While Tommy 

Gorman may have initially founded Quebec's senior hockey league in order to develop 

French players, those who were the most talented, skilled, and popular began to emerge 

from this league once Frank Selke had become the team's general manager By expanding 

the junior and senior hockey leagues in Quebec, Selke was able to unite the greatest 

French hockey players ever to play the game. The teams that he organized during the early 



1950s became the most famous and are generally regarded by hockey enthusiasts as the 

best of all time. One only has to examine the number of French Canadien players that were 

named to the l eaye ' s  annual ' All-Star' team and Hockey Hall of Fame and the number of 

Stanley Cup Championships won in order to appreciate this. 

A total of 1-14 'All-Star' player positions existed between the 1943-1944 and 

1954-!a55 N.H L. seasons Out of the 144 positions. 15 ditfcrent C~nadien player; 

occupied one-third or 45 of them Of the 45 Canadien ' All-star' positions, French- 

Canadian players filled 19 or 42 percent. These French Canadians included the likes of 

hture legendary Hall-of-Famers Maurice Richard. Emile Bouchard. Jean Btiliveau and 

Bernard Geoffrion Not only did the Canadiens provide the league with a substantial 

number of elite players. they also supplied all of the French-Canadian players who 

achieved the honour of being nominated to the *.All-Star' team, except for one!" Perhaps 

even more significant is that while French Canadians accounted for 1 1.67 percent'''4 of the 

league's total player population between the 1943- 1944 and 1954- 1955 hockev seasons. 

they accounted for 13.2 percent of the 144 '.MI-Star' positions during that time. 

Therefore, among the best players in the N H.L., French Canadians were over-represented 

by 1 . 5  percent. Not only were the Canadiens winning more games by the middle of the 

twentieth century, they were doing it with a number of first-rate French players who 

quickly gained notoriety throughout Quebec, and soon aftenvards achieved legendary 

status. 

162 Goycns and Turowetz. Lions in Winter. 8 1. 
163 The only non-Canadien French Canadian player to play for an 'All-star' team during the 1943 to 1955 
period was the Toronto Maple Leafs' Paul Bibeault (19-13-1946). However. Bibeault began his N.H.L.  
career with the Canadiens prior to pIaying for the Maple Leafs. 



The French Canadien players of the mid- 1940s to the late- 1950s attained 

unparalleled heroic status within Quebecois society. The combination of their ethnic 

backgrounds and skill level revived the Canadien nickname of the early 1970s. 'The Flying 

Frenchmen'. A total of 14 Canadien players who joined the team during the 1940s and 

1950s were inducted in the Hockey Hall of Fame. ten of whom were from Quebec and six 

of whom upcre French Canadian. I"' During this p=r-iod the team managed iu capture ciyhr 

Stanley Cup ~ha rn~ ionsh i~s"" '  and became an inspiration to all Francophones X winning 

tradition was crucial for the survival of the Canadien team within French Canada because 

their success. and all the symbolism surrounding their victories. ". . helped ease the 

drudgery of everyday life; the French Canadian's association with a winning collectivitv. 

especially at a time when he might have felt insecure in a province dominated by an 

English-speaking economic elite. and many others "'" The achievements of the French 

Canadiens instilled French Canadians with a sense of optimism and a reason to tiaunt their 

superiority over the English. As more and more Francophones began to see themselves 

through the Canadiens' players, this team became a social pillar within French-Canadian 

society. Individuai matches embodied the hopes, dreams and aspirations of a French 

population that was coming to grips with their new industrial environment and the changes 

to their traditional agrarian way of life. If French Canadians could enjoy success on the 

English-dominated ice rinks of the N. H.L., they could do the same in society at large. 

Canadien victories were hailed as symbolic achievements of a nation of people who shared 

- -- - 

164 During the l!M3-l9U to 1954-1955 period. a total of 60 1 players played in the National Hockey 
League. Of this total. 7 1 players are discernably of French ethnic-orign. 
'" The French-Canadian players inducted into the Hockey Hall of Fame were: Jean Beliveau. ~ r n i l e  
Bouchard. Bernard Geoffrion. Henn Richard. Maurice Richard. and Jacques Plante. 
166 Montreal Canadien Stanley Cup Championships: 1943. 1946. 1953. 1956. 1937. 1958. 1959. 1960. 



a 'racial' and class bond with the predominantly French working-class players on the team. 

These professional athletes, like no others before or after their time, exposed the potential 

greatness, success and excellence of all Francophones. in hiring French players with elite 

hockey skills, the Canadien franchise was able to guarantee its success and sunival while 

at the same time fortifying its institutionalization within French-Canadian popular culture. 

The minority status of French Canadians. as seen among the players of the N . H . L .  

was apparent throughout other league positions. . b i d  the N.H.L. board of governors, 

N.H.L. presidency, referee, ownership. general manager and coaching positions. French 

Canadians formed minority groups and were increasingly under-represented the tirther 

they moved up the N.H.L.'s occupational power structure. In fact. the ethnic composition 

of the league and the status of French Canadians among its hierarchy are wonhy of 

examination for parallels can be drawn to the subordinate position which French 

Canadians and Francophones occupied vis-a-vis English Canadians and Anglophones in 

Quebec's labour force. In professional sport, the organization of leagues is important to 

study for: 

. . . the relation between the employer and employee in 
British football (and also in many other sports) is a concrete 
Fulfillment of the bourgeois ideal of how the labour force 
should be governed and rewarded.. . In this context, control 
over players' lives by employers and controls over them on 
the field by the referee, becomes a symbol for the control 
which employers in general exercise over the labour force 
and which dominant groups exercise over society. 16" 

-. . - - -- - - - . -  

Ib' Goyens and Turowetz. Lions in IVintcr, i 8. 
16' John Hargreaves, "Sport and Hegemony: Some Theoretical Perspectives." in Sport. Culture and the 
.liodern State. ed.  Hart Cantelon and Richard Gruneau (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1982). 129. 



The Canadiens were marked as different in as much as the players, especially the likes of 

Richard, were identified as Francophone, while team owners and executives were 

Anglophones. The way the N.H.L was organized reflected the capitalist view of how the 

labour force ought be managed. the power which Anglophone employers everted over the 

Francophone labour force, and the control which dominant groups, in this case English 

Canadians. exercised alter scciety. The ethnic division of labour that csistcd throughour 

the N . H . L . 3  occupational structure was truly representative of the socio-economic 

inequalities among ethnic groups in Quebec and Canada. 

T H E  ETHNIC COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE OF T H E  N.H.L.""' 

BOARD OF GOVERNORS 

When the N . H . L .  was established in place of the N.H.X.  in 1917. the new league's 

board of governors, which was comprised of individual team owners and the president of 

the league, consisted entirely of .Anglo-Saxons. The following is a list of the members on 

the original board: 

Frank Calder ( N .  H. L President and Secretary) 
F. R. Gorman, owner of Ottawa Senators 
G. W. Kendall, owner of the Montreal Canadiens 
S. E. Leichtenhein, owner of Montreal Wanderers 
William Northey, Special Representative of the Toronto Arenas 
M. J Quinn, Honourary President 

Since the Canadiens franchise had yet to fall into the hands of a French-Canadian owner. 

representation of this ethnic group among the league's first board of governors was non- 

existent. In fact, for the next 40 years French Canadians would constitute a small minority 

'" For the purposes of this study the organization clran in Appendix A will  be used to reflect the 
hierarchical structure of the N.H.L. 



among this English-dominated body. As the board guided the direction of the N. H. L 's 

development from the 1920's to the 1950's. it maintained the distinct Anglo-Sauon 

membership of its original founding. While one of the 'Original Six' teams (16.7 percent) 

in the N.H.L was clearly identifiable with French Canada. French membership on the 

board did not proportionately reflect this representation. 

Between 1027 and 1946 a total of 33 different ir,dit.iduals scncd as N.H.L.  

171) yovernor Of this group. only three members (Leo Dandurand. Donat Raymond and 

Ernest J .  Sward) or 9.09 percent, were discernibly of French ethnic-origin The remaining 

thirty members or 90.9 1 percent were either English Canadian or English American. .A 

year-by-year analysis of the ethnic composition of the board of governors during the same 

period reveals that. on average, 10 7 percent of the members were of French ethnic-origin 

and 89.3 percent were either English Canadian or English American When one considers 

that one-sixth of the teams in the league were 'French', it is clear that this group was 

under-represented at the top echelon of the league's organizational structure. while the 

English were slightly over-represented. If the ethnic composition of the players in the 

league is used as a measuring stick for the representation of French Canadians among the 

board, the dkrepancy between French and English participation is also visible. While 

14.27 percent of the players in the N.H.L. between 1927 and 1946 were of French ethnic- 

origin, they only accounted for 9.09 percent of the members on the board of governors. 

The opposite was true of English representation. Since French Canadians formed a small 

and under-represented minority group at the pinnacle of the N.H. L. ' s occupational ladder, 

they lacked any power or influence over league operations and strategic directions. 



N.H.L. PRESIDENT 

The under-representation of French Canadians was even more evident in the other 

elite position of the N.H. L.'s hierarchical structure. league president. The individual who 

occupied this position had final say over all 'on-ice' activity and was the N.H.L. ' s  most 

publicly visible upper-level management member As with other sports. the league 

president, dong with the officials that rcportcd dircctly to him, are soiially significant for 

they svmbolize "legitimate authority, whose duty it is to punish infringements of the 

norms. and whose decisions are beyond challenge A good garne/society is one conducted 

according to the established rules: a problematic game/society is one where infringements 

of the established rules occur."'" in the case of the N.H.L. ,  the .norms' of the same were 

formulated by the league's 'Anglo-Saxon' board of governors and enforced by its 'Anglo- 

Saxon' president and referees. When, out of frustration, Maurice kchard directly 

challenged these 'norms' in 1955, his actions acquired greater meaning because, for the 

first time, a French-Canadian player and social icon rebelled against the Anglo-Saxon 

authority structure of the league. It was not difficult to establish parallels with society at 

large. Since the league presidency and referee positions were dominated by English 

Canddians, &chard's frustrations became a metaphor for the frustrations which working- 

class French Canadians shared in coming to grips with the socio-economic circumstances 

they encountered in their Anglophone-dominated industrialized work environment. 

For working-class Francophones, the N. H. L. president was the equivalent of the 

Anglophone shop-floor manager who had complete control over the workplace. Since the 

1-n Names takcn from Coleman. Trail ofthe Stanlr-v Cup. vol. 2 (Montreal: National Hockey League. 
1969). , W V .  
I- '  Hargreaves. .-Span and Hegemony: Some Theoret~cal Problems." 128. 



founding of the N.H.L., a French Canadian has never occupied this post. The first N H. L. 

president was Frank Calder. who served in this position until his death in 1943. Calder was 

replaced by Mervyn 'Red' Dutton. who briefly acted in the post until Clarence Campbell 

took his place in 1946. Campbell would fill this role for the next 30 years While French 

Canadians had a noticeable presence among the Canadiens' organization. in terms of the 

!eague's elite occupaticns of president and governor, this ethnic group was visibly iinder- 

represented. The lack of a French presence among these occupations contributed to the 

league's overall Anglo-Saxon image. 

REFEREES 

A s  one moves down the league's power structure. from the board of governors to 

the president to the referees. the English imprint upon the league remained intact. While 

the governors and president were primarily responsible for managing the strategic planning 

and operations of the entire league. the league appointed referees, who represented the 

N H.L. 's  senior management on the ice, were responsible for enforcing the rules of play 

and ensuring that the on-ice activities hnctioned in an orderly and standard fashion. Once 

the puck was dropped at the commencement of a match, referees instantly became the 

authority figures of the president and played a crucial role during every match. At times. 

the officials gained as much attention as did the players. "' Their nororiety was largely 

based on their ability to influence the outcome of a match. Any call made by a referee 

could alter a team's momentum and/or affect the final result of a match. 

As in the case of the league governors and president, Anglo-Saxons dominated the 

composition of this occupational group. Of the 66 officials that served in the N.H.L. 



between 1927 and 194617', only five (Louis Berlinquette, Albert Corbeau, Eusebe 

Daigneault, I. Laflamme and J .  Prirneau) or 7.58 percent of them were discernibly of 

French-Canadian origin. Evidently, the English dominance witnessed in the upper-level 

occupations filtered down to the referees' level. When the ethnic makeup of the referees is 

compared to that of the players. English-French inequalities can also be observed. 

Considering that 14.37 percent of the players in the N.H.L .  were d Fre~lch ethlic-origin 

between 1927 and 1946, French-Canadian referees were under-represented by almost 50 

percent. 

The obvious and favourable representation of Anglo-Saxons among the NH.L ' s  

board of governors, presidency and referees did have some implications. The 

organizational structure of the N.  H. L. portrayed itself as an English establishment where 

the role of French Ca~~adians was. at best, insignificant. The presidents of the league. who 

had been chosen by the governors, came from similar ethnic and cultural backgrounds. 

This Anglo-Saxon flavour of the league also spilled over into the referee and linesmen 

occupations. For French Canadians, the public image of these occupational groups, 

especially the latter two, created the distinct impression that. as in society at large. 

Francophones in the N.H.L. were a powerless minority group and at the mercy of 

Anglophones. For example. with respect to Clarence Campbell, along with his personal 

background, the fact that he was president of the Anglophone-run N.H. L. enhanced his 

symbolic identification with English Canada. Some French fans and journalists in Montreal 

- - 

I-' Some of the more notable officials included: Bill Chadwick. Bob Hewitson. George Hayes. Mickey Ion. 
Mike Rodden. Red Storey and Frank Udvari. 
1'3 Names taken from Coleman. Trail o/rhe Stanley Cup. vols. I .  2 (Montreal: National Hockey League. 
1969). 



viewed his decision to suspend Maurice Richard in 1955 as the concerted effort of other 

team owners and league executives who were anti-Canadien. 17" 

Furthermore, one cannot underestimate the impression left by the ovenvhelming 

Anglo-Saxon character of the N.H.L .3  officials. Because parallels could easily be drawn 

from the English-refereelFrench-player relationship to real-life French-Canadian 

experiences, when referees penalized the Canadisns, Fr2n ih  fans uould aoiuttinirs accuse 

these officials of 'racial' favoritism. Even Maurice kchard, for example. was known for 

occasionally accusing referees of being 'racially' biased. While he praised the officiating of 

referees such as Red Storey and King Clancy, he openly criticized others Ln particular. he 

disliked two Anglophone referees, Bill Chadwick and Hugh McLean. Regarding the 

former. thchard publicly stated, " . h e  always struck me as being too fresh. especially 

.. 17i 
when he handled the French Canadians. I always thought he held a grudge against us. 

Due to the emotionally charged matches of the Canadiens and the symbolic importance 

which they held for French fans, calls made by English referees in favour of Canadien 

opponents could easily be construed by players and fans as being 'racially' slanted. if 

Canadien players criticized referees for being unjustly treated, it was more likely that 

French fans, who faced no league penalties and had a strong emotional stake in 'their' 

team, would be more vocal and aggressive in expressing condemnation of N.H.L. officials. 

Evidence of this can be seen in the events surrounding the 'kchard Riot' Overall, 

throughout the elite management levels of the N.H.L., as well as among the powerful 'on- 

ice' positions, the league was clearly organized along Anglophone lines. On and off the ice 

the N.H.L. was an English-dominated organization that appears to have provided French 

1'1 Duplacey and Wilkins. Forever Rivals. 58. 



Canadians with little opportunity for advancement. As in society at large, Francophones 

were a minority group and under-represented at all levels of the N H L ' s  operational and 

management structure which was a reflection of the English dominance over the league 

and society. 

Aside from the overall operations of the N.H. L .  individual teams had their own 

orgsnizationsl power structures which, when esamincd, did not include a noticeable 

French-Canadian presence, except on one team, the Canadiens. As one moved up a team's 

occupational ladder, the representation of French Canadians declined. However. 

throughout all occupational levels the representation of French Canadians was more 

pronounced on thk team than on any other. The fact that French Canadians played a more 

prominent role among the Canadiens reinforced the franchise's 'racial' symbolism. 

INDIVIDUAL TEAM OWNERSHIP 

At the top of an N.H.L.  team's organizational structure. generally. there rests the 

owner(s) and/or board of directors. Among these positions, only the Canadiens had a 

noticeable French-Canadian presence. During the first 55 years of its history, ownership of 

the Canadiens fell primarily in the hands of French Canadians. The following is a list of the 

team's owners from 1909 to 1963: T.C. Hare and J .  Ambrose O'Brien ( 1909- 19 lo), 

George Kendall-Kennedy ( 19 10- 192 1 ), Leo Dandurand. ""oseph Cattarinich and Louis 

Letoumeau ( 1  92 1-1 9351, Donat Raymond (1935- 1957) and Hartland de Molson (1957- 

1963). '77 Since the Canadiens' founding up to the 1960s. team ownership has, for the 

I'' &chard and Fischler. Fl-ving Frenchmen. 28 1. 
~ h o u ~ h  Leo Dandurand was born in Bourbonnais. Illinois. he moved to Quebec at the age of 16 and 

passed hrnself off as a French Canadian. Goyens and Turowetz. Lions in FCi'nter. 40. 
'-" Donat Raymond was President of the Canadian Arena Company. wluch purchased tire Canadiens in 
1935. He would remain President of the Canadian Arena Company. and thus 'owner' of the Canadiens. 



most part, belonged to French Canadians. Of the team's eight different owners, five 

(Dandurand, Cattarinich, Letourneau, Raymond and de Molson) or 62.5 percent were 

French Canadian. In terms of years of service, during the first 55 years of the Canadiens' 

existence, 46 or 85 2 percent of these years saw the team under French control. If the first 

two ownership groups of the team are omitted, from 192 1 to 1963 the Canadiens' owners 

have 111 bccn French Such a strong Francophone przscnic mong  ~ I I  o u ~ ~ e i - h i p  gruup 

was not to be tbund among the other tive -Original Six' N.H.L teams ""he Canadiens. 

in fact, were the only team in the N H.L. ever to have non-Anglo-Saxon owners. 

Though the majority of the Canadien owners were French prlor to 1963. .Anglo- 

Saxons did, nonetheless, have a presence among the upper-levels of team management 

When the team was purchased by the Canadian Arena Company in 1935 and larer merged 

with the 'English' Montreal Maroons in 1938, its front-office became more Anglophone as 

the Canadian Arena Company's board of directors consisted of a significant number of 

English Canadians. English board members outnumbered French board members. .-\ 

untiI 1957. In 1957. Raymond would sell the Canadiens to Hartland dc blolson and his b r o t h .  Thomas 
M. P. dc Molson. Hartland de Molson would own the team until his death in 1963. 
i -8  Durmg the first half of the 1900s. the owners of the ftvc otllcr N.H.L.  tcams consisted cntlrcl  of 
Anglo-Sasons. These owners incIudcd the following: Toronto Maple Leafs. Conn Smr-tlic IW7-  196 1 : 
Chicago Blackhawks, Major Frederick McLmghlin 1926- 1933. James E. Norris 1935- l9-+6. James 
Dougan Nonis and Arthur Wirtz 19-46 onwards: Boston Bruins. Charles Adams 1924- 1936. Westan 
Adams, 1936- 1969; New York Rangers. Tes  hckard (Madison Square Garden) 1926- 1929. lames E. 
Noms 1926-anwards (purchased controlling interest in Madison Square Garden through nominees - 
management of team under John Kilpatrick): Detroit Red Wings. James E. Noms and James Dougan 
Norris (Owned Olympic Stadium 1928) 1932- 1952 (Jamcs Dougan Norris managed the team up to 1952 
when Marguerite Noms took over Management role in 1952). Thc Norris family had an ownership 
interest in all the teams located in the United States. The t e a m  in Chicago. Detroit and New York owed 
their esistence to James E. Norris. The Boston Bruins. while not founded by Noms. were financially 
backed by him. While the N.H.L. did not permit multiple ownership of franchises. it did allow "...a 
corporation rather than an individual to be named as owner. Conveniently. the rules (of the N.H.L.) didn't 
require the disclosure of who was behind those company names." Cruise and Grifiths. .Yet jt'orrh. 38. 
James E. Noms was the one person who controlled professional hockey in North American during the 
first half of the twentieth century. Cruise and Griffiths. .Vet IForth. 2. His control over the N.H.L. has been 
unmatched in the history of professional sport. 



sample taken from the various annual game programs, which list the names of those 

individuals who Formed the Canadiens executive goup ,  "' reveals that. between 1 926 and 

1952, 72 percent of the board members were English, while only 28 percent were French. 

Though French Canadians may have dominated the team's top position of owner, in reality 

they formed a minority group when the team's entire executive body is considered. 

While the Canadiens' executive consisted of a French minority. when compared to 

the other 'Original Six' teams their presence appears to be much more pronounced. Prior 

to 1955, only one other team, the Toronto Maple Leafs, had a French-Canadian member 

among its upper-level management group '*" On the remaining four teams. New York. 

Boston. Chicago and Detroit, no French Canadians were found among the executive 

ranks'" The Montreal Canadiens stood apart from other teams partially due to the 

significantly higher proportion and number of French Canadians found among their team's 

executive body 

GENERAL MANAGERS 

The occupation level immediately below that of team executive or upper-level 

management was that of general manager The general manager was responsible for 

managing the on-ice affairs of the team. which included determining the players that the 

team would sign and deciding upon who would be coach. This lower-management 

position was extremely important when it came to molding the identity and character of a 

1-9 Hockey Hall of Fame Archves. Montreal Canadien Game Programs: 16 Janua? 1926. 28 lantian 
1% 1.6 February 1933. 2 1 December 1946, 1 Februarl; 1947 and 23 February 1947. 
1 no G.R. Cottrelle was the only French Canadian among the Toronto Maple Leafs' executive group. 
"' Samples of team executive groups taken from the Hockey Hall of Fame Archives. Toronto Maple Leafs 
Press and Radio Information Book. 1943-1949 and 1954-1955; New York Rangers Team Guide. 1'146- 
1917, 1948-1949, and 195 1-1952; Boston Bruins Press and Radio Guide, 195 1-1952: Chicago 



ream. On the Canadiens, French representation among this occupation increased in 

comparison to the team's executive or upper-level management. Montreal had a total of 

six1" general managers between 19% and 1955. Of this group, two or 33.3 percent were 

French Canadian and four or 66.6 percent were English Canadian. Considering the post 

Canadiens-Maroons merger period (post- 1933), the number of French - general managers 

drops to zero Compared to the representation sf French Cdnddians drilullg uppt.t--le\cI 

management, the proportion of Canadien general managers who were of the same ethnic 

origin increased by approximately five percent in addition to their numbers, the English - 

dominance of this manaserial position is also evident when the years of service provided 

by the English and French general managers are compared. Of the 29 years of service 

( 1926-27 to 1954-59,  French general managers accounted for ten years (or 34 5 percent) 

and English for 19 years (or 65 5 percent) 

Compared to other teams in the N.H L.. again the Canadiens' organization stands 

out because of the greater prominence of its French general managers. Throughout the 

rest of the league French general managers are difficult to find. The Canadiens were the 

only team to have employed more than one French general manager. The only other team 

in the league to have employed the services of a French general manager was the New 

York Rangers who hired Frank Boucher, a former player and coach. In the league as a 

whole, the French influx among this occupational rank was almost unnoticeable. Out of 

the 16 general managers who served in the N.H.L. between 1926 to 1955, only three or 

Blackhawks Media Guide. 1964-1965; Detroit Red Wings Media Guide. 195.1-1955; Harikd Kaese and 
Herbert Ralby. The Bostor~ Bruins: The Complete Histor?, of a Great fiockyv Tearrz (1946). 
"' Montreal Canadien General Managers: (Fre.) Leo Dandunnd ( 1926- 1931). (Fre. ) Ernest Savard 
(1935-1936). (Eng.) Cecil Hart (1936-19313). (Eng.) Jutes Dugal(l939-1940). (Eng.) Thomas P. Gorman 
( 1940- 1945). and (Eng.) Frank J. Selke (1  946- 19 54). 



18.75 percent of them were French Canadian. lX3 The average years of service provided by 

these three fell below that of all general managers. During the 1926 to 1955 period. the 

average length of a general manager's career was 10.88 years. For English general 

managers, the average length of service was 1 1.92 years or 1.04 years above the league 

average. The French average of 6.3 3 years was not only 4.55 years below the overall 

average. it was dmost half of that of the English. Within this occupational group as ;I 

whole, English Canadians were evidently more advantaged than French Canadians. 

COACHES 

The occupational level immediately above the players and below the general 

managers, was that of coach. On the Canadiens. the representation of French Canadians 

within this occupational rung declines in comparison to this ethnic groups' representation 

among the team's players. Next to the players, the coach is the most important public 

figure on the team."" This individual affects the outcome of every match for he is 

responsible for the training and conditioning of the plavers and his decisions directly 

revolve around game time strategies such as determining which players are to play each 

game, player match-ups against opponents. style of hockey to be played, and length of 

player shifts. 

l g 3  LCO Dandurand and Ernest S a ~ a r d  in Montreal and Frank Boucher in New York. 
'" In Frank Selke's opinion. French-Canadian coaches were an important component of the Canadiens' 
ethnic identity. Moreover. they were just as qualified as English coaches and. in Sclke's own words. "If 
the Montreal Canadiens didn't hire French Canadian coaches. who would?" Goyens and Turowetz. Lions 
in NTinrrr. 17. For these reasons, along with the pressure from players such as Maurice kchard and 
French fans of the team. Selke hired a half-French-Canadian coach. Hector 'Toe' Blake. following the 
1954- 1953 season. Coaches, in some cases. captured just as much media attention as the players did and 
in knowing this. Seke decided to fill the position with a Francophone. A Francophone coach on the 
Canadiens could be more effective because he could communicate in the language of the mainstay players 
on the team and he could also communicate with the French-language media in Quebec. There was no 
need for the other teams in the N.H.L. to address the same ethnic and cultural concerns that affected the 
Canadicn team and thus their hands were not forced when it came to personnel decisions. 



The participation of French Canadians among the coaching ranks of the Canadiens 

was more evident than in the occupations directly above. Between the 1926-1 927 and 

1954- 1955 hockey seasons, this team had a total of six different coaches. Four of the six 

(66.7 percent) coaches were English Canadian and two ( 3 3 . 3  percent) were French 

~anadian. '" In terms of numbers. French Canadien coaches were slightlv under- 

represented x h e n  one considers that 34-56 percent of the players on the team Jurille illc 

same period were French Canadian. When the years of service provided by these eight 

coaches is examined, hnhe r  ethnic discrepancies emerge. During the 29-year span, 

English Canadians accounted for 25.5  or 87.9 percent of the coaching years and French 

Canadians for only 3.5 or 12.1 percent of these On the only .French' team in the 

N.H.L.,  throughout Y its history, coaching has rested primarily under the direction of 

English Canadians. 

In comparison to the other N H , L  franchises. hlontreal was the only team to h a w  

more than two French coaches. A total of40 individuals coached in the N.H.L ,  between 

1926 and 1955, of which five or 12.5 percent of them were French. Compared to the 

average number of French Canadian players in the league ( 13.18 percent) there 

immediately appears to be an under-representation of French coaches. In terms of years of 

service, French coaches fell far behind their English counterparts. During the 29-year 

period, the 40 N. H.L. coaches served a total of 174 coaching years. Out of the ; 74 years. 

English coaches accounted for 1 55.5 or 89.4 percent of these years of service and French 

'" English-Canadian coaches included Cecil Hart. Dick Irvin. Jules Dugal. and Sylvio Mantha. French- 
Canadian coaches included Newsy Lalonde and Alfred Lepine. 
'" C~anadien coaches and their years of senice (1926-27 to 1954-1955): Cecil Han - 8.5. Newsy Lalondc - 
2.5. Leo Dandurand - 0.5. Sylvio Mantha - 1. Jules Dugal - 0.5. Babe Sieben - 0.5. Alfred Lepine - 0 . 5 .  
Dick Irvin - IS. 



coaches for only 19 5 or 1 1.2 percent of these service years. Furthermore. English coaches 

had, on average. longer careers than the French coaches did. The average career lenyth of 

an English coach was 3.89 years or 0.64 years longer than that of a French coach. whose 

average length of service was 3 .I5 years Since the average length of a coach's career in 

the N.H.L.  was 3 7 8  years, French coaches had below average career lengths and English 

coaches above nvcrage career lengths. It is dear that French Cmadians w r t t  arl under- 

represented lot and a disadvantaged minority group within this occupational rank. 

Overall, the above evidence indicates that as one proceeds along the occupational 

scale of the Canadiens' organization the representation of French Canadians declines from 

35 02 percent at the player level. to 33 3 percent at the coaching and general manager 

levels, to 28 percent at the executive level. However. when these representation tigures 

are proponionately compared to those of the other 'Original Six' teams. the presence of 

French Canadians among the Canadiens' franchise is much more noticeable at each and 

every level as indicated by the following table: 

TabIe 13 
-- 

~rench-~anyci ian composition of the 'Original Sir' N.H.L. teams according to 
occupational position, 1926 to 1955 

Team Executive I Upper-level General Manager Coach P l a y r  
Management 

Boston 0% 0% 10.7% 9. 56%, 
Chicago O%, 0?4 0% 8.50% 

Detroit OY" (P.6 C la/t 9.84% 
Montreal 2 8 ,  OIYO 33 .3% 33.3% 35.02% 
Toronto -1.76% 0%) 16 .7O/0  6.52% 

New York 0% jO.Oo/,* 28.6% 0 .  12% 

*This figure is accounted for by the fact that the New York Rangers had only two coaches during 
this period. one of which was French Canadian n h o  accounted for 3 1 .Ox of the 29 coaching years. 

The more prominent role French Canadians played among the Canadiens in comparison to 

other teams indicates the emphasis which this organization placed upon its association 



with French Canada and Francophones. To a certain extent, in order for the Canadiem to 

have developed the impression of a French-Canadian 'corporate culture', a noticeable 

French-Canadian presence throughout the team's various occupational levels was 

required. 

RIVALRIES 

Rivalries also contributed to the development of the Canadiens' French cultural 

identity This hockey franchise became a permanent fixture within French society for a 

couple of reasons. First, the team was geographically tied to French Canada by beins 

located in Montreal and, second, the players on the team historically shared a similar 

ethnic. cultural and socio-economic background with their French fans. .As the popularity 

of the Canadiens grew due to the expansion of communication mediums. such as the radio 

and printing press, the trials and tribulations of the team became easier to follow and they 

provided Francophones throughout Quebec with a shared source of popular culture The 

Canadiens quickly became a symbol of French Canada both in and outside of Quebec and 

rivalries played an important role in advancing their symbolic identity and strengthening 

French loyalty to the team. The regular and on-going encounters with the same 

adversaries established the Canadiens' unique identity in oppositional terms. The mutual 

dislike for Canadien opponents united team admirers. kvalries added to the social 

significance of the team in French Canada as they: 



. . . provided for the regular dramatization of the French and 
English identities that were so much part of the popular 
consciousness of the day There was no other cultural form. 
no other cultural practice, that brought the 'two solitudes' 
into regular engagement with each other in quite the same 
way l n 7  

Soccer rivalries in Britain have long been characterized by the deep-rooted passion which 

fans ewact  from the identities embedded in the professional spon franchises they follow 

On occasion. matches between rival clubs become so emotionally charged that they result 

in violent upheavals. The Canadiens are no different from the English soccer club that. for 

their fans. becomes a: 

. . reference group. conferring a sense of pride and esteem. 
Where supporters have developed a strong sense of 
collective identity, then 'us' versus 'them' conflict situations 
can erupt into disorder with matches becoming symbolic 
struggles for supremacy between Protestant and Catholic. 
between one area of the city and another, between England 
and Scotland. Team, group and personal status is at 
stake. lXX 

Similar kinds of tension were present among Canadien matches. however. these tensions 

grew as the Anglo-Saxon identity of the Canadiens' adversaries became more obvious. 

This was particularly evident when the Canadiens challenged the Montreal Wanderers. the 

Montreal Maroons and the Toronto Maple Leafs. Whenever the team encountered these 

'Anglo' opponents, Francophones rallied around the former and their matches were turned 

into symbolic battles of ethnic and cultural supremacy. More importantly, since these 

rivalries all had a geographic basis they encouraged class and national solidarity arnons 

I s- Gruneau and Whitson. Hockey .Vtght in Canada. 10 1. 
'" Vamplew. "Spons Crowd Disorder in Britain." 8. 



fans at the local or regional level. Generally, for workins-class people, sports tend to 

"...isolate one community from another and ...p romote rivalries between them. In this way 

sports have traditionally encouraged a stronger sense of class solidarity at local and 

regional levels than they have nationally."'X9 Since Quebec's French population was 

ethnically. culturally, socio-economically. and geographically isolated from the rest of 

Canada, prior tc? the arrin! of the Cmadiens on the sporting scene. :he association of this 

team with Franco-Quebec was virtually unavoidable. .At the local level. Montreal was 

clearly a divided metropolis. The city's west end was predominantly populated by upper 

and middle-class English-origin .Anglophones and the east end by working-class French- 

origin Francophones. The Canadiens' rivalries with the Wanderers and Maroons became 

rooted in Montreal's divisiveness, while its later rivalry with the Toronto Maple Leafs was 

grounded in the broader 'duality' of Canada. 

Since its founding, rivalries have plaved an inteyral role in fostering the Canadiens' 

French identity, as well as the EngIish identity of their opponents Throughout their 

history, the Canadiens have never been devoid of rivals. The team's first two rivalries were 

with clubs based in the same city, the Montreal Wanderers ( 1909- 19 10 to 19 17- 19 18) and 

the Montreal Maroons ( 1924- 1925 to 1937- 1938). The other rivalry was with the Toronto 

Maple Leafs ( 19 17 to present). While team owners may have intentionally orchestrated 

some of these rivalries, they never failed to capture the interest of fans and strengthen their 

attachment to the team. What made each of the Canadiens' feuds special were the diverse 

ethnic backgrounds of the athletes involved. While the Canadiens' players were primarily 

1x9 John Hargreaves. Sport, Power and Culture: .4 Social and Historical .-lnai-vsis u f Popular Sport in 
Brifnin (Cambridge: Polity in association with Basil Blackwell. 1986). 2 16. Also see Allan Clarke and 



of French ethnic-origin and Francophone, their opponents were predominantly English- 

origin .Anglophones. The diversity found among these adversaries allowed for matches to 

become contests of 'racial' superiority, which ultimately contributed to the Canadiens 

prominent rise as a national symbol. 

When the N.H.A. was established in 1909, two hockey franchises were granted to 

the city of Montreal, the English Montreal Wanderers m d  the French hlantreal Canadicm 

The latter was founded upon the suggestion of Jimmy Gardner, an executive with the 

Montreal Wanderers, that the city of Montreal could support a second hockey franchise if. 

I L)tl unlike his team, it consisted solely of French players. Gardner's idea was an instant 

success as a popular and heated rivalry quickly developed between these two local teams 

The basis of the animosity that evolved between the fans of the Canadiens and Wanderers 

was threefold. First. the ethnic diversity of the players on these two teams paralleled that 

of the city and province's population. Second, both teams were located within the same 

city. Third, and finally, both teams eventually shared the same hockey rink 

While the Canadien-Wanderer rivalry lasted only nine years. the contests between 

these two teams demonstrate the socio-historical significance of sport in early twentieth- 

century Canadian industrial life. As Canada's population became increasingly urban and 

industrial after the turn of the century, subcommunities played an important role in 

acclimation of rural peoples to this new setting and way of living. The impersonal 

environment of the industrialized city supplanted the close-knit and intimate setting 

he 

of the 

rural agrarian community. In these newly industrialized cities, subcommunities developed 

John Clarke. "Highlights and Action Replays - Ideology. Sport and the Media," in Sport, Crdture and 
Ideology. ed. Jennrfer Hargreaves (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul. 1982). 64-65. 



that provided many urban dwellers with a network of social contacts with whom they 

could share their common class, ethnic, cultural and occupational experiences and 

establish similar individual and/or group identities with sports figures and teams '" 
Recreational and sporting activities were also promoted within the local subcommunities 

by churches, unions. and occupational and ethnic associations with the hope of deepening 

3. sense 3f belonging and unity. "" 
The personal connection that was established with the Canadiens stemmed from 

the fact that most of the players on this team either emerged from the Francophone 

subcommunities of Montreal or other industrialized cities throughout Quebec. The 

implication of an athlete or team's closeness to the community was. 

. . that the team's performance actually said something 
about the community that produced it - not oniy about the 
skill levels of its players. but also about the character of its 
people When local athletes or community teams began to 
represent their communities, the significance of winning or 
losing increased dramatically. I"' 

Sporting contests took on greater social meanings when competing teams had diverse 

'racial' characteristics. The rivalries that developed under such circumstances added to the 

social value of an athlete or team's performance as: 

- -- 

1 LJt I kchard and Fischler. F ! w g  Fwncirrtren, 1 1 : Claude Mouton. The .llonrreal C'anatliens: .-In illrrstrarrti 
Ffrstor?; ofa Hockty Qvnasty (Torontq. Key Porter Books. 1987). 20. 
191 Gruneau and Whitson. Hockey .L'i@t in Cartada. 68, 
192 bid* 

'" bid. .  67. 



Conclusions about the superiority of one competitor over 
another could readily be extended to broader social groups 
with whom that competitor could be identified. So when a 
team of Irish or French-speaking Catholics triumphed over a 
team of English Protesrants. or a team from a working-class 
neighborhood beat a team from an affluent community, the 
people involved felt the result truly mattered. It brought 
them a sense of pleasure. pride, and satisfaction. I"' 

The inter-city rivalries that emerged between the Canadiens and the Wanderers and 

Maroons during the first half of the twentieth century were clearly based in klontreal's 

divisiveness. Because the Canadiens built an association with the city's French community 

and the latter teams became representatives of the city's Anglo-Saxon population. the 

former became a rallying element among working-class Francophones. 

What distinguished the Montreal Wanderers from the Montreal Canadiens more 

than anything else was the ethnic composition of their player rosters. Between 1909 and 

19 18, 86.9 percent of the players on the Wanderers were discernibly of English ethnic- 

origin, while 70.3 percent of the players on the Canadiens were discernibly French 

Canadian. The ethnic diversity of these two hockey teams instantly established their 

respective associations with the different ethnic and class quarters of Montreal. The 

Wanderers became the team of Montreal's west end and the Canadiens represented the 

city's east end. The geographic location of the arenas where these two teams played 

during their first season in the N.H.A. marked the territories they symbolically 

represented. The Montreal Arena. home to the Wanderers, was located in the upper-class 

Angloplime neighborhood of \Vlestmcunt (comer of Wood Avenue and St. Catherine 



Street), while the Jubilee Rink, home to the Canadiens, was located in the east end's 

French working-class district of Hochelaga (on the comer of Moreau Street and St. 

Catherine Street). 

When the Canadiens were sold to George Kendall-Kennedy in 19 10. the rivalry 

with the Wanderers intensified as this owner decided to move his team into the !Montreal 

Arena. Once the Wandcrcrs and Canadicns began lihiirii~g CI 'Iunr asem' theit i~~atchcs 

became symbolically more important. The Montreal Arena became the battlegrounds 

where the 'war' for territorial, 'racial'. and class supremacy was waged. The rivalry 

between the Canadiens and Wanderers would come to an end when. on 2 January 19 IS. 

the Montreal Arena burnt down."j5 With no insurance for the facility. Wanderer owner 

S.E. Leichtenhein folded his team. The Canadiens returned to Jubilee Rmk to complete the 

rest of the hockey season and would play there for one more vear. The team would mote 

to the Mount Royal Arena located in the predominantly French neighborhood of laurier 

(corner of St. Urbain Street and Mount Royal Street) atier the Jubilee Rink also fell victim 

to tire in 1920. 

With the collapse of the Wanderers in 191 8. the Canadiens remained the only 

N. H. L. team in Montreal. Even though the team remained competitive. during World War 

One. their popularity began to wane. "h rivalry that included similar symbolic elements 

found in that between the Canadiens-Wanderers would reemerge in 1924 when a second 

N.H.L.  franchise was granted to the city of Montreal. Afler the Canadiens came under the 

194 bid. .  68. 
'" The cunlplrtr f - f i s m y  of the .\lunrreal Canadiens (Toronto: Readysoft Incorporated and MMl Muiti 
Media Interactif. 1996). 
I96 The combined record of the Montreal Canadiens between 19 18-1 '3 19 and 1923- 1924 was 74 wins. 6 1 
losses and 3 ties. 



control of Leo Dandurand, Joseph Cattarinich and Louis Letourneau in 192 1. plans were 

formulated to re-establish a 'racially' based feud involving the Canadiens. Of these 

owners. Dandurand most understood the importance of developing the French image of 

his team. As a former N.H.A. referee, he had witnessed first hand the excitement that 

brewed amongst players and fans whenever the Canadiens challenged their local rivals. the 

a massive promotional and marketing campaign that aimed at transferring Montreal's 

socio-economic rivalry on to the ice hockey surface. Though not to the same extent. the 

ethnic. cultural and class-based antagonistic sentiments that existed between Anglophones 

and Francophones in Quebec during the 1950s and 1960s were very much alive when 

Dandurand took over the Canadiens in the mid- 1920s. Recognizing these divisions. 

Dandurand exploited them to his advantage and shifted the unease between Montreal east 

and Montreal west from the city streets to the arena where the French Canadiens and 

English Maroons became the representatives of these two respective areas. 

Dandurand's background and savvy allowed him to move freely among both the 

French and English communities of Montreal and gain the necessary financial support for 

the establishment of a second hockey club in the city. He was accepted by both these 

groups because he was: 

. ..a French Canadian who spent the first 16 years of his life 
in the United States. His impeccable English and French 
allowed him to circulate freely in the two communities. His 
inherent sense of showmanship told him there were things of 
which great rivalries, and profits, were made."' 

19- Goyens and Turowetz. Lions in FCi'ntrr. 36. 



With his energetic demeanor and vision Dandurand transformed professional ice hockev 

into a focal point for the socio-economic tensions between English and French Canadians 

residing in Quebec. In his own words. Dandurand stated in retrospect, "I figured that 

havins an English team to compete with the French Canadiens would make for a great 

rivalry . and I was proven right """ Such a rivalry would nct only regain fan interest. but 

it would give a boost to the Canadiens' connection with French Canada. Dandurand 

therefore orchestrated the new rivalry by selling the Canadiens' exclusive territorial rights 

in Montreal in 1924 for $l5.000 00 to the owners of the Canadian Arena Companv so that 

a second N.H. A. franchise could be set up in the city ""' 

This new team. called the Montreal Maroons. was founded on an entirely different 

premise than that of the Canadiens in order to create an intra-city rivalry that would again 

capture the ethnic and class-based tensions in Montreal and the rest of Quebec. the 

Maroon franchise needed to consist primarily of English-Canadian players. Like the 

Montreal Wanderers before them. the Maroon's English slant instantly connected the team 

to Montreal's west end. From the ethnic backgrounds of their players to their styles of 

play, in every respect, the on-ice identity of the Maroons and Canadiens were completely 

diRerent. These 'racially' based differences contributed to the teams' representational 

character and added to the symbolic importance of the matches they played. 

The Maroons instantly became the Canadiens' antithesis in 1924. Located in a city 

where over 60 percent of the population was of French ethnic-origin2"", the Maroons' 

1 %  hchard and Fischler. I;!ving Frenchmen. 53. 
1 '99 The Cornpierr History of (he .Clontrea/ C'anadiens (Toronto: Readysoft Incorporated and MMI Mutti 
Media Interactif. 1996): Goyens and Turowetz. Lions in lC.'inter, 55-56.  
'00 Porter. The I 'ertical .liosaic. 5 3 .  



players catered to the liking of the city's minority English-origin and speaking population. 

Ethnically, the makeup of the Maroons had more in common with English Canada than 

with French Canada. Not a single French-Canadian player played for this team during the 

period of its original existence ( 1  893 to 1909) When the Maroons re-emerged in 1924. 

the team continued with its earlier tradition and carried, if any. only a handful of French 

players Between 1924 and 1939 the Maroons had, on average. I1 French-Cdnadian 

players on its roster per season. Throughout this 15-year period the percentage of French 

Canadians playing for the Maroons never exceed 20 percent in a single year During this 

same 15-year span. the percentage of French players on the Canadiens never fell below 50 

percent in a single season and the number of French Canadians who played on the 

Canadiens averaged 10.6 per season. The obvious association of these teams with the 

ethnically-divided neiyhbourhoods of hlontreal cannot be overlooked 

.Mer the two teams came to share the same arena the animosity between the 

Canadiens and the Maroons intensified between 197-6 and 1938 '"' As with the Canadien- 

Wanderer encounters, the games between the Canadiens and Maroons were symbolic 

struggles for territorial and ethnic supremacy. Their games attracted the largest crowds. a 

testimony to the importance and popularity of their rivalry.'"' The notoriety of these 

games affirmed the French-Canadian loyalty to the Canadiens, which was symbolically a 

reflection of their attachment to their distinct ethnic, cultural and socio-economic lifestyle. 

- - 

'"' The Montreal Forum. which the Canadiens and Maroons came to share. was originally built by the 
Canadian Arena Company in 1924 for the intended use of only the Maroons. This facility was home to thc 
Maroons from 29 November 1924 to 18 November 1926. after which the Canadiens decided to move into 
the facility. The Maroons and Canadiens would share this arena until the eventual collapse of the former 
following the 1938- 1939 season. 
'" The Cbnrplefe History ofthe .llontrral C1anudiens (Toronto: Readysoft Incorporated and MMI Multi 
Media Interactif. 1996); Goyens and Turowetz, Lions In C h f e r .  58. At the height of the Depression. the 



Not only did the ethnic identities of these two teams clash. so too did their respective 

styles of play. For the Maroons, their slow-paced, rugged and 'tough' style of hockey was 

personified by the likes of Nels Stewart, Babe Siebert, and Hooley Smith. Known as the 

three 'S '  line. these -4nglophones challenged the Canadiens' high-flying and finesse line of 

Howie Morenz. Aurele Joliat and John 'Black Cat' Gagnon. The latter three p!a~ers 

epitomized the type of hockcy pla:;cd by thc Cdnadiens that " . . jtrcsstxi flair d r d  

imagination. playing according to a strategic m . o  that is often referred to as 'firewagon 

hockev': swift skating, agile puck skills. an appeal not just to the fans' most tindamental 

desire for conquest but for finesse and ~reativity"~"'  The Canadiens' style of play earned 

them the nickname 'The Flying ~renchrnen'.~"" which became an important pan of the 

Canadiens' identity and was a retlection of the team's overall idioculture."'' They were 

unique in that their foreign style of play detached them from the rest of the teams in the 

league that consisted mainly of Anglo-Saxon plavers who were known more for their 

conservative style of hockey. 

Canadien victories over the Maroons were celebrated by French Canadians as 

symbolic victories over the English Canadians who seemed to call all the shots in society 

at large. Slowly, the success of the Canadiens came to symbolize the potential 

matches between the Canadiens and Maroons continued to attract large audiences. During two particular 
games. the Montreal Fomrn was filled to capacie: 1 December 1932 and 2 1 November 1933. 
"'"uplacey and Wilkins. Forever Rivals, 2 1 .  
'"I Fischler. Speed and Syle.  7: Goyens and Turowev~. L i w s  in ifinter. 34-35. 
:U%~m D. McPherson. James E. Curtis. and John W. Lo! point out that. *.E\.cn. spon team develops its 
own idioculture which includes the shared espericnces of its members. customs. i.alucs. bcliefs. nonns. 
language. a status hierarchy and artifacts that arc a11 unique to a team and are beyond the characteristics 
cornmon to the subculture associated with thc specific sport. The members of a team's idioculture 
understand the shared meanings and experiences that e ~ o l v e  in these settings and use them to relieve 
tension. develop cohesion. and isolate their group from outsiders.. . Sorne of these elements become vis~blc 
and known to outsiders and represent the image and s9le of a particular team. Indeed. they become part of 



opportunities for greatness of an entire ethnic group. Victories on the ice equated into 

victories off the ice. The Montreal Forum became a permanent and important fixture 

within French popular culture as it became a gathering place for working-class 

Francophones to escape the drudgery of the workday and a reminder of the celebrations of 

the success of French Canadians. Like the Church, this arena was one place where French 

Canadians were not under thc \~atih%l eye of their Anglophow patrons. The Catladims 

gave French Quebecers something to cheer about and an outlet from which to forget their 

workday While victories over the other teams in the league were important, none could 

match the emotional expressions behind the - games between the Canadiens and the 

Maroons The rivalry between these two teams succeeded in strengthening each team's 

respective identity with English and French Canada while at the same time providing a 

parallel to the tensions that existed between the two ethnic groups they represented 

outside the realm of sport. 

As the depression hit Canada, both teams encountered financial difficulties as 

attendance began to decline. '"~he city could no longer support two teams and a decision 

was needed regarding which team would fold. Rumors about a merger of the Canadiens 

and Maroons began to circulate in 1935 alter Leo Dandurand and Joseph Cattarinich 

decided to sell their interest in the Canadiens to representatives of the Canadian Arena 

Company, who owned both the Montreal Forum and the Montreal Maroons. A merger 

between the two clubs now appeared inevitable since controlling interest in both rested in 

the hands of the Canadian Arena Company. In the discussions that took place between the 

the tradition associated with that team." Barry D. McPherson. lames E. Curtis. and John W. toy. The 
Social Signr/icancr of Sport (Champaign: Human knetics Books. 1%')). 27 1-273. 



N.H.L. and the owners of the Canadiens and Maroons, it was agreed that if one team were 

to exist it would be the former.'" The Canadiens were the obvious choice because of 

their attachment to a larger segment of the city and province's population. On 25 August 

1938, Senator Donat Raymond, the co-owner and chairman of the Canadian Arena 

Company. decided to cease the operations of the Montreal Maroons and the Canadiens 

absorbed 3 number of 4la:oons playci-s. Thc dcmisc of thc Maroons signaled the cncl of 

the Canadiens' intra-city rivalries. 

With the next rivalry. the Canadiens' ethnic, class and national identities broadened 

beyond the city limits of Montreal and included those of the entire province of Quebec. 

Following the Canadien-Maroon merger, the natural rivalry with the Toronto Maple Leafs 

began to heat up  as these two franchises remained the only Canadian-based teams in the 

N.H.L. A s  this feud evolved it contributed more to the development of the French national 

identitv of the Canadiens than previous rivalries because of the larger population that was 

followins the matches between these two teams. More imponantly. since the Canadiens 

were challenging an inter-provincial rival instead of a local rival. provincial and national 

prestige was now at stake. Unlike previous opponents, whose identities were localized and 

associated with Montreal's Anglophone population. the Toronto Maple Leafs had 

developed the identity of 'Canada's Team', since Anglophones from across the country 

were closely following their matches. 

As the Canadiens' local identity gave way to a provincial identity, the allure of the 

team expanded to capture the attention of French fans residing throughout Quebec The 

'U6 The Complete History of rhr .L/ontreal Canaciiens (Toronto: Readysoft Incorporated and MMI Multi 
Media Interactif. 1996). 
"- Goyens and Turowetz. Lions in Finter. 60. 



radio broadcast of Canadien games in French by on-air personalities such as Rent 

Lecavalier were one of the main factors that influenced the expansion of Francophone 

interest in the team. .At the same time, the Toronto Maple Leafs developed an affinity 

among English-Canadian fans from across Canada when Foster Hewitt began to radio 

broadcast their Saturday night games in English from coast to coast starting in 193 1 

Radio coverage boosted the Canadian and Quebec naticnal identities of thc Maple Leafs 

and Canadiens respectively. -4s hockey historian Jack Batten states: 

The Toronto teams of my childhood were the closest any 
sports organization has come to being a national institution. 
The National League had only six teams in those days: 
Toronto, Montreal. Detroit. Chicayo. Boston and New 
York. No one I knew. . cheered for an American team, and 
the Canadiens didn't reach an audience beyond the borders 
of ~ u e  bet.'"' 

The Anglophone suppon for the Maple Leafs throughout Canada created an unpleasant 

and foreign image of the team in Quebec and provided French supporters of the Canadiens 

with an opponent they could equally associate with and dislike. Since the Maple Leafs had 

more in common wirh Quebec's minority upper-class .Anglo-Saxon population than with 

the majority French working-class populace. the team developed into the Canadiens' 

antithesis, as did the Wanderers and Maroons before them. Furthermore, the fact that the 

Maple Leafs were based in the country's other major industrialized and commercial centre 

added to the villainous character of this rival and to the symbolic importance of the 

matches played between these two teams. As the Maple Leafs' representation of English 

Canada was contrasted to the Canadien's French-Canadian identity, the rivalry between 



the two teams advanced the latter's representational character within Quebec for it 

encouraged: 

. . . a  shared sense of belonging to a particular town or city as 
a whole. When a local favourite went forward to challenge 
an individual or team in another town or city, and especially 
if that town or city was perceived as an economic or 
political rival, the contest was inevitably followed with 
greater interest. . . . In the face of such high stakes players 
came under h e a q  pressure to uphold community prestige. 
to perform well. and. ideally, to win . . . The momentary 
sense of superiority or inferiority experienced when a 
'representative' player or team won or lost became 
especially significant to people who didn't have much power 
in other areas of social or cultural life.")" 

The fact that the Canadiens' rivalry with the Maple Leafs crossed provincial boundaries 

encouraged a shared sense of belonging to Quebec, especially among the team's French 

fans. On the one hand, the Maple Leafs were rooted in the province with the largest 

Anglo-Saxon population and, on the other hand, the Canadiens were based in the onlv 

province where the majority of the population was of French ethnic-origin. The diverse 

geographic locations of these two teams made it easy to associate them with Enslish and 

French Canada, Anglophones and Francophones. and Protestants and Roman Catholics 

In terms of player makeup, no two teams in the N.H.L were as ethnically diverse 

as the Canadiens and Maple Leafs. While the Francophone presence on the Canadiens 

grew between 1926 and 1955, so too did the proAnglo-Saxon image of the Maple Leafs. 

In terms of player composition, Toronto was the most non-French-Canadian team in the 

x u  Stan Obodiac. ed.. The LeaJs: Thr Firs-[ 50 1Lar.s (Toronto: McCIelland & Stc~vart Inc.. 1977). 173- 
175. 
'( l'l - Gruneau and Whitson. Hockev .Vighr in Canada. 68-69. For details regarding the economic rivalry 
between the cities of Montreal and Toronto see John Hutcheson. Dominance and Drpmdmcv: Liberalisnt 
and .Vational Policies in the .Vorth -4 tlantlc Triangle (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart Inc.. 1978). 



N.H.L. The Canadiens ranked above all other teams in terms of the total and average 

number of French Canadians among their player rosters, while the Maple Leafs 

consistently ranked the lowest. Between the 1926- 1927 and 1954- 1955 hockey seasons, 

Montreal had hired a total of 75 French-Canadian players, while Toronto had only hired 

12. As a percentage of their team's respective total number of players, French Canadians 

accounted for 34 56 pcrcerit of the Canadiens' players and for only 6.52 ptrient of the 

Maple Leafs' players. While the Canadiens' annual percentage of French players averaged 

10 8 percent, the average for Toronto was only 4.7 percent. The Maple Leafs also had the 

yreatest number of seasons without any French players on their roster."" What is perhaps 

most stunning about these statistics is that the French presence among the American-based 

clubs was more noticeable than on the Maple Leafs Even though the Maple Leafs were 

geographically closer to Quebec's French population, they consistently hired fewer French 

players than the American clubs. 

The lack of a French presence among the Maple Leafs' player roster can be 

partially explained by the virtual monopoly that the Canadiens maintained over the 

N.HL. ' s  French talent during the first half of the twentieth century. Another explanation 

stems from the Maple Leafs' focus to develop Ontario's hockey talent. Like the Canadiens 

in Quebec, bv the 1940s the Maple Leafs had established a scouting system in their 

backyard of Ontario and were recruiting the majority of their players from this 

predominantly English-origin and speaking region. By developing the hockey talent in 

their home province there was little need for the Maple Leafs to hire French players fiom 

- 

''' N. H.L. teams and the number of seasons without French-Canadian players ( 19 26- 1 955):  Montreal 
Canadiens - 0; New York Rangers - 1; Detroit Red Wings - 6: Chicago Blackhawks - 9: Boston Bruins 
- 9; Toronto Maple Leafs - 1 1. 



Quebec. Overall, the lack of a French presence and a pronounced Anglo-Saxon character 

established this team as a complete contrast to the Canadiens. While the Canadiens were 

'Quebec's team', the Maple Leafs developed into 'Canada's team'. As the oppositional 

identities of Ontario and Quebec, Toronto and Montreal, and English and French Canada 

matured, so too did the ferocity of the rivalry between these two hockey teams. 

Thc Maple Lsafj and Cdnadirns cciuld d j ~  be Jisli~iguisiwd il l  [el-111s uS dwir sryieb 

of play. .As seen in previous Canadien rivalries, stylistic elements diferentiated their 

opponents While the Canadiens played their 'tirewagon' style of hockey and were known 

to have .' . . .relied less on pugnacity than on Clan. . "." ' the Maple Leafs of Conn Smythe 

were formed around the spirit embodied by his famous quote. "If you can't beat'em in the 

alley, you can't beat .em on the ice.""' During the 1930s and 1940s. Ontario born players 

such as Charlie Conacher, King Clancy, Red Horner, Gus Mortson, Bill Barilko, and Ted 

Kennedy epitomized Toronto's rugged. tight-checking and defensive style of play The 

Canadiens countered with the finesse and offensive play of French Quebecers such as John  

Gagnon, Maurice Richard,  mile Bouchard and later Bernard Geoffrion, Henri Richard, 

and Jean Beliveau. Unlike Montreal, where speed and skill were of utmost importance, in 

Toronto " .  . .character came first; there were no prima donnas on Smythe's teams - no 

pandering, no indulgence of self-interest.""' The clash of hockey styles was a symbolic 

reflection of the clash of the English and French cultures. Stereotypical characteristics of 

each ethnic group could be easily associated with the different styles of play of these two 

teams. The Maple Leaf approach to the game was reminiscent of Anglo-Saxon 

" ' Duplacey and Wilhns. hrever  Rivals. 25.  
"' Ibid.. 24. 
' I 3  bid. 



conservatism and order, while the Canadiens' play was rernindhl of the French passion for 

creativity and liberalism. 

During the first half of the twentieth century, the decade of the 1940s marked the 

most heated period of the Toronto-Montreal rivalry. The competition between these two 

teams was intense as they shared a total of seven Stanley Cup Championships between 

I ' X !  and I %N."" Xpan from this iornpctitivcnrss a d  the Jif f rrwcrz in their ethnic 

makeup and style of play, the 'formal' establishment of the Maple Leafs' and Canadicns' 

symbolic representation of English and French Canada respectively developed when their 

identities became politically charged. The wartime conscription issues that divided English 

and French Canada during World War Two also widened the rift betueen the Maple Leafs 

and Canadiens. On the one hand. the Maple Leafs organization clearly sided with Enslish- 

Canadian sentiment in showing their support for military conscription. Team owner and 

World War One veteran Coon Smythe sent letters to all his players urging them to 

voluntarily enlist in the Canadian Armed Forces. Most of his players took an active role in 

the war effort as they willingly trained for overseas duty with ~rnythe."' In addition to 

training his players, Smythe also revealed his patriotism and support for the war etl'ort by 

forming the 3oLh (Sportsmen's) Battery of the 7" Toronto Regiment of the Royal Canadian 

Artillery, which consisted of Maple Leaf Gardens employees."0 The Maple Leaf players 

who served during World War Two included Syl Apps, Wally Stanowski, Turk Broda, 

"'' Toronto Maple Leafs' Staley Cup Championships: 1 942. 1945. 1947. 11)48. and 19.19; Montreal 
Canadiens' Stanley Cup Championships: 1944 and 1946. 
" Duplacey and Wilkins. Forever Rivals. 45. 
21 6 Conn Srnythe's military unit was sent to France following the invasion of Normandy. He would return 
to Canada after wounding lus leg at a battle in Caen, France in 1914. The Contpkre Histoy of the 
Toronto .Cfaple Leafi (Toronto: Readysoft Incorporated and MbU Multi Media Interactif, 1996). 



Bob Goldham, Don Metz, Nick Metz, Ernie Dickens, Bill Ezinicki. Peter Langelle. Bingo 

Kampman. Rhys Thornson. Billy Taylor, John McCreedy. Gaye Stewart, and Bud ~ o i l e ? ' ~  

The involvement of Canadien players in the war effort was less obvious. Players 

from this team who fought overseas included Ken Reardon, Terry Reardon, Joe Benoit, 

Frank Eddolls. Tony Graboski, Red Heron, Kenny Mosdell and Doug Hanrey. Absent 

from :his list arc thc nancs of notable F i e n ~ h  Canailicri players Of dl1 the trams in  tht. 

N.H.L.  durinz the 1940s, the Canadiens appeared to be the least affected by the war 

effort, especially in comparison to the Maple Leafs. Criticism from English Canadians. 

especially those in Toronto. was levied towards the Canadiens and the ease with which 

their French players and Quebecers were generally able to defer military The 

perception created by the less enthusiastic involvement of Canadien players in the war 

effort associated this team with the anti-conscription sentiment that was voiced in Franco- 

Quebec and added a political element to the rivalry with the Maple Leafs. 

With the politicization of this rivalry, the matches between the Canadiens and 

Maple Leafs became famous for their intensity and br~tal i ty.~ '"  The games between these 

two teams were symbolic contests of ethnic, political, municipal, provincial and national 

superiority. Reyardless of the gap between the two teams in the overall league standings, 

games between Montreal and Toronto were special simply for the meanings that were 

bound up in the two teams. On the ice it was Canada versus Quebec, French versus 

English. and Protestant versus Roman Catholic. For working-class French Canadians. 

''" The Complefr H;stuv of the Toronto .\fapie Lea> (Toronto: Readysoft Incorporated and MMI Multi 
Mcdia Interactif. 19%). 
:Is Duplacey and Wilkins. Furewr Rivals. 50-5 1: The Cornpierr Histov of the Toronto .\tapie Leir/s 
(Toronto: Readysoft Incorporated and MMI Multi Media Interactif. 199G). 



Canadien victories over the English Maple Leafs provided an opportunity to celebrate 

their superiority over the Anglophones who directed their daily lives at the workplace. 

Finally, the impact of the personality of Maple Leaf owner Conn S l y t h e  cannot be 

understated in drawing English-French tensions into the Maple Leaf-Canadien rivalry and 

adding to the representational character of these two teams. His bigoted sentiments 

regarding French Canadians pohrizcd thc identities i;f ;hc Maple Lcafs m d  Cdnddiws 

viith English and French Canada respectively. I t  was well known that Smythe, a highly 

educated Anglophone and decorated World War One veteran.'"' despised French 

Canadians for their anti-conscription views during the Second World War Smythe. 

. . . focused his hatred on the Canadiens, who he felt had 
stacked their war-time line-up with unenlisted players. He 
regularly called francophones 'frogs' and on more than one 
occasion began speeches to public gatherings with the 
words, ' Ladies. Gentlemen and ~renchmen' "' 

Srnythe's 'racially' biased public opinions contributed to the overall 'anti-French' image of 

his team in Quebec. Smythe's comments also gave the identity of the Maple Leafs an 

English voice and his opinions and reputation provided the team with the ideal Anglo- 

Saxon personality with whom fans and opponents could associate. By the middle of the 

1900s, the 'racial' distinctions between the Canadiens and Maple Leafs became so evident 

that " . . it was easy to interpret (their) games.. . as a dramatization of anglo versus 

"' Stan Fischler points out that this was especially true during the 1947-1948 N.H.L. season. Fischler. 
The R i v d y .  59-93. 
"" Conn Smythe attended the University of Toronto where hc majored in engineering and captained the 
university's ice hockey team prior to sening in the m i l i t a ~  during World War One. After his tour of dug .  
he returned to the University of Toronto where he obtained u degree in applied science. His esceiknt 
service in the Royal Flying Corps and artillery as a spotter during World War One was honoured when he 



franophone hopes and aspirations.. . .""' For the Canadiens, this human element would 

later be borne on the shoulders of Maurice Richard. 

No other professional sports Franchise has had as protbund an impact upon a 

populace in North America as the Montreal Canadiens had upon French Canadians during 

the first half of the twentieth century. Throughout its first 50 years of existence, owners 

and managers deliberately pursued the dc~ciopriieni of h is  reani's tithnic dnd culturnl 

association with French Canada. This was primarily seen through the recruitment of 

French-origin and speaking players from Quebec. League rules and calculated rivalries 

also contributed to the popularitv and social significance of the Canadiens among 

Francophones. As this team's French character developed. the Canadiens were marked as 

different in as much as their players were identified as Francophone while team owners 

and league officials were Anglophone The 'duality' witnessed in Canadian society also 

spilled over into the realm of professional ice hockey as the Canadiens were counterposed 

to Anglophone teams. This setting facilitated the team's representational character. While 

the Canadiens svmbolically became the club of French Canada and Francophones. the rest 

of the league was associated with English Canada and Anglophones. 

Unlike other popular cultural pursuits, Canadien games regularly provided fans. 

especially those of French working-class descent, a stage upon which the English and 

French cultures could clash. Attending or following the team's games on the radio became 

as regular a practice among working-class Francophones as attending mass on Sundays. 

For these fans, the Canadiens became more than just a hockey team. Since the vast 

was awarded the Military Cross. Fischler. The Rivalq~. 23: The C';lrf!plrte Hisror1: r,/'the Toronro .llnp(r 
LeaD (Toronto: Readvsofl Incorporated and MMI Multi Media Interactif. 1996). 
'" Duplacey and Willans. Fmvrr  Rivals. 15. 



majority of the Canadien players shared an ethnic, cultural and class bond with their fans, 

and their opponents had more in common with Quebec's and Canada's socio-economically 

advantaged Anglo-Saxon population, victories by the former symbolized both the 'defeat' 

of the Anglophone supervisors who 'called the shots' in the daily lives of working-class 

Francophones. and the defeat of English Canada at the hands of the French. 

When the Canadiens' players took to ihc ice. they did so for a hockey qiinization 

and for a populace that was 'racially' and socio-economically distinct from the rest of 

Canada. This team became an advocate of French-Canadian culture, and. ultimately. of 

French class and national unity On the ice. French working-class players, such as Maurice 

Richard. became 'national' heroes throughout Quebec They brought to fruition the 

dreams and aspirations of many Francophones as their on-ice successes translated into 

larger and more symbolic meanings. Their value to Quebecois society was seen in the 

extent to which Francophones defended their presence on the team. French fans and the 

print media re_rularly scrutinized player transactions involving Francophone players 

Nowhere else did the 'racial'. class and national identities of this team and its players 

become more evident than during the events that surrounded the 'Richard Riot' of 1955. 

With the arrival of Maurice hchard on the Montreal sporting scene in the mid- 1940s. the 

Canadiens' symbolic identity was elevated to new heights as this athlete's image, more 

- -- 
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than anything else, &'. . .came to embody all that is a Montreal ~ a n a d i e n " ' ~  and. in fact. 

superseded it. 

"' TV Eve Entertainment Limited (producer). Forever Rrvols [.\lonrrral C'anodilirns, Ibronfo .llnple 
Leafs] (Toronto: Quality Video. 1996). 



CHAPTER I1 

Maurice Richard and Clarence Campbell: 

Archetypes of Gender, Class and Nation 

One of the more significant contributions sport has to offer the field of social 

history is its ability to create, alter, and/or reinfarce the socially defined ineanings of C ~ S ,  

gender. 'race'. and nation. Sport provides more than just a form of leisure It has 

established an 'arena' in which athletes or teams, as much as any other charismatic figures 

or social, political, and religious organizations. can embody and represent the 

characteristics that define who we are individually and as the members of a group. In the 

era of modern mass spectator spon, the social value of the professional athlete and team is 

to be found more in their representational character than 

provide to the spectator. 

The formation of symbolic identities are not only 

n the pure entertainment they 

imited to sport teams as seen in 

the case of the Montreal Canadiens, but they can also be formed around individual athletes 

and sport figures. In some instances. the identity of the individual tigure can bolster and/or 

overshadow that which the team has already established. What makes the identity of the 

individual unique from that of the team is that the bond between the former and the fan 

can become more personal due to the athlete's human qualities. While a team can establish 

associations with a population through its overall player composition, appearance, and 

popularity within the community, the athlete or sport figure can escape the 'generic' 

branding characteristics of the team by drawing added attention to hidher own athletic 

achievements and personal life. 



One aspect of the 'kchard h o t '  that is worth examining is the symbolic identities 

that were formed among the incident's two protagonists, Maurice Richard and Clarence 

Campbell. On the surface, the riot was the ultimate expression of the tiustration and 

outrage of Canadien hockey fans scorned by the suspension of their team's top player. 

However. when the intluence of the symbolic identities that were formed around 

Campbell, Rtchard. and their storm;. relationship is considered, the siynificuncc of the 

latter's suspension and the subsequent riot takes on a whole new set of meanings that are 

anchored in the longstanding socio-economic differences and 'racial' antagonisms that 

existed between English and French Canadians. 

On the one hand, there was Richard who was the archetypal Francophone hockey 

player: French-origin, working class, Roman Catholic, and an underdog who, against all 

odds, made it to the top ranks of the N.H.L. through his sheer hard work. determination. 

and an overall aggressive -& demeanour. On the other hand. there was Campbell who was the 

consummate Anglophone administrator: British-origin, upper-middle class, Protestant, 

highly educated. privileged. and, by ruling over the producers of the game and being able 

to control the destiny of the Canadiens and Richard, the epitome of authority. While the 

representational character of the Canadien team instilled a sense of solidarity among 

French-Canadian fans, in kchard we see the personification of these symbolic identities as 

French fans more intimately associated themselves with this athlete than with the athletic 

club he played for. Because the 'personal' connection between Richard and his French 

supporters was founded upon commonly shared identities and experiences, when 

Campbell decided to suspend him, these fans internalized the punishment and interpreted 



the act as a reflection of the advantageous differences Anglophones enjoyed over 

Francophones in society at large. 

With its broad-based spectatorship and high level of commercialism and 

professionalism, mass spon created the perfect environment in which some of society's 

greatest symbolic heroes could emerge. In a sense. mass spon established hero-producing 

hctories where teams and athletes could develop inrc social symbols becausc of thcir mass 

exposure. This was largely due to the introduction of modern communication technologies 

that enabled detailed reports on the accomplishments of professional athletes and teams to 

be widely distributed on a regular basis With its evolving mass nature, sport expanded the 

notoriety of its participants beyond the confines of local neighbourhoods and attracted the 

attention of those living hundreds and thousands of miles awav As the popularity of spon 

grew, so too did the number of fans recognizins the unitjiiny elements that were bound u p  

in the athletes and teams they rooted for 

During the first half of the 1900s, it is not ditficult to uncover examples of these 

popular symbolic sport heroes. In the United States. African-Americans identified with 

athletes such as Major League Baseball's Jackie Robinson and Olympian Jessie Owens 

Their highly publicized experiences with racism in their respective sports acted as 

reminders of the 'racial' barriers that existed in society at large. Similarly, boxers Barney 

Ross and Maxie Baer were identified with the Jewish working-class communities of Nonh 

America. Their bouts symbolized the larger social battles of working-class Jews against 

class oppression and anti-Semitism. This was particularly evident when these boxers 

challen2t.d German npponents, such as Max Schmelig, and their fights were promoted as 



contests of 'racial' superiority' In overcoming the obstacles they encountered in their 

respective sports, these athletes became an inspiration to all those who shared their -racial' 

and class identities. Furthermore, their athletic success came to symbolize the ability their 

people had to overcome the difficulties they encountered in the 'real' world. 

For French Canadians. hchard's identity knctioned in a similar manner to that of 

thc aforcmenticned athletes. Combined with his French-Callaclidn upbrirlginy and working- 

class background, Richard's exceptional on-ice performances transformed him into a 

heroic and symbolic leader of the common working-class French Canadian. -4s his 

teammate Jean Bdiveau, notes in his autobiography - 

The Rocket was the heart and soul of the Canadiens, an 
inspiration to us all, especially to younger French Canadians 
who were rising through the ranks. He was man and myth. 
larger than life in some ways. yet most ordinarily human in 
others . He was a hero who defined a people who were 
emerging from an agrarian society in the post-war era and 
moving to the cities to seek their fortunes.' 

kchard instantly gained notoriety with his passionate and exciting style of play. During his 

tint ful l  season with the Canadiens three of his teammates. Phil Watson, Ray Getliffe and 

Murph Chamberlain, were so amazed by the speed at which he could skate during one 

practice that they nicknamed him 'The ~ o c k e t ' . '  The media's portrayal of his talents, trials 

and tribulations, as well as his successes and failures, resulted in the equation of this 

athlete with society at large. Both on and off the ice, Maurice's career was replete with 

' Peter Levine. Ellis Island fo Ebbers Firhf: Sport and the .-lnierrcun Jew~slz Expenencr (New York: 
Osford University Press. 1992). 170-1 8 1 .  
' lean Beliveau. Chrys Goyens. and Allan Turowetz. Jean Bc'livrau: .\[v Lljr in Hockey (Toronto: 
McClelland & Stewart Inc.. 1994). 94-96. 



heroesque achievements and confrontations which never escaped the attention of the 

French-language press. 

As the media's attention began to focus on Richard, his popularity blossomed and 

he developed into a unifying element and focal point for the citizens of a French-Canadian 

'nation' who. via kchard, recognized the 'racial' and class characteristics they shared in 

common. On another level, this hockey player acted as a gender role model f s r  French- 

Canadian males. Many children and young adults admired hchard for his physical and 

mental demeanour and emulated these attributes in shaping their own masculinity 

Ultimately. the bond between this player and French society was tested whenever 

kchard's integrity, Y both as a player and person. was threatened. -4s his stature within 

French Canada grew, the threats he faced were regarded as threats to all of French 

Canada. To begin to understand how he and other athletes could exen such a p o w e h l  

social influence, the hero notion must first be examined for it is through a professional 

athlete's heroism that hislher popularity within society is largely based. 

The allure of professional athletes can be appreciated by examining these 

individuals as heroic figures. Sociologists Orrin E Klapp and Janet C Harris have written 

extensively on the subject of heroes and their purpose within society, Klapp defines the 

hero "...not as someone who is especially good, but who realises dreams for people that 

they cannot do for themselves, a kind of person in which we lose or find o~rseives."~ 

Harris adds to this definition by statins that the function of the hero is " . . to  define 

individual and collective identity, compensate for qualities perceived to be missing in 

- 

3 Maurice Richard and Stan Fischler. The Flving Frenchmen: Hockey's Greatest D-vnash/ (New York: 
Hawthorn Books. 1971). 252. 
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individuals or society, display ideal behaviours that people strive to emulate. and provide 

avenues for temporary escape from the rigours of daily life."' In this sense, the social 

consequences of heroic sport figures can be appreciated according to the extent to which 

they unveil and influence the formation of solidarity among their fans. For many 

individuals or groups of people, popular athletes can manifest characteristics that are 

shared amongst themseh,es. i n  possessing these con::nor, traits. thc athletic hcro can 

operate as a uni@ing element by encouraging individuals to relate to one another through 

the recognition of the attributes they all share through the athlete. it is because of their 

abilitv to bring a wide range of people together that heroic figures can siynificantly 

influence the process of social relations. 

For a professional athlete to mature into a socially symbolic hero. mass acceptance. 

which is heavily dependent upon the promotional efforts of the media. is required in the 

early-twentieth century. the introduction of new mass communication mediums. such as 

the printing press and telegraph. combined 

. . . to make 'ordinary men' into heroes. .As the new century 
unfolded there was more attention paid to individual 
players, to their skills, styles. and personalities. Telegraphers 
began to rely more heavily on players' names when telling 
the stories of game action. At the same time, journalists 
began to write about the most skilled players in a mythic 
style of language that spoke to popular desires for larger- 
than-life events and personalities. Star players quickly 
developed big reputations that raised the hopes of fans 
anxious to become winners." 

' Janet C. Harris. .-lthlrrrs and rhr .-fr~rrican f k r u  Dilrntn (Champaign: Human Kinetics Publishers Inc.. 
1994). 1.  
' Richard Gmneau and David Whitson. Hockey .Vight in Canada: Sport, Identities nnd Culttird P01itic.s 
(Toronto: Garamond Press. 1993). 85. Ha- Edwards adds to the important role of the media in fostering 
relationshps between fans and athletes or teams by stating that through sports reporters " . . .the fm comes 
to feel that he 'knows' his team or his fayourite coach and athlete. their shortcomings and attributes. All 



In continually placing these figures on a social pedestal, by exposing their backgrounds 

and glorifying their athletic accomplishments. the media elevated the professional athlete' s 

popularity within and value to society. 

Depending on the media's portrayal of the heroic figure, hisher image can transmit 

messages of activity or passivity. Klapp also states that heroes work in " . boosting 

morale. providing institutionalised role models. providing group self-images. dramatizing 

causes and thus crystallizin_r and mobilizing movements. and developing hero-cult 

* - 7  followings. These hnctions all indicate how the hero can actively intluence the lives of 

others. however there is also a passive element to the hero's hnction. While their 

identities and the symbolism behind their athletic pertbrmances may crystalize and 

mobilize social causes or movements, the basis of these movements can, at times, 

undermine one another. This is seen when the 'racial' and national identities fostered by 

the hero contlict with those based on class. In the case of Maurice Richard, his working- 

class background significantly contributed to his rise in fame within French Canada. 

However, when he was suspended by Clarence Campbell in 1955, the incident quickly 

became centred around nationalist issues that were expressed in 'racial' terms. 

Overall, Richard's heroic and symbolic status within French Canada during the 

1940s and 1950s can be attributed to three main factors. First, his background, upbringing 

and personal life provided a familiar platform which working-class French Canadians 

of tlus enables the fan to more closely identlfii his own personal daily struggles with those of his chosen 
athlete or team in the athletic sphere." H m y  Edwards, Sociofogv ($Spurt (Homewood: Dorsey Press. 
1973). 249. 
Omn E .  Klapp. *ntbulic Leaders: Public Drantos and Public .\fen (Chicago: Aldine Publishers Co.. 
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could relate to, identify with, and share in. Second, his miraculous rise to prominence in 

the N.H.L. boosted his notoriety throughout French Canada. By dominating his Anglo- 

Saxon opponents on the ice he attracted the attention of the French-language media. 

which in turn publicized his heroic exploits throughout Franco-Quebec. His success not 

only galvanized the public's recognition, but boosted the morale of the socio-economically 

depri1:ed French-Canadian population which. ir, q;icariousl:; identi$-ing with this athlctc's 

play, experienced the realization of dreams and aspirations which were lacking in their 

daily lives. Third. perhaps the greatest contributing factor to kchard's development into a 

symbolic leader emerged from his off-ice confrontations with the N.H.L. President. These 

encounters polarized kchard's and Campbell's identification with French and English 

Canada respectively and provoked the 'racial' and class-based tensions that existed 

between Anglophones and Francophones throughout Quebec. 

NIAURICE RICHARD: BACKGROUND, UPBRINGING A N D  PERSONAL LIFE 

To begin to understand the social value of heroic sport figures. one must first 

recognize the process by which individuals attain symbolic meaning. To become a social 

symbol an individual must, above all else, possess characteristics that are commonly held 

by hisher spectators, most notably, a familiar upbringing and personal life outside of the 

sped In possessing these characteristics, spectator interest can be founded upon a more 

personal and intimate basis and can persist outside of the arena or field of play. According 

to historians Richard Gruneau and David Whitson, for an athlete to become a national 

symbol it is vital for ties to be established with the average person. They state that in order 

for people to identify with a national character, that character must be linked "...with the 



lives of ordinary people and with widely shared and popular experiences."" This is 

obvious in the case of Maurice Richard and explains whv French Canadians held him in 

such high esteem throughout his career and beyond. In Richard. French Canadians could 

see themselves and they could identify with this athlete more so than any other because he 

was 'one of their own'. Every aspect of his background and upbringing was rooted in 

French Canada' s ethnic and culturd dkersity 

Joseph Henri Maurice &chard was born on 4 .4ugilst 197 1 in the French working- 

class district of St. Denis located in the east end of Montreal His family-life and 

upbringing were traditionally French Canadian and typicallv working class. Everything 

ranging from the language he spoke to the religion he practiced. from the education he 

received to the occupational standing he held, and from the financial hardships he endured 

to the recreational activities he pursued. had a distinct French working-class tlavour to i t ,  

This background is important to recognize for it provided the foundation upon which 

Richard's hture rise to stardom and heroism was based. Because French Canadien fans 

were well aware of Richard's lifestyle outside of hockey, they were able to recognize that. 

in many ways. this hockey superstar was just like them. 

Typical of French working-class families."' the kchard household was quite large. 

consisting of nine members: Maurice's parents, Onesime kchard and Alice Laramee, his 

four brothers, Rene, Jacques, Henrie and Claude, and his two sisters, Gorgette and 

Marguerite. In addition to family size, however, there were a number of other ethnic and 

' Onin E. Klapp notes. "...manv more people will identifv wit11 a hero than will imitate him overtly. so 
identification is the basic relationship with a hero.. . ." Klapp. Scntholic Leaders. 43. 
'' Gruneau and Whitson, Hockey .Cliphi in Canada. 25 1.  
"' Bettina Bradbuy. ICbrh-ing Families: .Age, Gender and Dai& Slmn)ival in Ind~~strialting Ifontrral 
(Toronto: McCleIland & Stewart Inc.. 1993). 58-79. 



cultural features of the hchards that were clearly identifiable with French-Canadian 

working-class life. Daily life within the Richard home and its immediate surroundings was 

first and foremost French. This was most evident in terms of language. Throughout 

Maurice's childhood, English was never spoken in the home." French was the language of 

communication within the household, as well as in the neighbourhood of Bordeaux." Like 

mcst Francophone communities in 4lontrcal. and Qucbcc for that matter. Bordeaux x i s  

more than just a Francophone neighbourhood. it was a working-class community The 

borders of this community defined the confines of not only an ethnic and cultural p u p .  

but also that of a class of people. The members of the community were close-knit and 

proud of their ethnic heritage. It was in this stereotypical French working-class 

environment that Maurice was born and raised. 

For working-class families. the key to survival b a s  the family unit. Kinship ties 

have always played a vital role in the economic survival of working-class familiesi3 and 

this was very true in the case of the Fbchards. The breadwinner of the household was 

Maurice's father, Onesime, who himself was born and raised in a working-class 

environment, As with most lower-class Francophones. it was difficult for Onesime to find 

a secure job. In the hope of gaining stable employment, he continually migrated 

throughout the various French districts of Montreal's east end,14 being taken to wherever 

there was work. Eventually he would secure a job as a machinist with the English-owned 

Canadian Pacific Railways and would settle in Bordeaux to raise his family. Like other 

" kchard  and Fischler. The Fiving Frenchnren. 235. 
'' Shortly after Maurice's birth. the Richards moved to Bordeaux. a French working-class neighborhood 
located in the north end of Montreal. It was in this community that bfaurice grew up. 
l 3  Bradbur).. Rbrking Families. 



French Canadians growing up in Montreal, Onesime had taught himself a trade and found 

employment in low-paid labour-intensive jobs, usually working for large companies that 

were owned and managed by Anglophone interests. Having to support a large family, in 

addition to dealing with the impact of the Depression in the 197-0s and 1930s. which hit 

working-class families the hardest. Onesime's income alone could not provide for all of his 

family' s necessities 

To supplement the family income, the male members of the kchard family were 

expected to seek out pan or hll-time employment. Maurice supplemented the familv's 

income by working at an English-owned ~ o l f  course. earning $0 75 per day as a golf 

caddie, and by finding additional part-time work whenever it was necessary" Growing up 

under such economically difficult circumstances. blaurice suffered under the same 

economic hardships encountered by any typical working-class French family .As he and his 

family struggled to make ends meet Maurice learned the values of family reliance, hard 

work, perseverance, and dedication, As hockey historian btichel Forest states: 

If French Canadians identify with kchard, it's above all else 
because he incarnates the French-Canadian type. Hard 
working, courageous, and at the same time, he's a model of 
simplicity and modesty; Maurice Richard greatly resembles 
a neighbour or a parent. he is .part of the family"" 

Another important facet of the French identity was religion, specifically Roman 

Catholicism. The Richards were no different from other French-Canadian families in 

instilling in their children the tenets espoused by the Roman Catholic Church. The family 

IJ Jean-Marie Pellerin. L 'idole d'un peuple: .lfourice Richard (Montreal: Les editions de I '  hornme. 1976). 
9-2 1. 
" hchard and Fischler. Flving Frenchmen. 236. 



regularly attended Sunday mass and the children received their education from the Roman 

Catholic schools they attended. l 7  in regards to the latter, Richard's educational career was 

typically French not only because it was heavily influenced by Roman Catholicism, but 

also because it did not go beyond the secondary level." Richard's elementary school was 

I'ecole Saint-Franqois-de-Lava1 and the post-elementary institution he attended was 

provided him. at best, a working-class entry into the world of work. This was 

characteristic of the French Roman Catholic school system that failed to teach the 

appropriate skills for socio-economic advancement in a modern industrial society "' 

hchard's early career path closely paralleled that of his father .As with other 

working-class families, a cyclical occupational pattern developed among the Richards that 

saw the generational reproduction of their class status. French working-class children 

followed in the career footsteps of their parents largelv due to the fact that thev had 

neither the time nor the access to attend the educational facilities that would permit them 

entrance into higher-paying and higher-status jobs. For Maurice. his employment career 

was largely determined the moment he attended a Roman Catholic technical college. In 

fact, some would even go so far as to state that his h ture  class standing was determined 

the moment he was born into a French-Canadian working-class family. 

While Richard would eventually become a professional ice hockey player, his 

occupational connection to the Francophone working-class community of Montreal 

continued during his athletic career. Even after he began playing for the Canadiens, 

I "  hlicllel Forest. .\larirrce Richard (Montreal: Lidec. 199 1 ). 14. 
I - Trent Faye.  "Hockey's Greatest Scoring Machine." .\lacLean 's .\lugazine. 1 November 195 1. 19. 
" See Chapter I-i .  



Maurice sought employment in traditional working-class jobs during the off-season in 

order to supplement his income. In fact. when the hockey season tinished most Canadien 

players found employrnent in traditional blue-collar occupations and it was not uncommon 

for fans to find themselves working alongside their hockey heroes "' For the duration of 

the Second World War, hchard regularly worked as a machinist for a tank manufacturing 

company xhenovcr he was not playifig hockcY." This occiipational a~soiiation uith the 

average French Canadian during the off-season did much to reinforce the bond between 

this athlete and his fans. What made kchard's image unique was that while he could be 

regarded as 'god-like' when on the ice. offthe ice he was the epitome of humilitv Every 

facet of his French-Canadian working-class background and experience instilled within 

him a sense of modesty. 

'The Rocket's' recreational interests were also characteristically French Canadian. 

7 1  

those that emphasized brute strength. power and. occasionally, violence -- Two such 

spons that hchard excelled at were ice hockey and boxing. Not known for his boxing 

career, as Maurice moved up the hockey ranks on his way to the N.H.L . ,  he learned the 

disciplines of the 'sweet science' from Harry Hurst, a former Montreal prize-fighter. Hurst 

recognized Richard's athleticism and enrolled him in the popular 'Golden Gloves' 

tournament in which he fared quite well." kchard could have pursued a professional 

19 See to Chapter I-i. 
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boxing career, but instead decided to focus his attention on the most popular spon among 

French Canadians, ice hockey. 

MAURICE MXAI;U3'S RISE TO HOCKEY STARDOM 

Another contribution to Richard's heroic stature within French-Canadian society 

was his Herculean climb to prominence in the world of professional ice hockey The 

'leeend' - wrmrlnding Richard's hockey career began vx!! in d ~ a n c e  of his involr.cment 

with the Montreal Cimadien Club de Hockey. hchard quickly acquired rhe reputation of 

being an 'underdog' largely due to his small physical stature. This stigma would follow 

him throughout his career and would significantly contribute to his heroic image in 

Franco-Quebec as each and every time he proved his sceptics wrong, he provided his fans 

with a source of inspiration. 

Maurice Richard's interest in ice hockev began at the young age of four when 111s 

father purchased his first pair of ice skates and taught him how to play the game on an ice 

rink built in their backyard.'" In the years to follow. hockey would become an important 

pan of kchard's childhood development. He. would spend endless hours with his family 

and friends learning how to skate and sharpening his hockey skills. Since the indoor 

skating rinks of the 1920s and 1930s were either located too far from the French working- 

class districts of Montreal or were privately owned facilities, kchard and his friends 

would play their hockey on the frozen waters of the hvieres des Praires or on the frozen 

schoolyard of I'ecole saint-~ran~ois-de-~aval.~' On Saturday nights, Richard would 

huddle around the living room radio with his family and listen to the French-language 

'' The C'umpfrtr H i s r o ~  of rlre .\lunrrea/ Canadims (Toronto: Readysoft Incorporated and MM Multi 
Media Interactif. 19 96); Pellenn. L 'irklle ci 'un peuple. 12. 
'' Pcllerin. L 'idole d 'un peuple. 12. 



broadcasts of Canadien matches on CBF-Montreal. As the press reports and radio 

broadcasts of this team's matches became more accessible. following their trials and 

tribulations became an institutionalized popular cultural pursuit among Francophones in 

Quebec. Canadien games were religiously pursued and &chard himself recalls that "Bv the 

time I was fourteen years old listening to the sames every Saturday night had become a 

ritual with me.""' He came to jdolize Csnadicn players such as Aur i l r  Joliat. tloibie 

Morenz, and Toe Blake and dreamt of one day becoming a professional hockey player. 

.Almost every French-Canadian child's desire was to play for the Canadiens and Maurice 

was no diKerent. 

.As his hockey skills and abilities improved. Richard took an avid interest in playing 

the sport at the organized level Exposure to organized hockey in Quebec was made 

possible due to the leagues that were tbrmed by the Roman Catholic Church. Just as 

Roman Catholicism penetrated the curricula of the province's education system. it also 

had an intluence upon the leisurely activities of French Canadians. At the age of eleven. 

Richard joined his first local parish-school team, St. Francois de ~ava l .? '  He would play 

his pee wee, midget and bantam hockey for this club and would come under the tutelage 

of Georges Norchet. his hture brother-in-law." During these early years, kchard would 

prove his value and show off his talent and drive by competing against other French 

working-class boys that were older and bigger than he was. 

:' Richard and Fischler. F l v i y  Frenchmen. 236. Won11 noting here is how. by the late 1920s. mass radio 
broadcasts of professional sports such as ice hockey functioned to cut across class lines ~kithin French 
Canada by moving the eh~erience of the event form the arena of play to the confines of the home. 
-,- - Pellerin. L 'idole d'un peuple, 12: Hockey Hall of Fame Archves. Maurice Richard - personal fiie. 
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After I'ecole Saint Frangois-de-Lavd, Maurice attended I'ecole technique de 

Montreal where he continued to play hockey while learning to become a machinist. .As a 

teenager Richard came to regard himself as an average hockey playery and realized that it 

was going to be extremely diff~cult to pursue a professional ice hockey career. His 

thoughts focused less on hockey and more upon being able to survive in a society where 

Francophones generally siiupicd lowpaying t.xiupiit iut~s,  I I I  rctlt.cti~i_r un his years as a 

young-adult. kchard states. " I  was still thinking about playing hockev for hn and 

learning a trade at school so that I could earn a living when I graduated. i studied ro be a 

machinist and during the summer I worked for a crane company'" which wasn't a bad 

job."" While kchard's career aspirations were characteristically working class. his 

lingering passion for hockey had an obvious French tlavour to it. 

After playing for his technical college, Richard was introduced to Paul-Emile 

Paquette, a manager of a team that played in the Ligue des parcs de Montreal. by his high 

school coach Georges ~ o r c h e t . "  Norchet and Paquette convinced Richard to join this 

popular league. which was a stepping stone to the semi-professional junior leagues. 

During his first season Maurice, at the age of 17, established his reputation as an 

esceptional goal-scorer. That year, Paquette's team tallied a total of 144 goals, of which 

Richard was responsible for 133 or 92 percent."' Richard's popularity quickly spread 

among the surrounding French working-class neighbourhoods of Montreal's east end. His 

29 k c  hard and Fischler. Flying Frenchnrrn. 237. 
30 English-owned Crane Co. Limited. Pellerin. L 'idole d'un peuplt.. 1 1. 
" Didlard and Fischler. FI\!mng Fret tchen.  273. 
" The Ligue des parcs de Montreal. which consisted of 38 teams made up predominimtly of Fnlncophionc 
working-class players from Montreal's east end. was organized by Paul Stuart. a French-spchng English 
Canahan who took a keen interest in developing French hockey talent in Montreal. 



offensive dominance eventually caught the attention of Arthur Therien. coach of the 

Verdun Maple Leafs. the junior hockey club of the Montreal Canadiens. The following 

season. Richard would outdo 126 players for a spot on Thrrien's team. Afier one year 

with the Verdun Maple Leafs. hchard would once again be promoted, this time to the 

Montreal Canadiens' senior hockey team. 

It 1~!3s during hchard's stint with the Cmadien Seniors that his 'm~~holog ica l '  iisc 

to the N.H.L would begin. While Richard's offensive hockey talents overshadowed his 

reputation in the past. at the senior hockey level other aspects of his ability would come 

into question. In particular, his physical size, strength and overall health were scrutinized 

by professional scouts. Their criticism, however. was crucial to Richard's development 

into a French-Canadian hero. in his examination of the portrayal of sportin, ' J  heroes in 

literature. Robert G. Hollands notes that. "By creating heroes with small deficiencies and 

hardships which must be overcome. the author reproduces the notion that the individual 

alone is responsible for his or her own success."'" Richard's ability to overcome the 

criticism he faced early in his career can be compared to the hurdles encountered by heroic 

characters in literature. Just as characters in Greek mythology were required to carry out 

several feats prior to becoming heroes or Gods. the same was true in the case of Richard. 

What made him a heroic and inspirational figure was his ability to defj all odds by 

climbing out from the depths of despair and overcoming his hardships. 

33 Pellerin, L 'idole d 'un peuple. 14: The Complete Hisroty ofthe .\lontrenl C'nnatlitir~s (Toronto: 
Readysoft Incorporated and MMJ Multi Media Interactrf. 1996). 
'" Robert G. Hollmds. --English-Canadian Spom Novels and Cultunl Production... in .Vor J w  .-1 Gonw: 
Essays in Conadion Sport Sociology, ed. Jean Harvey and Han Cantelon (Ottawa: University of Ottawa 
Press. 1988). 22 1. 



During the next three years Richard conquered a number of obstacles, specifically 

the stigma of his small size and three 'career-threatening' injuries. before making his 

assault on the N.H.L.  record books. His first game with the Canadien Seniors appeared to 

be promising. But after scoring two goals during the first two periods of play Richard's 

season would come to an abrupt end when he suddenly lost his balance, fell to the ice. and 

fractured his left ankle He would return the f~!lo?ving season which. !ikt :he first. s t a n d  

otT promisingly until tragedy struck for a second time. .After just 10 games Richard broke 

his left wrist. He would recover from this major injury and return in time tbr the playofs. 

during which he scored six goals in four games. Appealing to be fully recovered from both 

his injuries, Maurice prepared to make his move onto the N.H.L.  scene. 

Before earning a sport on the Montreal Canadiens. Richard needed to prove 

himself to the sceptics. .Mer two major injuries. his physical size and strength were still 

being questioned. When he arrived at the Canadiens training camp prior to the 

commencement of the 1941- 1943 season. he stood five feet ten inches tall and weighed 

only 170 pounds. By N .H .L .  standards he was small. So small that it prompted Dick Irvin 

S r .  coach of the Canadirns. to remark, "J'ai bien peur que ce garqon au visage pile n'ait 

pas le physique pour le hockey de la Ligue nationale."" Maurice would change the 

opinion of lrvin and others by impressing them with his offensive talent What he lacked in 

physical stature he more than made up for with his exceptional hockey skills and strong 

desire to play. He earned his spot on the Canadiens that year and signed his first 

professional contract on 29 October 1942? During his first 16 games in the N.H.L. 

3 Pellerin. 'ldolr d ' ~ t n  peuple. 2 1 .  
36 kchard's modesty was revealed when he did not flaunt the fact that llc earned a position on the 
Canadiens. He considered himself lucky to have madc the team and attributed his success largely to the 



Richard scored five goals37 and tallied six assists. This initial success, unfortunately, would 

be short-lived. On 27 December 1942. during a match against the Boston Bruins, Maurice 

suffered his third -career-threatening' injury in as many years. when his lei? ankle was 

again broken aHer being checked by Jack Crawford. 

Canadien management was suspect of Richard's durability and wondered if he was 

wfiiciently tough and healthy enough !o play in the N .H .L .  Some oSsen.crs labelled him 

'tiagile' or 'injury prone' and Dick lrivin even stated, "Richard may just be too brittle ro 

play.. , . "%kewise Richard had doubts in  reflecting upon his feelings at the time he 

stated the following: 

Three major injuries in 3 years - I wondered too. 1 knew I 
was a lot stronger than they gave me credit for and that I 
could play against anybody in that league but I was going to 
have to prove it." 

kchard's scepticism was cultivated from the local press reports he read. The public 

comments made by lrvin and others in the English-language press deeply discouraged 

Richard and he fell into a state of depression.'"' The editorials among the French-language 

press, however, did provide some encouragement. One newspaper. LLZ Potrir, attributed 

Bchard's injuries not to his Fragility, but rather to his style of play, which was very 

fact that some regular Canadien players had gone off to Europe to support the war effort. Their absence 
provided him with the opportunity to play professional hockey. kchard and Fischler. Flvrng fienchnlen. 
241. 
3- Maurice Richard's first goal in the N.H.L. was scored on 8 November 1942. 
3s Goyens and Turowetz. Lions in Kinter. 80. 
'' kid. 

On English criticism see Pellerin. L 'idole d'un prliple. 26. On state of depression see kchard and 
Fischler, Flying Frenchmen. 249. 



aggressive and reckless at times,J1 to be sure, but which earned him the admiration of 

Francophone fans and the French-language press. 

The script for Richard's heroic rise could not have been better written. During the 

offseason he worked extremely hard at improving his strength and conditioning. Dick 

Irivin did not give up on the young hockey player and invited him to training camp for the 

!W3-1944 season For e third time k c h a r d  pro~.cd his sceptic; ivrong by making i k  

team. 

Unlike other great hockey plavers of his time. Richard's supremacy in the N H .  L. 

besan the moment he took to the ice and continued throughout his career. kchard was 

not just a great player; he was, without a doubt, the best player ever to play the game 

during his tenure. Janet C. Harris outlines the differences between great and heroic 

athletes by stating that the former " .  . .are noted mainly for particular athletic feats; heroes. 

on the other hand, are noted for long-term consistently outstanding performances. . . . ""' 
While the instances of Richard's extraordinary hockey feats are too numerous to mention 

hereJ". the awards he captured and the records he established provides an indication of his 

long-term and consistent dominance over the game. During his 1 %year career kchard set 

a total of 17 individual records,44 was named to the .All-Star' team 14 times.15 and 

4 I Lu Patrie. 3 0  January 1944. .Article also cited in Pcllerin. I, 'itkole t i  'fin petiple. 25-20.  
41 Hanis. .-lrhlrrrs and rht. .-lnrerican Hen)  Dilerrma. 7 .  
'' One of the more memorable moments of kchard's illustnous hockey career occurred during his first 
season in the N.H.L. In a playoff match between the Canadiens and the Toronto !Uaple Leafs on 23 Mnrch 
1944. Maurice set an N.H.L. playoff record by scoring h e  goals in one game. The Canadiens defeated the 
Maple Leafs by a score of five to one. At the completion of the match. Richard was selected as the game's 
first. second. and th rd  star. which was unheard of. In many of the newspapers the following day. the score 
read 3s folIows: "kchard 5. Toronto 1." Goyens md Turowetz. Lions in Ifinter. 83: Pellerin, L 'itlt~itr d'wr 
petiplr. 33 .  Many hockey enthusiasts point to this game as the birth of Richard's heroic status. 
44 The indvidual records Maurice kchard set upon his retirement on 13 September 1960 include the 
following: 
Most goals in a seson:  5 0  in a 50 game season 



captured eight Stanley Cup c h a m p i ~ n s h i ~ s . ' ~  His unwavering assault of the N.H.L.  record 

books legitimized his reign over the sport. redefined the standards of hockey supremacy. 

and placed him in a 'class' of his own. 

No other athlete throughout history has projected as much pride and self- 

confidence upon Franco-Quebecers as Maurice Richard did during the 1940s and 1950s 

The combinatinn o f  his ethnic-origin. background 2nd succcss trnnsformcd him into an 

instant French icon that uplifted working-class Francophones each and every time he took 

to the ice, .As the Per;[ . J o w r d  '.s sports columnist Louis Chantignv notes: 

%lost goills irl a carccr: 344 in 1s seasons (first plii>.cr to scorc rtlorc than 500 goals) 
Most gods it1 a c m c r  including plityoffs: 026 
Most points in a carccr including playoffs: 1091 
Most points in a regular season garnc: 8 points (5 goals ;ind 3 assrsts) 
Most goals in a scasorl by a right uingcr: 50 
Longest consccutiw goal scoring streak: 1 1  goals in 9 gi1lnl.s 

Most carccr hat-tricks: 2 0  
Most goals in a playoff year: 1 t in 9 ganm 
Most garnc winning goals in the playoffs: 18 in 15 scrics 
Most hat-tricks in playoffs: 7 thrcc plus goal gnmcs 
Most playoff games: 13 3 
Most goals in 3 playoff garnc: 5 
blost assists in iI pIiiyoff game: 5 
blost points in pIayoffs - carccr: 126 (82 goals. 44 assists in I33 g m c s )  
Most goals in pliiyoffs - career: 82 
Most gamcs played in an N.H.L. career: 978 
Hockey Hall of Fame Archives. Maurice kchard - pcrsonal file. 
" Maurice kchard was selected to the First 'All-star' team eight times ( 1944l.15. l !l-ljN6. 1 9lbN7, 
1947148. 1918N9. 19-19/50, 1954155. 1955156) and to the Second 'All-star' team six times (1913/41. 
195015 1. 195 1/52. 1952153. 1953154 and 1956157). The oniy years he was not named to an All-star team 
were during his last three. 
46 Maurice Kcliard won the Stanley Cup in the following years: 1944. 1916. 1953. I W, 1957. 1958, 
1959 and 1960. He also captured the Hart Trophy (awarded to the league's most valuable player) In 19-17 
and in June 196 1. less than a year after his retirement. he was inducted to the Hockey Hall of Fame. 



Maurice Richard, c'est vous, c'est moi, c'est nous tous, 
Canadiens franpis. Maurice Richard c'est la magistrale 
revanche des deboires et des defaites que nous essuyons au 
courant de notre vie obscure. Maurice Richard, c'est I'hornme 
qui est devenu le symbole de toute une race. Lorsqu'il compte 
un but, il lave les humiliations de notre vie quotidieme. Et 
lorsqu'on s'attaque ii lui. c'est nous tous qu'on maltraite. Voila 
pourquoi Maurice Bchard est devenu un personnage 
intouchable, et voila aussi pourquoi il entre deji, de plein-pied, 
dam le mythe et la l~~ende. '"  

.As this hockey player brcan~r more closely identitied with French Canada. his successes 

on the ice were viewed as French-Canadian successes Richard became a medium through 

which Francophones in Quebec could express their superiority Red Fisher notes. " e v e r  

since the Plains of Abraham. the French people have been number two. but on the ice 

they're number one."4" 

Confrontations also factor into the construction of symbolic heroes. as the 

villainous qualities of opponents or foes can make heroes look naturally good.4'' With 

respect to Richard, throughout his professional hockey career he was embroiled in various 

on-ice confrontatlons that contributed to his heroic and symbolic stature within French 

Canada. His personal encounters exposed such character traits as his physical strength. 

determination, perseverance and an overall aggressive demeanour which French working- 

class males came to regard highly. Moreover, the 'racist' undercurrents of these 

confrontations revealed the state of English-French relations on the ice and how 

widespread 'racial' bigotry was in professional hockey. 

1- Article cited in Pellerin. L 'idole d'un peuple. 490-192. 
""ck Salutin. Lrs ('nnatliens: a play (Vancouver: Talonbooks. 1977). I? .  
49 Klapp. .Svr?rbol~c Leaders. 78-82. 



One of Rtchard's earliest confrontations occurred during his first full season with 

the Canadiens. During a match played in New York in December of 1944, he became 

involved in a conflict with Bob 'Killer' Dill. a nephew of boxing legends Mike and Tommy 

Gibbons, who had joined the Rangers after being banned from the American Hockey 

League for his violent behaviour. Richard's encounter with this fighterlplayer added 

another element to his mystique. hi.: toughness In the ccurse of the match, play w s  

interrupted when a scnlm was formed around the Canadien's Hector 'Toe' Blake and Dill 

As kchard made his way to  the gathering, Dill turned to him and said "Is the frog 

scared?"'" The .racial' slur obviously struck a chord with kchard as he turned around and 

with one swift punch knocked Dill to the ice, .After being sent to the penalty box Dill tried 

to attack Richard and again a single blow subdued him. The following day. the headline 

that appeared in the New h r k  ikrilv l \ h w r  summarized the incident: "Dill ~ickled."" 

The thrashing of Dill is imponant for two reasons. First. the fact that a 'racial' slur 

sparked Richard's actions Focussed attention on English-French animosity Second. since 

kchard came out of nowhere to defeat one of the league's top fighters it established him 

as a 'David-like' figure, as in the biblical story of 'David and Goliath'. kchard's 'David' 

image would later play an important role in fostering his national identity when he became 

involved in conflicts with the 'Goliath' Clarence Campbell. 

'10 Goyens and Turowetz. Lrons in lti'nter. 84. The meaning of the word 'frog' became popular during the 
late-1700s as the English and French were involved in a number of wars. The negati~e connotation of the 
tenn may have developed from thc English abhorrence of the French dietap tastes. To ridicule the diet of 
another ethnic group or nation is 'standard procedure' in the world of insults. Hugh Rawson. Wicked 
Wbrds: .4 Tremun/ of Curses, Insults. Put-Downs and Ofher Forrwrfv Cnprrnrable Temrs front .4nglo- 
Saxon Times lo [he Present (New York: Crown Publishers Inc.. 1989). 156. 
51 Goyens and Turowetz. Lions in Ifinter. 84; Pellerin. L 'idole d'un peuple. 48. 



The 'Dill' incident was just the beginning of a long line of 'racially-motivated' 

confrontations kchard would find himself in throughout his career. Since he was the 

Canadiens best player, opposing teams would always assign someone to closelv check him 

and do whatever it took to throw him off his game. As his teammate Kenny Reardon 

describes. "He was watched, watched. watched until he finally blew.. N o  one could have 

taken it as lonz as he did 2nd done less about it."" .Racialq slurs became tile must 

effective tool in provoking a reaction from Richard. It was no secret that Anglophone 

opponents would regularly utter slights such as 'French pea soup' and 'dirtv French 

bastard' in T h e  Rocket's' direction and make hn of his broken English '' What angered 

&chard more than anything else were the insults aimed at his ethnic identity. With regard 

to the verbal abuse. kchard said. "Quand on crache sur ma race. le sang me monte i la 

tete Q u a d  je lis dans les journaux des lettres qui me descendent. $a fait ma1 hlais 

quand c'est un  gars de ma race qui m'attaque, cela me brise le coeur."'" Players who got 

the better of Richard included Detroit's Ted Lindsay. New York's [van invin. Boston's 

Leo Labine. and Toronto's Bill Juzda. With respect to the former Richard said. "For me. 

the worst player by far whom I've ever skated against was Ted Lindsay It wasn't so 

much that he was a dirty player, but as far as I am concerned. he had a dirty mouth."" The 

numerous violent confrontations Richard found himself in as a result of the 'racial' insults 

indicates that 'racism' was an important factor that divided English and French players in 

i ' Gilbert Rogn. "One Beer for the Rocket." Sporrs Illustrated. 2 1 March 1960. 50.  
" Sidney Katz. T h e  Strange Forces Behind the Richard Hockey Riot." .lfncLean 'A- .\lagcine. 17 
September 1955. 98: Hubert Warren Wind. "Fire On Ice." Sports Illusrra~ed. 6 December 1954. 73 

Pellerin, L 'iciclle d 'un peuple. 509. 
55  Richard and Fischler. Ftving Frenchnrm. 255. 



the N . H . L . ' ~  The 'racial' rift that was seen in society at large apparently spilled over into 

professional hockey. 

Not only did the 'racial' epithets upset Rtchard, but they also affected how the 

French-language media began to interpret his treatment. Given the fact that English 

players who uttered 'racial' slurs and continually attacked him rarely received penalties led 

many nee-nationalist members of the press to pardle! kchard's victimization to that af 

French Canadians in society Once this occurred. &chard developed into a symbolic hero 

tbr a French 'nation'. During a playof match between the Toronto Maple Leafs and the 

Canadiens on 10 April 1947, Richard became invoived in two altercations in which he 

slashed the faces of Vic Lynn and Bill Ezinicki. For the infractions he received a match 

penalty and a fine of $250. The penalty and tine outraged the French-language press in 

Montreal. Throughout the match, fans and journalists witnessed Lynn's and Ezinicki's 

manhandling of kchard and the rehsal of the officials to call any penalties In analyzing 

the events from that evening, the French press latched on to the issue of 'race'  In an 

oe wrote: article entitled 'L'affair Rtchard: Question de race!" Andre Rufian, 

'' .Ebial' tensions were also visible aniong Canadien players. While throughout ids 13-year career with 
tfie Montreal Canadiens Maurice kchard never once saw an argument between an English and French 
teammate. He states. ". ..all my friends on the club were French-spealung. I wouldn't go out with the 
English-spealung players escept when we played ball. and even then. I only talked to the French guys.. . ." 
Richard and Fischler. F!ving Frenchnien. 260. 



Sur cette 'affaire Richard', on a fait couler beaucoup 
d'encre et dans tous les milieux sponifs on en entendait 
parler et discuter avec vehemence. De fait. la chose vaut la 
peine d'etre discutee et il est grand temps que le favoritisme 
adverse et le favoritisme anglo-saxon dans le sport soient 
mis a jour. Oui nous disons lefcmzrismr, le degofitant 
fanatisme que nous combattons avec acharnement depuis 
nos debuts dans le domaine du spon. Richard en est une 
victime evidente.. . . 

Richard est le p l w  g a n d  athlete des temps rnodernes. On 
devrait alors le considerer avec respect. hi rendre ce qu'il 
est en droit d'obtenir. Mais le maiheur (ou plut6t le 
bonheur!) veut que ce soit un Canadien fran~ais, t.? 
~~urrtr~zirtlt~terl~ a la faqon dont on a traite et dont on traite 
les as anglo-sauons du spon, on le jalouse par un fanatisme 
icoeurant, on tiche depuis son entree dam la Ligue 
nationale de le blesser atin que se termine le regne d'un 
Canadien fran~ais comme monarque du jeu dc hockey, . . 

Quand aurons-nous notre pan au banquet de la nation 
canadienne? Quand serons-nous libkrks de ces fanatiques 
qui. mime s'ils sont le petit nombre. nuisent enormement a 
notre avancement aussi bien dam le domain du spon que 
dans celui de la politique, du commerce ou de l'industrie! 
lioit (pit' 1e.s mjtres seru111 hqfo ui.s de la .sorte, 11011s IIY 

porc~~utis rspc'rer /'~oritd jrcrtrorlulr. 57 

In the above article, the control which English Canadians maintained in societv at large is 

paralieled to the authority which they, specifically Clarence Campbell, had in determining 

the fate of Richard. After playing only four full seasons with the Canadiens, Richard was 

adopted by Montreal's French press as their symbol of French Canada. As the neo- 

nationalist sentiments diffised among the French-language press, kchard' s hockey career 

was placed under a 'nationalist' microscope. By the time Clarence Campbell suspended 

him in 1955, he was firmly associated with French-Canadian nationalism. 

> -  Le I;ronr orrwirr. 19 April 1947 Article also cited in Pellerin. L 'idole d 'un prtrpk. 96-97. 



kchard's 'racial' victimization did not come only at the hands of opposing plavers; 

it also emerged from the on-ice oficials. Referees and linesmen displayed their 'racial' 

biases whenever they permitted Richard's opponents to get away with obstructing and 

fouling him. Members of the French-language press also took notice of the 'blind-eye' of 

the oficials. Jean Barette of Lcr P ~ ~ t r i e  wrote: 

kchard reste toujours le joueur le plus maltraite de la ligue 
par ses rivaux. Et i l  semble que les arbitres sont de 
connivencr, car ils preferent punir le plus grand joueur des 
temps modernes que sevir contre quelques mediocrites dont 
I'unique talent est de pouvoir obstruer le travail scirntifique 
d'un rnaitre du patin.'' 

Richard's frustrations with the officiating, especially that of Hugh McLean. got the better 

of him on one occasion. During a match between the Detroit Red Wings and Canadiens on 

1 March 195 1. Sid Abel accosted kchard by driving his face into a goalpost and opening 

a cut on his chin. When Richard brought the assault to the attention of hlcLean. the 

official laughed in his face "' Still ansered by what had transpired in Detroit. when Richard 

accidentally encountered McLean inside New York's Picadilly Hotel. three days later, he 

attacked the referee Clarence Campbell imposed a fine of $500 on kchard, the larsest 

ever levied against a player in the N.H.L. The press, panicularly the French-language 

newspapers in Montreal, felt the fine was too severe and criticized Campbell for not 

uncovering ail the details surrounding the incident in New ~ o r k . " "  The controversy and 

- - - -. .. . . - - 

5s Pellerin. L ' idole d 'irn peuple. 142. 
=,g Richard and Fischler. Flyrrtg Frunchnren. 136. kchard would persist in complaining to bIcLem until 
he was given a ten-minute misconduct penalty. While in the penalty bos. a fight started between himself 
and another Detroit player. Leo Reise. While trying to break up tie scuffle. linesman Jim Primeau was 
shoved by Richard. For this. 'The Rocket' was given a match penalty and a $50 fine. 
" Pellerin. L 'idole d'un peuple. 148-1 52. 



the 'racial tensions that infused this incident acted as a precursor for the events that were 

to transpire in March 1 95 5.  

In addition to Richard's background, physical prowess and on-ice confrontations, 

the temperament he displayed while playing hockey provided a source of inspiration to 

many French observers, especially young males. What this athlete lacked in size he more 

;ban made up  for in his detcrmination and drive. I k was one of the nwst a=, C J U ~ C S S I ~ C  

players ever to play the game and he never shied away from a challenge. in  describing 

'The Rocket'. Harold (Hal) Laycoe, a former Boston Bruins player. states. "Nobody ever 

played the game with as much emotion as he had.""' Richard himself notes that he .. was 

never the best plaver in the league. I knew that.  I was a bad skater. but I worked 

hard.. , ""' His passionate style of play and his dedication to the game had a tremendous 

impact on his French male admirers. Richard became their masculine role model and his on- 

ice exploits exuded the male qualities of perseverance. hard work. and physical strength. These 

traits were not only valued within French-Canadian society, but were conducive to sustaining 

the capitalist system. Above all else, kchard inspired a work ethic among his fans that 

promoted rneritocratic values and instilled the sense that success was based on skill. His drive 

to succeed could be seen whenever he gained possession of the puck and his eyes lit up."' .As 

he states, " .  . . I wanted somebody on the other team to make me work harder. When somebody 

was checking me closely I wanted to get away from him and I tried all the more to get my 

goals. If I didn't have anyone on my back, or anybody to check me, I don't think 1 would have 

'' Hockey Hall of Fame Arcluves. Maurice kcbard - personal file. 
'' [bid. 
" Richard became renowned for his passionate style of hockey and the determination seen in his eyes. 
When Temf Sawchuk. a former N.H.L. goaltender. was asked what he remembered the most about 



accomplished all that I did? Why young adults were able to internalize the image of this 

athlete in forming their own masculine identity is outlined by Roberta J. Park. She notes that 

the athlete: 

... literally embodied power and prowess and provided the icon 
whch could serve as a model for other young men.. . the hishly 
elaborated and intensely symbolic contests in whch the athlete 
stn~ggled for supremacy by intensitjing these messagcs enabled 
the onlooker to partake of the whole. the athlete provided a 
model wonhy of emulation."' 

.Uong with his on-ice personality? &chard was also known for his demeanour 

away from the game. He provided male teenagers in Quebec with a paternal role model as 

he was regarded as the perfect father who was warm. caring, generous and responsible In 

Sr~nrdi -Dinw~~he Paul de Saint-Georges paid tribute to Richard's life away from hocliev 

by writing the following: 

. . le joueur le plus spectaculaire, le plus courageux et. ce 
qui est peut-&re encore plus que tout cela. comme le 
rneilleur copain qui soit dans l'intimite, un pire de famille 
exemplaire, u n  bon chretien et un garqon sensible sous 
dehors parfois tranchants et mdes. II est i'homrne au grand 
coeur pour ses proches et ses amis.("' 

Richard he replied. "His eyes. There was always fire in his eyes." Hockey Hall of Fame Archives. Maurice 
Richard - personal file. See Appendix B for photo of Maurice kchard,  
t,.l Richard and Fischler. I;!ving Frenchmen. 256. 
'" Roberta J. Park. ..Biological thought. athletics and the formation of a .Man of Charxter' : 1830-1940.'' 
in .\lanliness an J .llurnliiy: .Ifiddlcc-C'lass .\/asculiniy in Britain cmd ..lmerica, lY00- 1 930. ed. 1. A. 
Mangan and James Wslvin (Manchester: Manchester University Press. 1987). 22. 
" Article cited in Pellerin. L 'idole d 'un pruple. 205-206. 



Unlike any other Canadien player"7, bchard provided French-Canadian boys with a 

popular and two-sided masculine role model. On the ice he exhibited the physical and 

aggressive qualities of masculinity and off the ice he provided the image of a responsible. 

mature, and devout family man. While this dichotomy may have been presented as the 

'ideal' form of masculinity to young French-Canadian boys. in reality these separate 

spheres usually coalesced into one  This a x  paiticularly ciidcnr during insrc~nces dI' 

domestic violence. 

kchard was held in such high esteem in Franco-Quebec that he developed a cult- 

like following His importance to French Canadians was formally recognized and 

appreciated on 17 February 195 1 .  That evening at the Montreal Forum was deemed 

'Maurice kchard Night' In attendance at this celebration were a handful of notable 

French Canadians such as the Prime Minister of Canada, Louis Saint-Laurent. the Premier 

of Quebec. Maurice Duplessis. the ktavor of Montreal. Camilien Houdr. and Senator 

Donat Raymond. 'The Rocket' received. from fan donations, gifts valued at over $6.000 

and a maroon Desoto car.0' One :VL'II~ York 7in~e.s reporter captured the hero-worship of 

this athlete by noting that French Canadians "...love the Rocket and take up  collections for 

him whenever he is fined. They also buy him presents and send him cash offerings. but 

these he turns to charity.""" 

9- Prior to kchard. the most popular Carladien player was Howic klorenz. While not of French etlinlc- 
origin. this player was adopted by French fms of the Canadiens as one of their own. He epitomized the 
'Flying Frenchmen' style of hockey played by the team during the 1920s. Maurice kchard 's  attachriient 
to the French-Canadian community. however. was much stronger than that of Morenz primarily because 
of his French-Canadian heritage. His esceptional style of play attracted Francophone interest in hirnself 
and the team. but his ethnic. cultural and class bond with his French admirers elevated this p l a ~ e r  to 
heroic status within French Canada. For French-Canadian boys he became an idol and masculine role 
tnodel. 
On fhckkv V a v s .  3 March 19 5 I .  
69 . V w  Ibrk Times. 19 March 1955. 



In a Sports illlistri7ted article in 1954 one fan noted. ". .. Maurice kchard 

personifies French-Canada and all that is great about it. Maybe you have to have French 

.,70 blood, really, to worship kchard. . . . Another fan stated kchard was: 

. . .  more important than the Cardinal or Duplessis. There are 
many cardinals. Duplessis was only the head man of 
Quebec. Maurice Richard was not only the best of the 
French but s f  r l~z  EwJish ds well. He came to epitomize the 
desire of superiority of the French-Canadian nationalists," 

In Scrtwrlciv Nighr, a Toronto magazine, Hugh MacLenr~an reported that French 

Canadians " . . s e e  in kchard not only a person who ideallv embodies the fire and stvle of 

their 'race'. they also see in him a man who from time to time turns on his prosecutors and 

annihilates them. at the moment Richard has a status with some people in Quebec not 

much below that of a tribal god."72 It is obvious that Canadien fans, especially those of 

French ethnic-origin, identified themselves with Richard For French Canadians he defined 

who thev were in terms of their 'racial' heritage and class background 

Admiration for 'The Rocket' on the part of French fans was seen in the various 

stories, chants and poems they dedicated to him. During his games at the Montreal Forum 

Francophone spectators would regularly urge Rlchard on by chanting either "Envoye 

~ a u r i c e ! " ~ b r  "Donnes-y ~aurice!"'' Others celebrated his achievements through literary 

works. In honour of his 325' career goal, one fan dedicated a poem to Richard, which 

I" Herbert Warren Wind. "Fire On Ice." 36. 
-' Gilbert Rogin. "One Beer for the Rocket." 49. 
-7 - Saturday .L'ighz. 9 April 1955. LO. 
- 3  Herbert Warren Wind. "Fire On Ice." 73. 
- 4  Pellerin. L 'idolr d 'trn peuple. 140. 



was published in Lr Petit Jorrnrd on 16 November 1952. The poem praised his undying 

will to succeed and the honour kchard bestowed upon the people of French Canada: 

RK'HARLI W U I R  DE LION 
kchard, roi de la glace 
Recordman au grand coeur 
Tu as de notre race 
Le panache et I'ardeur 
La froide statistique 
Fait de toi un heros 
Mais tes eians nlagiques 
T'elevent encore plus haut 
.Au nom de tous les hommes 
Qui chanteront ton nom 
Permets que je te nomme 
Richard au C o e u r  de  ion." 

Another hero-worshipping element emerged following the 'kchard Riot' Some 

supporters  were so moved by the events of March 1955 that they composed a ballad in the 

athlete's honour, sung to the tune of .A hlrrl rl hrrlbrrl.4m~r~ 

Now our town has lost face 
And our team is disgraced. 
But these hot-headed actions 
can't mar 
Or cast any shame on the heroic 
name 
Of Maurice (the Rocket) 
hchard7" 

The longevity of kchard's influence over French-Canadian society is seen in 

another literary work. 'The Hockey Sweater'. written by Roch Carrier in 1979, continues 

to be a popular story among the youth of Quebec. Carrier tells the fictional tale of a 

-- - 

- 5 bid. .  206. 
-6 Gilbert Rogin. "One Beer for the Rocket," 49. 



Montreal boy who mistakenly receives, from the Eaton's Department Store, a Toronto 

Maple Leafs sweater instead of a Montreal Canadiens jersey. The tale describes the 

disappointment of the young Canadien fan and how he is treated differently by his friends 

because of his sweater. The most insighthl aspect of the story, though, is the portrayal of 

Maurice Richard, the children's idol. Carrier writes: 

Through our daydreams it might happen that we would 
recite a prayer: we would ask God to help us play as well as 
Maurice Richard.. . 

We all wore the same uniform as he, the red, white and blue 
uniform of the Montreal Canadiens. the best hockey team in 
the world; we all combed our hair in the same style as 
Maurice hchard. and to keep it in place we used a son of 
glue - a great deal of glue We laced our skates like Maurice 
Richard, we taped our sticks like Maurice hchard. W e  cut 
all his pictures out of the papers. Truly we knew everything 
about him.. . 

On the ice, when the referee blew his whistle the two t e a m  
would rush at the puck: we were five hlaurice Richards 
taking it away from five other Maurice Richards: we were 
ten players. all of us wearing the same blazing enthusiasm 
the uniform of the Montreal Canadiens On our back, we all 
wore the Famous number nine " 

The fact that this story continues to be widely read among French-Canadian children is 

recognition of kchard's status as a French icon and a testament to his cultural legacy, 

CLARENCE CAMPBELL: RICHARD'S ANTITHESIS 

If. as historians Gruneau and Whitson recognize7', kchard became a symbolic 

hero for French Canadians as a result of his success and representation of widely shared 

common characteristics and experiences, then the opposite could be said of Clarence 



Campbell. Identified with elements that were non-French Canadian, unfarni!iar, and a 

source of animosity. Campbell occupied the role of the symbolic villain. In contrast to 

kchard, Campbell's image was associated with traits that French Canadians generally 

attributed to the members of Quebec's minority English-origin population: Anglophone, 

upper class. privileged. Protestant, and highly educated. in almost every respect, Richard 

and Campbell were opposites. The disparities found in their hackgrounds provide 3 perfect 

metaphor for the 'duality' of Canadian society and are. in reality. retlective of the larger 

differences that existed between Anglophones and Francophones residing in Quebec. 

When the representational characteristics of these two sport tigures were established with 

English and French Canada. they became increasingly oppositional .As Richard and 

Campbell interacted and became embroiled in bitter contlicts, the French-language media 

in Montreal wasted no time in paralleling their antagonistic relationship to that of English 

and French in society at large. In  the end. the identity that was constnlcted around 

Clarence Campbell reinforced kchard's attachment to French Canada and played as 

equally an important role as that of kchard's in turning 'L'Affair kchard'  into something 

more than simply a hockey incident. 

While Richard's background and lifestyle were clearly rooted in French Canada. 

Clarence Campbell's was undeniably tied to English Canada. Clarence Sutherland 

Campbell was born on 9 July 1905 in the small farmins community of Fleming, 

Saskatchewan. The household in which he was born and raised was typically Anglo- 

Saxon. Thz Campbells were 3 Scottish-descended family that spoke English and practiced 

Protestantism. Their household consisted of Clarence's two parents and his three sisters. 

- - 
Roch Carrier. The Hockey Swearer. trans. Sheila Fischman (Montreal: Tundra Books, 1984). 



Growing up  in a rural Anglo-Protestant setting provided Clarence with a style of life that 

had little in common with the urban. industrialized, and working-class environment in 

which Richard was born and raised. 

.Along with their ethnic and cultural backgrounds, differences between kchard and 

Campbell were visible in terms of their levels of education. These distinctions closely 

paralleled the disparities found in the average education !e~els  of French and English 

Canadians residing in Quebec Unlike traditional French working-class families. where the 

educational careers of children were curtailed as a result of economic hardship, the 

Campbells earned enough income to allow Clarence to pursue an extensive educational 

career A t  the age of 15 he went to school in Edmonton where he attended Strathcona 

High School for one term in preparation for the University of Alberta. Unlike Richard. 

whose educational career was completed by the secondary level, Campbell continued his 

studies at the post-secondary level .At the age of 16, he attended the University of Alberta 

and by the time he turned 18 he had earned himself a degree in the Arts and become the 

youngest person ever to do so Campbell continued at the University of Alberta and by 

1926 he obtained his law degree and was awarded the prestigious Rhodes Scholarship to 

study at Oxford University in England. From 1926 to 1929 he attended Oxford where he 

earned a Bachelor of Arts in Jurisprudence. By the age of 24. Clarence had attained a level 

of education that most Canadians could only aspire to. As an outstanding scholar, with 

three degrees, Campbell returned to Canada at the height of the depression in search of 

employment. 

-8 Gruneau and Wlutson. Hocke-v .V;ghr in Canada. 25 1. 



Occupationally, Campbell's resume had more in common with Quebec's h g l o -  

Saxon upper-class minority populace than with the average working-class Francophone. In  

contrast to  %chard, who throughout his pre-N.H.L. career was employed in various 

labour-intensive blue-collar jobs. Campbell's resume was studded with white-collar 

employment accomplishments. Originally employed in the small Edmonton law firm of 

Wood. Buchanan and MacDonald, he earned a I Q?O monthly salary of $75, x h i c h  he 

l o  supplemented by occasionally refereeing amateur hockev games at five dollars per - came. 

Unlike Richard. Campbell did not experience the harsh realities of working-class life as his 

rich educational career translated into higher income-earning occupations. 

During the Second World War. Campbell established his reputation as an excellent 

attornev and a patriotic Canadian He took an active role in the war etfon by enlisting with 

the Canadian militia in 19-39 For the next six years. the military would dominate his 

career. Clarence quicklv moved up the ranks of the military while sewing his country in 

Europe between 1942 and 1946. From his initial rank of infantry private. he eventually 

reached the position of major and commanded the 4'" Canadian Armoured Division 

Headquarters Squadron between !942 and 1945 .'" In 1945, he distinguished himself as an 

attorney when he was transferred to  the Canadian War Crimes Unit and was promoted to 

the position of lieutenant colonel. For the next year. Campbell served as a prosecuting 

attorney in Aurich, Germany, during the trial of German general Kurt ~ e ~ e r . "  As a result 

o f  his military career, both as a solider and lawyer, Campbell was awarded the Order of 

-9 Toronto Sun. 25 June 1984. 
Hockey Hall of Fame Archives. 1985 National Hockey League All-star Game Program. 13. 

'' Toronto Sun. 25 June 1981. 



the British Empire and was made King's ~ounse l . "  He gained world-wide fame as an 

exceptional lawyer. 

The differences in the extent to which hchard and Campbell were involved in the 

war effort strengthened their respective identities with French and English Canada. In 

contrast to Campbell, Richard did not participate in overseas military activity during the 

Second World War His involvement was seen in his after-hockey-hours employment a: a 

rank manufiicruring company The difference in the degree to which Campbell and Richard 

panook in the war effort is worth noting for Canada's overall involvemenr became a 

highly sensitive issue that divided the  country along 'racial' lines. The conscription issue 

exposed the rift between English and French Canada and krthered the polarization of the  

identities of Campbell and Richard. While English Canada fully supported the war &on 

and the conscription of Canadians to do battle overseas. French Canadians were generally 

opposed to any involvement whatsoever Campbell's zealous suppon for conscription. as 

seen in his voluntary enlisting into the armed services. was an obvious show of suppon for 

the Anglo-Canadian sentiment. kchard's relation to the war etfort could easily be 

construed as a sign of his suppon for the French-Canadian perspective. The highly 

politicized issues that surrounded the Second World War spilled over into the identities of 

Campbell and kchard. With all the accolades that Campbell received during the war it 

was not difficult for French Canadians to associate him with English Canada and the elite 

Anglophone population of Quebec. The French-lanyuage media regularly referred to 

'' Hockey Hall of Fame Archives. 1985 National Hockey League All-star Game Program. 13. 



Campbell's wartime background when writing about him or his encounters with ~ichard" 

and in doing so reminded French Canadians of his 'anti-French Canadian' leanings. 

The world-wide exposure and popularity Campbell gained as a tough. aggressive 

and investigative attorney for the War Crimes Unit attracted the attention of the N H L ' s  

interim President, Menyn 'Red' Dutton, who sent a telegram to Campbell offering him a 

position as his assistant" Campbell accepted the o f i r  and returned to Canada during :he 

summer of 1946 On September 4. Campbell arrived in Montreal for the semi-annual 

meeting of the N .H .L7s  board of governors where. to everyone's surprise. Dutton 

announced his resignation and recommended that Campbell be made his replacement ." B B ~  

noon that day Campbell was oficially named the third""resident of the N H.L.  and would 

hold this position for the next 30 years, until his retirement in 1977. In this role. Can~pbell 

had a direct impact upon the game and its players. in a sense. Campbell's authority could 

be paralleled to that of a factory manager or judge. He ruled the league with an iron tist 

and held the fate of players in the palm of his hands. His decisions on the levying of fines 

and suspensions were final and could not be appealed. His rulings alone could easily alter 

'' See newspaper reports from Lo Prrssr and Le D r ~ w r  between 15 March 1055 and 19 March 1955. ;ind 
Parlons Sports. 16 March 1955. 
d .t Toronto Srn. 25 June 1984. 
s< The interesting part of this s t o q  is that Campbell had never met Dutton untll just prtor to t l ~ c  Board of 
Governors' meeting. As they walked together across Dominion Square to the Windor Hotel. Dutton 
informed Campbe11 of his ~ntention to resign and his rccomnlendation that Campbell replace him. 
( 'anntlitrn O1dtrmer.s ' Hockey .-lssocrnt~on .Jotrmol. Scptcmber/October 1 984. 1 9. Campbell was thc pcrfect 
candidate for the position of N.H.L. president. for various reasons. First. in the opinion of the tianchisc 
owners he was one of their own. Campbell was of English ctlmic-ongin, a highly educated professional. 
and a very successful and decorated attorney and businessman. He had much Incre in common with the 
upper class and elite owners of the N.H.L. than with the League's predominantly working-class pla,ws. 
The N.H.L.3 board of governors embraced Campbell as their liaison to the players for they recognized 
that he possessed "...all the necessary qualities of leadership - compassion. discipline. wisdom and 
dedication." Turonro Sun. 23 June 1984. 56. As an attorney. Campbell earned himself a reputation as iI 
just. fair. aggressive. investigative and open-minded indi~idual. 

N.H.L. presidents prior to Clarence Campbell: Frank Calder (1917 to 1943) and M e n y  .Red' Dutton 
(1943 to 1946). 



the chances of a team's or player's success. For French fans of the game, the unequal 

relationship between Campbell and players such as Richard provided the perfect metaphor 

for the manager-worker relationship that existed in the world of work. The former's 

authority had a direct impact upon the hopes and aspirations that French fans invested in 

the Canadiens and Richard. Campbell's reputation as a highly educated and exceptional 

lawyer had senred him xell in opening the doors to thc ilppcr cchclons of the X I - I L ' i  

hierarchical power structure. Unlike Richard who. as a hockey player. worked as an actual 

producer of the game. Campbell. in the position of league president, became the 

consummate administrator 

In terms of personality and temperament, Campbell was the complete opposite of 

the emotionally charged Richard. Campbell never revealed any indication that his emotions 

were getting the better of him or clouding his judgement. With his calm, peaceful and stern 

demeanour, he could easily have been: 

mistook for a Sunday school teacher or a mild-mannered 
professor In many ways he resembled just that type of 
character - quiet, understanding, wise. But he was also a 
very tough-minded, educated businessman, as quick to slap 
a fine on an offending player as to generously praise a 
hockey hero." 

Campbell was truly representative of the qualities that English Canadians highly valued: 

integrity, leadership and courage. The following was said of Campbell in his eulogy. 

"Truly, Clarence Campbell, as his Scottish ancestors would say. 'a man o'pairts'.. . He was 

a man of old-fashioned values -- duty, discipline, fairness: honest dealing, responsibility -- 

I -  Toronto Sun. 25 June 1984. 



decisions based not on whim or feeling, but on reason and right."" Even Campbell's 

personality traits and temperament thzt were publicly displayed differed from those of 

kchard. While Richard became known for his passionate style of play and emotional 

outbursts on the ice. Campbell was recognized first and foremost for his level head and 

'rational' traits. 

Cmpbell 's leisure!y interests also difered from t h e  ol'Riclwd LC'i~ile Richard 

took an avid interest in sports as a participant, Campbell's interest in athletics rested 

mainly at the administrative level. .As a child growing u p  in Saskatchewan. Campbell 

particularly enjoyed playing the sports of hockey, lacrosse and baseball. Unlike Richard. 

however, Campbell was not a gifted athlete. He himself recognized his lack of athleticism. 

as he " .never once professed to be a great athlete - the most gracious term he came up 

with was 'lousy' - but he seemed to enjoy organizing sports trams. a hobby that eventually 

became his passion.""' Nonetheless, he did play various games as a child and young-adult. 

While both Campbell and Richard took an interest in playing hockey, the form of 

their participation differed significantly and reflected their class differences. .As a teenager. 

Rtchard played his organized hockey in church-run leagues or in the locally formed Ligue 

des parcs de Montreal. The players in these leagues were predominantly working-class 

French Canadians, who played a highly competitive, aggressive and rugged brand of ice- 

hockey that espoused 'professional' sporting values. Playing this type of hockey provided 

some youths the opportunity to play at the professional level where the game focussed 

primarily upon winning. Campbeii played his hockey at the University of Oxford, an 

'' Eulog  from Clarence Carnpbell's funeral. 28 June 1984. Hockey Hall of Fame Archives. Clarence 
Campbell - personal file. 
JY Toronto Sun. 25 June 1984. 



upper-class, elite, English educational institution where the purpose of spon was to 

improve oneself "' Oxford stressed traditional 'amateur' sporting values such as good 

sportsmanship and fair play. The purpose of sport at these upper-level educational 

institutions was not to function as a stepping stone into a career as a professional athlete. 

but rather to instil morals and values that would make the athlete a better person when 

awav from the field of play While Camphell's early panicipatior. in the spcn of ice hockcy 

did not pave the way to a career as a professional athlete as in Rkhard's case. it did 

nonetheless facilitate his entrance into the N H L and ultimately led to his nomination to 

the N .  H. L. presidency Following Oxford's elimination from a hockey tournament in 

Switzerland in 1928. Campbell was asked to referee a game in which he did such a fine job 

that the experience had a lasting impact upon him. Upon returning to Canada, he took up 

officiating and quickly moved up  the amateur ranks. He would eventually be hired by the 

N.H.L.  in 1936 and within a year was refereeing Stanley Cup semi-finals matches. 

Campbell's initial exposure to the N.H.L.  as an official proved to be important later when 

he was chosen to replace Menyn 'Red' Dutton as president of the league. '2 1 

Though Campbell did take an interest in spon as a participant, his true desire was 

seen at the administrative level. Prior to his arrival in the N.H.L., Campbell honed his skills 

as a sports administrator when he took a lead role in the founding of other sport leagues. 

In 1924, at the age of 19, he helped form the Edmonton and District Hockey .Association. 

- - -- 

'10 At Oxford. Campbell captained the 1928 hockey team that toured all of Europe. 
" As an N.H.L. referee. Campbell acquired first hand esposure to the game of professional hockey. He 
gained an understanding of not only the structure of the N.H.L. and the rules of the gmze. but also how 
and why players violated these rules and how they ought to be punished for their violations. Along with 
his credentials as an organizerPadrninistrator of the business cnd of sport leagues. Campbell's refereeing 
experience provided him with a well-rounded background from ~vhich to enter the position of N.H.L. 
president. 



which operated at all levels of amateur hockey in the city, and served as the league's 

Secretary for eight  year^.'^ He also became involved with the Alberta Amateur Hockey 

.Association (A.A.H.A.) and was a member of this or_ranizationTs executive body from 

1930 to 193 5.'" Campbell's administrative experience was not restricted to the spon of 

hockey. His interest as an organizer also spilled over into the sport of baseball. Before 

,)4 departing for Oxford in 1926. Camphell helped organize the five-team Independent 

Baseball League in ~dmonton."' When Campbell finally returned from Europe following 

his military service. his interest in spons as an administrator continued 

After being hired as N.H.L.  president. Campbell's administrative passion continued 

and was seen in his organizing of a number of exclusive sporting clubs and associations for 

Montreal's .Anglo-elite. His organizing etfons revolved around his two favourite spons. 

golf and curling."" He presided over the Beaconsfield Golf Club. located just outside 

hllontreal. and became the honouran; director of the Canadian Professional Golfers' 

Association ( C .  P G A  ) and the Province of Quebec Golfers' .Association (QGA. )  "7 In 

regards to the spon of curling, he worked as Secretary For the Royal Montreal Curling 

Club. Campbell's administrative talents were also witnessed outside the realm of sport as 

he dedicated much of his free time to presiding over the Anglophone Lakeshore General 

''' .-llhrrm On Ice. 1985. 292. 
'33 During his tenure with the A. A. H. A. Campbell. along with rhrec other amateur hockey csccutit.es. 
helped speed up the pace of amateur hockq in Carlacla by introducing thc 'foni;lrd pass' rule change to 
the game in 1933. .4lh~rra On Ice. t985, 292. The Canadian Amateur Hockc): Association adopted the 
rule change and the pace of hockey was changed forever. 
"" The f i ~ e  teams were: Centrals. Elks. Red Socks. YMCA and CNR. 
9 C .-llberta On Ice. 1985. 292. 
"' Hockey Hall of Fame Archives. Clarence Campbell - personal file. 
9 - As director of the C.P.G.A.. Campbell helped to dr,& the association's constitution and ~ ~ o r k e d  with 
professional goIfers Mumy Tucker and Bill Kerr to establish the players' pension plan. Canadian 
Oldtittwrs ' Hockey .-lssociariun Journal. September/October I9 84. 19: Hockey Ha11 of Fame Archives. 
Clarence Campbell - personal file. 



~os~ital. ' '"hrou~h his involvement in these prestigious associations, Campbell 

established himself in a privileged position among the upper-class Anglophone community 

of Montreal. More importantly, as an icon of the English upper class he set himself finher 

apart from kchard and his French Canadian fans. 

While the differences in the backgrounds and life experiences of Richard and 

Carn~bell clearly established their rspcctive association vtith French d i d  EII&~ 

Canadians, these connections alone did not account for their 'national' identities. What 

would provoke the development of Campbell artd hchard's national symbolism would be 

the authority that the former esercised over the latter Yot until Richard's fifth year in the 

N.  H. L .  would the tension between Campbell and the Montreal player be witnessed. As 

kchard resorted to defending himself from the barrage of verbal and physical abuse of 

English players. he would have to answer to Campbell for the violent actions he took. 

Between 1947 and 1955, Richard was fined by Campbell on four separate occasions.'" 

The fines. which ranged from as little as $50 to $1,000, totalled $2,000 by the time he was 

suspended by the N.H.L.  President on 16 March 1955 

Taken together, all of the occasions when Campbell fined Richard are important to 

recognize for they expose the control that the former exerted over the latter. The more 

telling of these incidents occurred on 16 January 1954. What made this incident special 

was that it did not revolve around kchard's on-ice behaviour. Instead, it had to do with 

98 Hockey Hall of Fame Archives. Clarence Campbell - personal file. 
99 The four occasions are as follows: (1) 10 April 1947 - Richard is fined $250 for attacking Toronto's Vic 
Lynn and Bill Ezinicki: (2) 13 March 195 1 - kchard is fined $250 for attacking referee Hugh McLeun in 
the lobby of [he Picadilly Hotel in New York: (3) 16 Janua? 1954 - kchard is fined $1000 skier writing a 
hghly critical article about Campbell in a French-language newspaper: (4) 29 December 1951 - kchard 
is frned $250 for buttending Toronto's Bob Bailey in the face and for flicking his glove into the face of 
linesman George Hayes. 



Richard's opinion regarding a seven-game suspension his teammate, Bernard Geoffrion, 

received from Campbell for his involvement in a stick-swinging incident with New York's 

Ron ~ u r ~ h ~ . ' ~ " '  During the time of Geoffrion's suspension, Richard was working as a 

weekly 'ghost-writer' for the French-language paper S~lmrr6 Dimnnchr. What got kchard 

into trouble was the overly critical commentarv he wrote about Campbell a week atier the 

him of being racist towards French Canadians. The following is an excerpt from the article 

entitled 'Le Rocket Engueule Campbell' : 

Ce qui me donne le plus le feu aujourd'hui. c'est la piinition 
plut6t extraordimire. pour ne pas dire plus, imposee par le 
president de la Ligue nationale a 'Bourn-Boum' 
Geoffrion. . . M. le president aficherait une partialite 
evidente dam ses reactions au jeu, i l  sourit et afiche 
ouvertement sa joie quand le club adverse compte un but 
contre nous et on sait d'ailleurs qu ' i  plusieurs occasions i l  a 
toujours rende ses decisions contre les joueurs du 
Canadien. . . Mais que M .  Campbell s'occupe donc un  pru 
plus de quelqurs autres petits scandales connus des joueurs 
de la Ligue nationale et n'essaie pas de se t'aire de la 
publicite a s'en prendre a un  bon garvon comme 'Boum- 
Boum' Geotfrion. implement parce qu'il est Canadien 
franqais! J'ai l'impression que ht. Campbell serait partial. 
Toute sa faqon d'agir semble le prouver, et pour cela le club 
Canadien en souffre plus que toute autre equipe de la Ligue 
nationale. lo'  

I l t O  The incident between Bernard Geoffrion and Ron Murphy occurred on 20 December 1953. During this 
game the tuo players bccamc involved in an altercation In which blurph, attacked Geoffrion. In defense. 
Geoffrion responded by striking Murphy in the fxe  with his stick. Murphy was taken to the hospital and 
sfiercd a broken jaw and concussion. Both players were suspended. Geoffrion was suspended for the nest 
seven games between the Canadiens and Rangers. while Murphy received the same suspension but for 
only four games. 
"I1 Article cited in Pellerin. L 'idole d u n  peuple. 227-228 



French-language - journalists in Montreal were already saying what kchard stated in the 

above editorial. The only difference now was that the message. in being uttered by French 

Canada's most popular social icon. would stir the emotions of Francophones throughout 

Quebec, This article not only heightened the tensions between Campbell and Richard, but 

by addiny to the larger meaning of their unequal relationship. it also intensified the r i f  

between English and French Canadians throughout Quebec 

Even more si~nificant than Richard's criticism. was the outcome of i t  A s  a result 

of his article. Richard was fined $1.000 and forced to make a public retraction The 

severity of the fine and especially the demanded public retraction added to the social 

significance of the incident The latter was an obvious show of the authority that Campbell 

had over kchard both on and. more importantly, off the ice The privileged position 

Campbell occupied allowed him to determine Richard's fate both as a hockey plaver and a 

French Canadian. 

Campbell's authority over Richard added to his p o w e h l  reputation and fostered 

the development of his and k c  hard's 'national' identities. Like Richard. French Canada 

could be considered in 'David-like' terms because of its position in relation to the rest of 

Canada. It  was a small region competing against the 'Goliath-sized' English Canada. While 

French Canada may have been a small and powerless 'nation', Richard was able to provide it 

with the opportunity to assert its identity. His rise in the world of professional hockey 

paralleled French Canada's rise within Canada. Richard became so integral to the French 

national identity that French Canadians went out of their way to claim this athlete as their 

own. Campbell, in contrast, represented the 'Goliath'. English Canada. His ability to 

undermine kchard's fate paralleled the power that English Canada had to undermine 



French Canada's ability to control its own destiny and assert its identity When Campbell 

decided to suspend Richard for the rest of the regular hockey season and pla)rofTs on 16 

March 1955, pan of the anger and outrage that Richard fans expressed was rooted in the 

parallels that could be made to the 'David and Goliath'-type relationship that existed 

between English and French Canadians. 



CHAPTER 111 

The Meaning of the Richard Riot 

SUSPENSION OF 'THE ROCKET' 

While the origins of the symbolism behind the 'Richard Riot' are grounded in the 

Montreal Canadien'.; development into s French-Canadim cultural institution d~ id  tlic 

emersence of Maurice Richard as a popular French-Canadian icon, the riot itself 

developed out of a hockey game played in Boston on 13 March 1955 between the 

Canadirns and the Boston Bruins. With approsirnatelv six minutes remaining in the game 

and the Canadiens trailing four to one. play was disrupted when Bruins player Hal Lavcoe 

used his hockey stick to deliberately deliver a two-handed blow to the head of Richard 

During the delayed whistle. for which Laycoe was called for high-sticking, Richard 

became aware of the blood streaming from the large cut that had been opened on the top 

of his head. The Canadien player suddenly became enraged and, in response to the assault. 

he maliciously and violently attacked his opponent. He struck Laycoe three times with his 

stick. slashing him once on the shoulders and face and then twice on the back What added 

controversy to the situation was that in the course of being subdued by linesman Cliff 

Thompson, kchard broke away from the oficial, turned around and " .took a good 

swing at him ( ~ h o m ~ s o n ) . " '  Referee Frank Udvari immediately assessed Richard a match 

penalty, which came with an automatic $100 fine, for deliberately injuring another player. 

and left the decision regarding Richard's attack of the linesman in the hands of the league 

President. As for Laycoe, he was given a five-minute penalty for high-sticking and a ten- 



minute misconduct, which carried an automatic fine of $25, for throwing a towel at Udvari 

during the incident. 

The following day, while Richard checked himself into a hospital for stitches, u- 

rays, and observation, newspapers from Montreal and beyond reported on the incident. An 

ethnic divide existed among members of the press as to who was at fault t'or the violent 

cutburst in Boston and hone sc~crcly Richard iws rd lie p u ~ l i s l w l .  ;Tat ail. Tile Frrnch- 

language - media stood firmly behind kchard and defended his actions. while the English 

press was less understanding. For the former, kchard was viewed as the victim of 

continuous. tlagrant, and non-penalized fouls throughout his career and was t herelbre 

justified in his aggressive, out-of-frustration behaviour towards Laycoe The victimization 

of Richard was evinced by the severity of the injuries he sustained from Laycoe's assault.' 

With respect to the striking of the official, however. there was a general consensus that 

Richard had erred and debate revolved around how severe a punishment he ought to 

receive. 

As the public awaited Campbell's decision. the French-language press suggested 

that a suspension of Richard for the duration of the current season. which was '1 , I most 

complete, would be unjust for its impact would be too far reaching. Such a suspension 

would seriously compromise the Canadiens' chances of winning the league championship, 

not to mention all the potential monetary bonuses the Canadiens' players would receive' 

- - - - - - - - - - 

I Maurice kchard and Stan Fischler. The F!vrnp Frrnchrtren: fl~)ckqv:v (;rearest Dwznsg~ (New York: 
Hawthorn Books. 197 1 ), 271. 
' Ehchard sulkred most of the injuries that eveni~lg. While he required fi1.e stitches to close the cut on 111s 
head. Laycoe only rcccived minor cuts r1boi.e one eye and below the other. 
3 La Pressr. 15 March t 955: Le Devoir. 15 March 1955. Potential loss of team bonuses: If the Canadiens 
did not finish in first place at the end of the regular season they would earn a bonus of $9.000 instead of 



More than 

'their' star 

Canadiens 

the team's 

anyone else, Canadien fans were well aware of how serious the suspension of 

player would be. With four games remainins in the regular season and the 

tied in points with the first place Detroit Red Wings, the loss of kchard. by far 

best player. would hinder the team's chances of gaining first place. What was 

even greater concern for kchard fans was his standing in the league's point scoring race 

.After the game in Boston, kchard  had (I two-point lead o w r  his tea~ulnatt. Bernard 

Geoffrion with only three games remaining to be played. At  stake then was not only a 

league championship for the Canadiens, but equally important. Richard's tirst An Ross 

trophyY4 an award that would formally recognize his offensive supremacy in the \i H.L 

and officially place him on a footing above that of all his Anglophone rivals. 

The French-language Lo Prrssr showed its support for Richard bv blaming Laycor 

for the entire incident in Boston. One article stated the following. 

Pourtant, c'est celle de Laycoe sur Richard qui s'est 
produite la premiere et qui a declanche toutes les scenes qui 
se sont deroulees a Boston.. . si Laycoe n'avait pas frappe 
Richard avec son baton. la patrie se serait deroulee sans le 
moindre incident.. . ' 

- - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - 

$18,000. If they d ~ d  not win the Stanley Cup. tvhich was less IikcIy with thc loss of Richard. the tcam 
would dso  fail to collcct an additional $20.000 bonus. Total bonuses = $2O.O00. 
': Ttic An Ross trophy was awarded to the player tvho led the N.H.L.  in scoring points during tlic regular 
season. The winner of the trophy was awarded a $1,000 borlus from the Icr~guc. hcllard tvouid receive an  
additional $1.000 from the Canadiens. if he captured the title. Prior to 1955. thc only French-Canadian 
playcr to win the Art Ross trophy mas the Canadiens' Newsy Lalonde. who won the award in 19 19 and 
1921. 
' La Presser. 15 March 1955. Another La Presse article depicted Rtchard as a victim who was only t ~ i n g  
to defend himself. The article stated the following: "Volii un homme qui luttc pour assure lc championnat 
a son club. qui s'efforce lui-mime de remponsr pour la prernikrc fois de sa curiere Ic championnat des 
compteurs. SeIon le jouer du Canadien. il sc dingeait vcrs le filet dcs Bruins quand Laycoe a tenti de le 
mettre en echec. En cherchant ii se proteger. Richard. donc les mouvements sont brusqucs. sacc a d es. ' a 
apparemment ebranle Laycoe. Ce demier lui a alors aplique un coup de biton sur la tite. Le sang s'est nlis 
a couler et Richard moue qu'il a alors perdu tout son calme. I! est devenu furieux Le fimeus compteur 
declare qu'il n'a provoque aucune s d n e  mais que selon toute apparence c'est lui qui sera blime. Cela le 
decourage. I1 declare ne pas se souvenir d'avoir frappe le juge des hors jeus. Cliff Thompson. 'le savais 



Regardless of whether or not Richard was guilty of attacking Laycoe and striking a 

linesman. this newspaper made it perfectly clear that 'The Rocket's' actions were justified 

since he was not the instigator of the melee but rather its victim. kchard's public 

comments regarding the incident suggested his own victimization as he gated. "Je n'ai rirn 

provoque mais. apparemment, c'est mois qui en soufrimi lc plus. C'sst i-rainieni 

degoutant."" Lu f'rrc..w even published a column that appeared in the Hosto~l D u I ! ~  K p ~ ~ o l t i  

by Dave Egan entitled, 'An Injustice for Richard' Egan's article defended the actions 

taken by the Canadiens' star player and pinned most of the blame for the incident on the 

shoulders of Laycoe. The .American reporter felt that if a suspension were to be levied 

against Richard it ought to commence at the beginning of the next season.' Publishing the 

pro-Richard editorials and calling on Campbell not to hamper Richard's chances of 

attaining his first scoring title and the Canadiens' chances of winning the league 

championship and Stanlev Cup  demonstrates how protective the French media was of 

Quebec's most adored athlete and team. 

Jacques Beauchamp, a spons writer from the hloritric~l-lMlti~~, produced an even 

more pointed examination of the event. He recognized the larger issues that the Richard- 

Laycoe incident exposed and levied blame on the long-standing failure of the leagu: to 

quc quelqu'un me retenait. J'ai tout simplemcnt chercllc ri me libcrer'. a-t-il dit." La Prr.we. 15 March 
1955. 
" The entirety of Maurice Richard's public commentary regarding the incident in Boston was as follows: 
"A un certain moment. je me suis dirige vcrs les filet du Boston. Laycoe 3 tentc de me mettre en k c k c  ct. 
en me protigeant. je l'ai ibanle. Mon rival m'a alors applique un coup de biton sur la tete et. quand j 'm 
cu le sang. je suis devenu hrieus. Je n'ai ricn provoclue mais. apparemment. c'est mois qui en souffrirai Ic 
plus. C'est vraiment degoutant. Si j'ai frappe le juge de iignes. je ne ~n'sm souviens pas. je savais que 
quclqu'un me retenait et je voulais tout simplernent me liberer. J'ignore completement ce qui va 
rn*arriver." .\lonrrgnl-:llatin. 13 March 1955. 

La Prrsse. 16 March 1955. 



enforce the rules of play and to assess penalties to players, such as Laycoe. who 

continually manhandled and harassed Richard during every match he played. This 

journalist, like other members of the French media. depicted kchard as a victim, 

C'est un fait indeniable. Richard a un caractere different de 
celui des autres joueurs de la Ligue LI est devenu impatient 
et les arbitres sont a bliimer pour cela. En  efet. si les 
nficiels waient tcujours suivi ics rcglernenis a la Ittire 
quand les joueurs s'accrochaient a hi. le retrnaient. le 
frappaient a la figure avec leur coude ou bien quand ils le 
faisaient trebucher, peut-6tre que blaurice serait 
actuellement plus s age . .  . Les arbitres et les joueurs ont 
abusC de Maurice Richard depuis dejh treize saisons et 
quand le celebre athlete montrealais sort de ses gonds. il  ne 
peut pas controler ses nerfs. C'est esactement ce qui est 
survenu dimanche soir ~ o s t o n . '  

Like the article in LLI Prrxsr, the above provides some justification for the actions Richard 

took against Laycoe for it portrays the former as a player who, throughout his career. had 

to face a continual barrage of unchecked assaults. For Beauchamp, it was the N H. L and 

its ofiicials who were the ones to blame for the Richard-Laycoe incident for they were 

never interested in protecting the wellbeing of French Canada's most beloved hockey hero 

to besin with. .As a result. Richard had no alternative than to take matters into his own 

hands and defend himself at all costs. 

' .\lonzrC.ol-.\farin. 15 March 1955. In an article the following day. Jacques Beauchamp would ;)gun lei? 
blame on Hal Laycoe by stating the following: "Le 'Rocket' a une nature toute different dc celle dcs autrcs 
joueurs de hockey. On ne peut lui demander de se comger. I1 a un carmtere bouillant ct Hal Layoe. un 
ancien joueur des Cmadiens. aurait dii prevoir ce qui su~iendrait  avant de frapper 
INTENTIONNELLEMENT son ancien coequiper avec son blton. Laycoe a dejii joue en compagnie de 
Maurice Richard et il devait savoir que ce dernier eqloscrait quand il I'a atteint ;i la tite avec son biton." 
.Ilonrrkal-.\latin. 16 March 1953. 



The English press in Montreal also showed support for Richard, but was more 

reserved in what it said.9 Outside of Montreal, however, the English media had a 

completely different perspective on the incident. Since Richard's social status was 

grounded in Franco-Quebec, his actions were highly scrutinized by those who were from 

outside the province and unaware of his importance as a social icon. Toronto's English 

press was not as forgiving of *The Rocker's' b e h n i o u r  and cspccrccl nothing khs tilan his 

suspension for the remainder of the regular season. Thev described the Canadien player as 

'fiery'. 'explosive'. 'violent', and 'wild', an 'atom bomb' Campbell must diffise with a 

stern punishment. '" The 7brot~lo Ntrr 's  sports editor. Milt Dunnell. wrote: 

Clarence Campbell. who carries law books around inside his 
head, won't have much choice when he sits down to write 
his judgement as league president and chief He can't very 
well avoid a suspension for the Rocket if he finds him 
g u i l t y  If the blow falls the Habs can't say Campbell wasn't 
patient with Rocket. U p  to now he has practically declined 
to suspend him. If  there3 anything less than a suspension. 
they'll be howling 'Teacher's Pet' in the direction of the 
~ o c k e t . "  

The Globe mdhfcril voiced a similar opinion. It and the 7 b r o m  Slur supported the 

suspension of &chard because of his erratic temperament. long history of violence. and 

involvement in a similar incident earlier in the season." Since he escaped with 'little' 

'' Dink Carroll. whose commentaries typified those of h4ontreal's Anglophone media. defended Fbcl~ilrd's 
actions stating. "...there are things to bc said on tlic 'Rocket's' side. The other teams are A w y s  rqing to 
give him the business ... On Saturday night there. i t  was obvious that the Bruins were t ~ i n g  to rack him 
up. He isn't always able to keep himself under control." .\lontrenl G c r t t e .  15 March 1955. 
"' Globe and .\foil. 14- 15 March 1955: Toronro Telegronl. 11-1 5 March 1955: Toronto Stor. 14- 15 Marc], 
1955. 
" Torortro Srar. 15 March 1955. 
" On 29 December 1951. during a match against the Toronto Maple Leals. 'The Rocket' twice attacked 
Toronto rookie player Bob Bailey with hls stick. During the scufTIe. kchard struck linesman George 
Hayes in the face with his glove. The Toronto media demanded that kchard be suspended. To their 



punishment for the latter, the Toronto press felt that the time for leniency had passed. A 

suspension was now needed to teach 'The Rocket' a lesson While the emphasis of 

Toronto press reports and editorials were on the history of Richard infractions and his 

unpredictability, the French-language media in Montreal generally gave attention to the 

barrage of attacks that provoked Richard's aggressive demeanour 

Following the March 1: Boqton-Mcntreal game, Campbell scheduled a hcaring f ~ r  

March 16 in Montreal, at which time he would determine whether or not hrther action 

was to be taken against &chard and Laycoe. Those who attended the inquiry were. 

Clarence Campbell. Referee-in-chief Carl Voss. referee Frank Udvari. linesmen Sam 

Babcock and Cliff Thompson. Maurice Richard. Hal Laycoe. Montreal representatives 

Dick lrvin and Ken Reardon and Boston representative Lynn Patrick.'.' Following the 

three and a half-hour meeting, Campbell delivered his ruling. Even though Laycoe 

admitted to first striking kchard over the head with his hockey stick. the President 

excused him and found that kchard's attack on Laycoe was 'persistent' and 'deliberate' 

and that Richard was well aware that Cliff Thompson was a linesman when he struck him 

.As a result Campbell ruled: 

dismay. he avoided a suspension and ended up only receiving a $250 fine for his actions. In response to 
the fine. the English press in Toronto began to make demands for Campbell's resignation. The French 
press in Montreal accepted the fine as just punishment for they felt that the blow kchard delivered to the 
official was pureIy accidental. illonrrZal-ilfar~n. 15 March 1955. 
l 3  Globe and ,\fail. 17 March 1955. 



Consequently, the time for probation or leniency is past. 
Whether this type of conduct is the product of 
temperamental instability or wilhl defiance of authority in 
the same does not matter. It is this type of conduct that 
cannot be tolerated by any player - star or otherwise. 

In the result, Richard will be suspended for all games both 
league and playoff. for the balance of the current season." 

Campbell's r~l iny,  whether fair or unfair. was printed in all of the major Canadian 

newspapers for fans to judge. The responses to the severity of his decision varied amonr 

the French and English members of the print media and public. From these striking and 

highly publicized differences it was apparent that 'race'. especiallv among French 

Quebecers. had become the central issue surrounding the suspension and the dntire 

incident quickly took on nationalist tones in the province 

Reaction to Campbell's ruling among the print media was again divided along 

linguistic lines. In Toronto. the N.H.L. President earned the respect and praise of the 

English press. The Globe mti hhrl '.s Gord Walker supported Campbell's decision by 

writing: 

. i t  must have been the easiest decision Campbell has had to 
make in years. The only alternative to suspending the great 
Montreal forward, as he did, was to pack his personal 
belongings and turn over the presidential chair tc the ofice 
boy. 

Campbell has long erred on the side of leniency ... the 
Rocket failed to show that leniency is a good teacher? 

I" Globe and .\fail. 17 March 1955; Turontn Srar. 17 March 1955; -11unfrral Gaxtfe. 17 March 1953; Lt. 
Devoir. 17 March 1955: La Prrxw. 17 March 1955. 
15 Globe and .\fail. 17 March 1955. Other sports writers from Toronto joined Walker. J i m  Vipond slmved 
his support for Campbell's decision by stating. "...Campbell. on the spot of his own making. acted wisely 
and quickly. but stilI only issued the minimum of sentences. kchard. tremendous hockey player that he is. 
must learn that he is not bigger than the game.. .." Globe and .\laif. 18 March 1955. In Sufurdaav -Vipht. a 



As justification of his support. Walker went on to list all the other serious infractions 

involving 'The Rocket' for which he did not receive a suspension. Overall, Toronto's 

media saw justice being served through Campbell's sentence. From their opinions, it 

appears, if anything, the President should have been even harsher on 'The Rocket' They 

turned a blind eve to the victimization nf the hockey star and. instead. rcgardcd hiin a5 dn 

aggressor with a long history of violence that needed to be quelled. Campbell's dec~sion 

was firmly supported by the members of Toronto's English press and they commended the 

man for his courage and clear judgement 

While the Toronto media viewed Richard as a villain and Campbell as the upholder 

of justice. the editorials that appeared on the sport's pages of Montreal's newspapers 

voiced a completely different opinion on the matter Montreal sportswriters. rspec~ally 

I those 

class. 

itseff. 

who wrote for the French-language newspapers. turned to the issues of 'race' and 

They interpreted Richard's treatment by Campbell as somethinp larger than hockey 

For the French-language media. the suspension of their 'home-grown' hero by an 

English Canadian symbolized the long-standing oppression of Francophones at the hands 

of Anglophones. Montreal's French media overwhelmingly disagreed with the severity of 

Campbell's ruling and questioned his rationale. By failing to recognize, let alone rectifv. 

the excessively harsh treatment Richard received from opponents as a contributing factor 

Toronto 1nagazi1.d. Hugh MacLenrlan pointed out the following: "In this situation Clarence Campbell 
could have done notlung less than suspend kchard for the season even though he knew it would cost the 
Canadiens the Championship and Richard his scoring title.. . ." Saturday .Vight. 9 A p d  1955. 10. The 
Toronto Trlrgrant :s Bob Hesketh had only praise for Campbell. He wrote. "Campbell. if he ever was a 
glorified office boy. has outgrown it. Like him or not. most everyone will agree that he should be respected 
for courage and belief in his own ideals.. .." Toronto Tekgranr. 17 March 1955. Finally. the Toronto Slur's 
Milt Dunnell took a more reserved approach and wrote: "...professional hockey should be the winner in 



to his actions in Boston and to simply attribute them to 'temperamental instability or wil%l 

defiance of authority', Campbell made a complete mockery of what Richard syrnbolicallv 

represented to French Canadians in and outside of the media. 

While the members of Montreal's English press attempted to rationalize 

Campbell's decision and showed restraint in their opinion'6. the French-language media 

produced a scathing assessment of his judgement. In l.c Dcwir-. Bcn Soulisre dss'r-ibed 

Carnpbell's ruling as 'injuste rt trop skvere' and 'simplement atroce'." Girrnrd Gosselin 

was even harsher. From the day of the ruling, up until the end of the hockey season. he 

made constant appeals for Campbell's resignationiJ and stated that one reason behind the 

hefty suspension was Campbell's jealousy of Richard's success. '" The director of l.r 

Lkvoir. Gtrrard Filion, even stated. "Had Campbell been a Frenchman, he would have 

been kiiled then and there,"'0 In La Prrsse. &chard was depicted as a young and 

courageous athlete who emerged from a poor working-class family and had many 

the long run. What's happcncd to kchard is gang  to be a lcsson that 1111 hands ~vill remember. Canlpbcll 
will conunand a lot more respect from now on ...." T(mnto Star. 17 March 1953. 
16 The .\lontrrnl Gazette's Dink Carroll wrote the following: "It is a harsh judgement. which may find 
favour with some. but there will be man: dissenters and some right in Boston. This penalv operates not 
only against the Rocket. but also against the other players on thc team and the Montreal fans as wcll. No 
other player in the histon. of the N.H.L. has had more provocation than the Rocket ... Laycoc must have 
done something or the Canadien star wouldn't have had five stitches on llis scalp." .\fontreal G n x r t ~ .  17 
March 1955. The .\fontreal Gn,-errs also reproduced the Globe arrd .ifnil's editorial by Gord Walker under 
the headline. 'Toronto Approves Campbell's Decision'. .lfontreal Gazette. 17 March 1955. This article 
commended Campbell on his decision to suspend Richard. Carroll's editorial provides some insight into 
the on-ice treatment that Richard received throughout his career and attempts to explain Rtchard's actions 
as stemming from his consistent provocation and frustration. 
1 - Lr Devoir. 17 March 1955. 19 March 1955. 
1 n Le Devoir. 18 March 1955. 19 March 1955. 22 March 1955. (1 April 1953. 
19 Le Devoir. J April 1955. 
'" Sidney Katz. .-The Strange Forces Behind the Richard Hockey Riot." .\lacLeon :s .lfcgozjnr, 17 
September 19 5 5. 100. 



obstacles to overcome throughout his career." Campbell's recent suspension was another 

in a lony line of barriers. 

In another journal. the hlolrrricll-blctri)~. Jacques Beauchamp described the verdict 

as 'criante', 'simplement revoltante'. and 'stupide' and accused Campbell of deliberately 

destroyins Quebec's national sport and hero.'? P~rrlom. Sports also criticized the ruling 

and accused the President of being 'racially' hiawd i n  an mic le  entitled. 'Cr.c insuite i ld 

race canadienne franvaise' the journal stated 

Un anti-Canadien franqais acharne, Clarence Campbell. s'cst 
donne comme mission de detruire I'organisation du 
Canadien qui, pounant. paie les fans montants a la Ligue en 
venu dr ses salles cornbles. Mais Campbell. qui n'avait 
probablement pas rencontre de Canadiens franqais dans les 
bureaux de I'.-\rmee. puisque la plupan de nos compatriotes. 
eux Ctaient au front comrne simples soldats ct piture a 
canon. est fermement resolu a les fairr enrager le plus 
souvent possible. 

Quoi de plus facile pour atteindre son but que de s'attaquer 
continuellement 6 la plus gande  idole du Canada franqais. 
Maurice kchard? Et Clarence n'y est pas alle de main 
mone. [I  a constarnment avili et sali Richard, il I'a traine 
chaque annee dans son beau bureau luxueux. paye avec les 
amendes du Rocket, pour l'humilier et le ternir II  lui a 
flanque amende sur amende (au montant de 2500 dollars) en 
plus de 2000 dollars q d i l  vient probablement de lui faire 
perdre pour le championnat des compteurs. i l  n'a jamais 
voulu une seule fois lui donner raison. C'est toujours 
kchard qui a eu ton, c'est toujours Richard qui a paye, 
c'est toujours kchard qui a ete coupable: les autres, 

'' La Presse. 17 March 1955. 
3- -- .\funtrt;al-,\latin. 17 March 1953. Jacques Beauchamp's editorial went on to state the following: "Elle 
est de nature ri ruiner le hockey 1'1 Montreal. le 'chlitcau fort' de notie sport national.. . . kchard. celui qui 
a aide i populariser le hockey depuis une dizainc d'annees. vient d'itre victime d'une injustice c r i an t~  . 
En sevissant c o m e  Maurice, Campbeil a compli?tement ignore tout ce que notre compatriote a fait pour 
notre sport national.. . . Campbeil a porte hier un coup de jarnac au public fidck des Canadicns. celui qui 
aide la survivance du hockey. Les soirtifs de la province de Quebec n'auront plus cettc saison l'occasion 
de voir evoluer 1e joueur le plus spectaculaire dans l'histoire du hockey et le plus grand 'money player' dc 
tous Ics temp." 



c'etaient tous des anges deguises en joueurs de hockey. 
Quand les nullites comme Ezinicky, Leswick, Kullrnan et 
Laycoe se sont attaques a Fhchard. c'est Rtchard qui a ete 
puni. C'etait toujours le mouton noir, le baudet sur lequel il 
fahit  crier hero 

Richard a Cte litteralement flagelle en public par Campbell 
depuis le debut de sa carriere et il  a quand mdme reussi a 
devenir le plus grand joueur de hockey de tous les temps et 
Campbell est en meme temp devenu le -cave du sikcle'." 

This article is quite similar to the one written by Richard in December of 1953 in regards - 

to the suspension Campbell handed to his teammate Bernard ~ e o f l r i o n . ' ~  The strong 

references made to 'race' and class in the above article are significant for they provide 

insight into what the Campbell-Richard confrontation began to represent to the people of 

French Canada. Por/om Sports accused Campbell of being an anti-French Canadian who 

deliberatelv pursued a course of action to enrage Francophones. His anti-French character 

was proven by his resolve to control and endlessly fine Richard throughout his career, 

while exercising leniency towards Anglophone players such as Bill Ezinicky. Tony 

Lewsick. Eddie Kullman and Hal I-aycoe." The class distinctions between Campbell and 

French Canadians are implied in the above article when the elitist white-collar involvement 

- - . - - - . - 

:' Parlons Sports. I h March 1955. Also cited in Jean-Mane Pellcrin. L '~rlrdr d'irn prrrplr: .\ loaricr 
Rrchnrti (Montreal: Lcs editions de l'homrnc. 1976). 3 19-33), 
:' See Chapter 11. footnote 102 
-5 - The poiiticnl cartoons that appeared in the French-lanbwage papers summarily reflecred thc underlying 
tensions that the incident revolved around. D. 6. Van Dalcn notes that cartoons are " .  . .the emotior~al 
products of the moment rather than 'hindsight' history. hence, they may provide insights into the 
unoficial views and attitudes of people.. . ." D. B. Van Dalen. -'Political Cartoons Employing Sports as a 
Communication Media," Canadan Jolrrnol of His fop  of Sport and Ph.vsical Education 7 (December 
1976). 39. One political cartoon that appeared in a Montreal French-language newspaper during the time 
of Richard's suspension neatly captures the Campbell and Richard relationship and the 'racial' tensions 
between the two. It depicts a bound and gagged kchard kneeling in front of Campbell's desk pleading for 
forgiveness. Mounted on the wall behind the N.H.L. President are the photos of two English hockey 
players. Gordie How and Ron Murphy. with the captions 'King of Assists' and 'Tomorrow's Star' 
resbective~? written underneath each. See Appendis C. 



in the war effort of the former is contrasted to that of the blue-collar front-line 

participation of the latter. The depiction of the privileged position that Campbell occupied 

and the authority he exercised in controlling the destiny of Richard and the Canadiens 

proved an excellent metaphor for the control which English Canadians held over the 

French in Quebec. What personally touched most French-language journalists was 

Campbell's ability to curb the on-ice success of French Canada's most adored i~ackey 

player and team. In doing so, the N.H.L.  President was able to control the Francophone 

experiences of superiority and excellence, which were ccrlstnicted around the Canadiens 

and Richard, and rub French-Canadians' noses in their own lack of control over their 

destiny. 

That certain sport editorials viewed Campbell's suspension of kchard as being 

'racially' motivated provides insight into the socio-economic antagonisms that existed 

between Anglophones and Francophones in Quebec during the 1950s. The numerous 

references made to Campbell's 'racial' bias and privileged position were a reflection of the 

neo-nationalist sentiments that had penetrated Montreal's print media. The kchard- 

Laycoe affair provided members of the media with the perfect opportunity to express their 

social commentaries because Richard was not only a champion of the French-Canadian 

'nation' and someone who all Francophones could relate to and rally behind but, equally 

importantly, his relationship with Campbell was a constant reminder of what was wrong 

with Franco-Quebec. 



The feelings of outrage expressed by the French members of the media spilled over 

into the public and political realm2' where they were most noticeable among French- 

speaking Canadien fans. The more hostile reactions came from the fans that called 

Campbell's office in Montreal. Following the announcement of Richard's suspension, the 

telephone lines of the N . H L  President's office were jammed with calls from pro-Richard 

,7 supporters. the majority of whom spoke broken E n ~ l i s h  nr had heat!y French 2ccents.-, 

These callers uttered death threats such as. "lt's too bad for Campbell I will kill him the 

first chance I have." "He'll be assassinated. l t  would be best for him if he not attend the 

match on Thursday versus Detro~t." and "You can be rest assured that Clarence Campbell 

will be dead by the end of the week."%1ong with the phone calls. Campbell's ofice 

received numerous letters that highlight the 'racial' and nationalist tones the incident had 

acquired. One letter stated, "If Richard's last name was Richardson you would have seen n 

different verdict. You, Campbell, are not as good as any French-Canadian walking 

:" Polilicians hcigiltened lllc tensions in Montreal as the! debated tlic suspension of 'Thc Rockel' 111 uhl ;  
appeared to be :in mempt to stir up ccrtaln emotions. in 0ttrnv;i. a Progrcssi\*c-Conscnati\ee niurnbcr t'ronl 
Trois Riviercs. Lcon Baiccr. ~~tternptcd to introduce thc Richard suspel~sion irito the House of Comrnons 
for debate. He tv3s called to order by the housc speaker. Rknc Beaudoin. idler the Liberals vcl\cmcntly 
opposed. Lo Prrssr. I8 h.larch 1955. Closer LO home. public starcnlcnts made by Montreal's popular 
Myor .  lean Drtipcau. captured tllc attcntlon of the French-language media. In regards to Richard's 
suspcnsion. Drapeau told the press that "This sort of decision and punishment could actually kill hockey 
in Montreal." LC Drvolr. 18 March 1955. Other pronlinent local French-Canadians joined Drapcau. Two 
popular French lawyers. Louis De Zwirck and Edward Miisson publicly voiced their opinions. De Zwirek 
told the press that "The judgement came so quickly that i t  must have been preconceived." Sidney Katz. 
"The Strange Forces." 102. Masson said he would review the Richard suspension and see if Carnpbeli's 
ruling could be overturned. The fact that kchard's suspension was even considered for debate in thc 
House of Commons and among Montreal city councillors points to the important social status of Richard 
in French Canada. 
7 -  - Sidney Katz. "The Strange Forces," 100. 
'"a Presse. 17 March 19%. Other phone callers said the following: "Mr. Campbell is not there is he'! 
Well. can you tell him that I called to say we're going to attack his office in the Sun Life building." and "I 
am v e n  well aware that Campbell likes Boston. He managed to take care of them." Other derogaton 
terms uttered towards the N.H.L. President included: "...dictator. poor personalip. sick. coward. Gernmn. 
American. snake from northern United States. little pig. big pig. beast. face of a snake. sloven, yellow 
hce. large bowl of soup. and Judas." Sidney Katz. "The Strange Forces." 100. 



around."" Another letter from Verdun read, "You're just another Englishman jealous of  

the French, who are much better than you..  . ."3') Two other letters from Montreal 

expressed similar opinions One stated. "The Frenchmen have always been slaves and 

suckers and it's a pleasure for you to see others blood run," and the other said, "You 

British .Animal! Why did your vile ancestors set foot on our lovely land'  Go back to where 

you came from - England and hell!"" Tosether. these  expressions of anger and wtrage 

reflect the extent to which the symbolic representation of hchard and Campbell had 

become personalized among Francophones and how 'race' and 'nation' heightened the 

tensions surrounding the affair 

The mainstream print media in Montreal told very much the same story The 

.M)~,rretrl (;trzrrrr. Lr Drwir,  and Ltr I-'re.s.se printed numerous fan commentaries in which 

Francophones. almost unanimouslv responded negatively to the suspension The most 

popular phrase used to describe Campbell's ruling was .trap severe' '' In L'r I'rrssr. 

prominent members of the Francophone community were quoted as sharing similar 

. . 
sentiments. '' Anglophone opinions in Montreal were far less critical of Campbell's 

'" Sidncy Kau. *'The Str;ingc Forccs." 100. 
'" Ibid.. 102. 
" Ibid. 
"La Pressr. 17 March 1955; Lt? Devoir. 17 March 1955; .\lontrenl Gazette. 17 March 1955. In Ln Presse 
Roland Blc:lu. baseball umpire and hockey referee. stated " . . .jc la trouve severe ct colitcusc h toutc 
I'squipe plut6t qu'a Richard seul." and R. H. Poitras called it "un peu top sevkrc." L{r Pressr. 17 blr~rch 
1955. 
13 The following opinions and cornrnents appeared in La Presse: Romeo btathicu. Secretary to the 
Fideration des unions industrieiles du Quibcc, questioned how such an important dccision could ha\.c 
bccn decided upon so quickly Leo M. C6te. President of Conseil des metiers ct du travail de Montreal. fclt 
the punishment was unjust and the decision should have been made by a committee rdther than by an 
individual. Lucien Croteau. member of the executive committee of the city of Montreal. stated. "I1 me 
semble qu'on aurait pu trouver une punition qui n'aurai pas pun1 le publique qui ne peut s'imaginer.. . ." 
Marcel Lafalle. Leader of the Montreal's Municipal Board of Directors. said. ". . . la punition imposee est 
escessive." Jacques. Vadboncoeur. Vice-president of la Ligue de hockey Depression and fonner President 
of Quebec's tennis accociation. was quoted as saying. "Je considere que la decision rendu est stupide." 
Dave Rochon. former leader of Montreal's Municipal Board of Directors. said. "La decision est beaucoup 



decision. While some felt that the President might have been too severe, others praised 

him for his courage and clear judgement.'" One particular article in the ilfotrirrd Gt ix t r z  

typified the sentiment shared by the city's Anglo-Saxon population. In an article entitled 

'School Spons Head Praises Campbell'. John Lang, head of Physical Education for the 

Montreal Protestant School Board. stated. "1 do not think the punishment is too severe. 

.Uer all the Canadiens desene to suffer .;ince they could have hr!ped things by restraining 

kchard  from his repeated attacks""' Of the major newspapers in Montreal, only the 

English hfot~trrtrl (krzrlit. reproduced the letter written by Lang. 

Pubiic support for the suspension of 'The Rocker' was even stronger outside of 

Quebec In Toronto, the 'I'rlegr~im quoted one observer stating, "I'm 100 percent behind 

Campbell in his decision,"%nd another saying, Tampbell has done more for the N ,  H. L. 

in this thing than anyone ever has. 1 admire him very much. "" In the ibrorrto S / w .  one fan 

commented, "I back Mr. Campbell to the hilt with his verdict."" The Wohr md~Lltril 

reported the reactions of N.H.L. members such as Conn Smythe (owner of the Toronto 

trop stikrc." Eddie Quinn. bosing prornotcr for tlic Canadian Arcna Company. indicated. "Clnrcncc 
Cmpbcll  s 'cs~ montrc bc;~ucoup trop sci.cre ri I'endroit dc kcl~ard."  A. L.  Cxon. Prcsidcnt of 
Administration Board of Shcraton hotels. rcvcalcd. "Jc trout-c 1;) dicision rcnduc par hit. Carnpbcll un p c i ~  
trop skkrc." Pctc blorin. coach of thc bloritrcal R o y k  said. "La punition infhgee ri bli~uricc Rtchard cst 
severe. surtout pour un joueur qui, conme le Rocket. a donnti rant d'annees dc sa vie ii In cause de 
hockey.. . " Jcan-Paul Hamelin. former President of the Montreal Athletic Commission. stated. "C'est la 
une ddcision injuste ii la Campbell.'. La Presse. 17 March 1955. 
34 Mas Shenker. a Montreal resident. showed his support for Campbell by stating %chard " .  ..a eu 
esactement ce qu'il meritait ." Ln Presse. 17 March 19 55. Frank Turner. another Montrealer. said. "It ' s  a 
terrible thing coming just before the playoffs." Carl Finaly stated. "I think the pcndty w s  a bit too scvere. 
but 1 feel that he (Richard) expected it." Andrew Webster Jr. said. "The Rocket dcsen-ed it in one but 
not in mother." Eric Webster commented. "They had to put their foot down sometime and teach that gu!. 
a lesson. He's had a lot of chances and now he is getting his punishment." John McLean stated. "blr. 
Campbell was quite justified in suspending the Rocket." Richard Jeffers revealed the following: "I think 
the suspension will give him the rest he needs." Alfred Allen w s  quoted saying, "He's going to rvlsh he'd 
never stepped out of line." .\fontreal Gazette. 17 March 1955. 
3 5 .\lontreal Gazette, 17 March 1955. 
36 Comments made by Walter Elliot. a market research espert. Toronto Telegrant. 18 March 1955. 
3 - Comments made by Fred Hofflnan. a projectionist. Toronto Telegranr. I8 March 1955. 



Maple Leafs). Fleming Mackell (Boston Bruins' player), Walter Brown (President of the 

Boston Bruins). Ted Lindsay (Detroit Red Wings' player) and Jack Adams (Detroit Red 

Wings' general mmager). All of these Anglophones concurred with the President's ruling 

and Adams' claim that Campbell *w...couldn't do anything Conn Smythe, who was 

known for stocking his team with the toughest and dirtiest players in the league. provided 

the most hypocritical c~mmentary by stxin; 

Our own players know what the rules are and they conform 
to them and so do nearly all the other players in the league. 
The suspension of kchard will protect the players in the 
future. It also showed that the N .H.L .  and hockev are 
bigger than the biggest star and that all players. star or nin- 
of-the-mill. must abide by the rules.'" 

The above pro-Campbell sentiments and those echoed by Toronto Anglophones indicate 

the disdain Maple Leaf hockey fans held towards Richard. 

Along with the public sentiment detailed in the press. a number of events 

transpired following the announcement of 'The Rocket's' suspension that are worth 

mentioning for they reveal how strongly French Canadians backed Richard and the extent 

to which the representational character of the afair had grown. i n  Montreal, listeners of 

the French radio station CKAC were so anxious to express their disgust with the 

suspension that they clogged the station's telephone switchboard. The majority of the 

callers who did get through were highly critical of Campbell's ruling and vehemently 

defended kchard's actions. A poll conducted by the radio station revealed that 97 percent 

of the callers felt that the punishment Richard received was far too severe, while a mere 

- - -- - - 

38 Turonro Star. 23 March 1955. 
3' hid.. 17 March 1955. 



three percent thought justice was served." In other parts of Quebec, Francophone suppon 

for kchard was equally unwavering. French radio announcer Raymond Labrecque, from 

CJMT in Chicoutimi. showed his suppon for the Canadien player by sending him a get- 

well telegram. Over >,5OO supporters from across the Saguenay region. who were 

required to make a ten cent donation to a local orphanage. signed the 160 foot long 

telegram whic!~ took over five hours to transmit to klontreiil.'" In Ottxva. 3 group of 

&chard supporters captured the attention of the press when they gathered inside the 

Soviet embassy to protest the suspension of their hero. To their delight. " . the Russians 

extended their sympathy to every Canadian guest present.. . (and) blamed the suspension 

on the English and the .Americans."'" 

The most telling and s~mbolic action, however. came from grocery store owners in 

Quebec. Directed as an attack towards the N H . L .  President. a campaign was organized 

among several French grocery chains that called for a complete boycott of Campbell's 

soup." Even though Clarence Campbell was in no way involved with the Campbell Soup 

Company, the widespread negative connotation of the 'Campbell' name among French 

Canadians says much about the impact of this individual's symbolic character. The anti- 

French image attributed to Clarence Campbell's identity had grown so strong anlong 

Francophones that his name alone acquired a set of meanings that encompassed evevhing 

he represented. The soup protest was one of the most expressive shows of support for 

-!'' Ibid, 
41 Ln Presse. 17 March 1955. 
'' bid.. 21 March 1955. 
" Sidney Katz. T h e  Strange Forces." 100. 
44 Andy O'Brien. Rocket Richard (Toronto: Ryerson Press. 196 1). 17: Andy O'Brien. Les Canadiens: The 
Stov  of the ,Ilontrral Canadiens (Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Limited. 197 1 ). 65. 



French-Canada' s hockey hero and an indication of how crucial Campbell ' s .Anglo-Saxon 

identity was to enlivening the 'racial ' tensions surrounding the incident. 

Overall, the clear divisions seen in the opinions expressed by Anglophones and 

Francophones, in and outside the media. and the various actions taken by French Richard 

backers, provide a measure of how intluential the sociallv constructed identities of Richard 

and Camphell were The 'unjust' treatment of the hrrner at the hands of the !mer  resulted 

in the affair being cloaked by the convergence of 'racial'. class and national experiences 

which provided average working-class Francophones with a metaphoric understanding of 

the 'duality' of Canada as being based on deprivation and inequality Campbell's authorit), 

to determine the fate of French Canada's most beloved athlete paralleled the Francophone 

lack of authority in the work place. The N H. L.  President3 decision to suspend Richard 

struck at the hearts of all Canadien fans, particularly French fans. for i r  deprived them of 

the hopes and dreams that they constructed around the Canadiens and Maurice Richard. 

The build-up of the Campbell-Richard confrontation by the media rehashed the memories 

of the daily life struggles endured by Francophones which. ultimately. contributed to the 

tlariny of French-Canadian tempers and to the 'Richard Riot's' eventual uccurrence. While 

these tensions existed among French Quebecers for decades, they do not explain why the 

riot took place on 17 March 1955. It would be the actions taken by Campbell on that 

evening that would unleash the resentment and anger pent-up inside French Canadians for 

generations. Instead of fbnctioning as a working-class opiate. in this case, sport provided 

the opportunity for working-class Francophones to express their consciousness through 

recourse to riotous attack, fuelled by the oppressions of 'race' and 'nation'. 



THE RIOT 

An ominous aura pervaded the city of Montreal by the night of 17 March 1955 as 

Bchard supporters gathered outside the Forum throughout the late afiernoon to protest 

the suspension of their hero. By the time the match between the Detroit Red Wings and 

Montreal Canadiens began that evening, the size of the crowd gathered on the streets 

aclja~eni iu the Calladiens arena numbered in the thousands. The -racial tenston in the air 

was evinced by the numerous signs paraded along the St. Catherine Street that 

demonstrated the resolve of French support for Richard and the Francophone resentment 

of Campbell Some of them read: 

"Vive Richard" 
"Richard, le persecute" 

"Pas de Richard. pas de coure [sic]" 
"J'y vais pas - et vous I I'm not coming are you'?" 

"Tout peche se pardonne Campbell" 
"A bas Campbell" 

"Dehors Campbell - drop dead" 
"La justice est mone" 

"Tu veux tuer notre sport national" 
"injustice au Canada franpis" 

"Campbell. traitre aux ~anadiens-franpis"'15 

The h c t  that the majority of the placards were written in French indicates the overall 

ethnic character of the crowd. In addition to the above slogans. which denounced 'The 

Rocket's' persecution, other signs portrayed pictures of animals, especially pigs, with the 

name Campbell written in large letters underneath.'lh Overall, the enormity of the 

-I 5 Pellerin. L 'idole d'rtr? peuple. 300; .\lontreal Gazette. 18 March 1955; Sidney Katz, "The Strange 
Forces." 102: La Presse. 18 March 1955: l'he C'omplrrt! ffisrory q"rCte .Uonrreal I1trnadirn.s (Toronto: 
Readysoft Incorporrlted and MMI Multi Media Interactif. 19%). 
46 The animal depictions delivered a symbolic message that suggested Campbell lacked any human 
character traits. The placards that carried drawings of pigs point to his chauvinistic qualities. his 
contemptible attitude. and hs 'low, coarse. greedy, or despicable' personality. Hugh bwson .  Iti'cketl 



Francophone show of support for kchard and the antipathy directed towards Campbell 

substantiated the social significance of the symbolic identities surrounding these two 

cultural icons. 

Inside the sold-out arena, 1 5.000 fans awaited the arrival of Campbell. who had 

publicly stated that he would be attending the match, despite the various death threats his 

~ f i i ~  i c ~ ~ i ~ e d  throughout the day 111 hi5 upi~lion. "11 uab m y  right and my du ty  to or 

present at the game both as a citizen and as president of the league ,717 This attitude onlv 

worked to hrther agitate Richard supporters By the start of the game there was no sign 

of the President. -4s the first period of the match neared completion. he finallv made his 

entrance aiong with two other guests His presence evidentlv provoked the spectators who 

were already flustered bv the poor performance of their team that eveningJ' The instant 

Campbell took his seat French-speaking fans started shouting, "Nous voulons ~ichard."'" 

Following these chants. the N . H . L .  President was bombarded with reams of proprammes. 

rotten vegetables, rubbers and other debris emanating from the upper sections of the 

arena, One fan even showed up with 50 pounds of pigs' feet to toss at him.'" Though the 

shower of flying objects caused the section of seats to be cleared out. Campbell decided to 

remain seated for fear of exciting the fans even further." Agitation on the part of the latter 

IlurtLv: .-I T r m s z q ~  o/'Ci~rse.v. Insults. Put-Downs und Otlter Fonr~er!v C'npnnmhle Terrnsjroni .-lnglo- 
Su.mn Times to the Prrsenr (New York: Cro~vn Publishers Inc.. 1989). 297-298. 379. See also Ining 
Lewis Allen. Inkind Ilbrds: Ethnic LnbrliugJrotrr Ra/sh-[n tu IK-ISP (New York: Bcrgin B Gan-cy. 
1990). 
4- .Ifonrreal Gazette. 19 March 1953: Globe and.\fail. 19 March 1953, 
48 The Detroit Red Wings quickly dommated the first period of the game and took a commanding four 10 

one lead before the hostilities broke out. 
49 Lu Pre.s.se. 18 March 1955. 
'' Toronto Star, 1 8 March 1955. 

bid.  



continued to mount as they began chanting Ya- t7en  Campbell, Va-fen ~ a m ~ b e l l , " ~ '  &'.A 

bas ~ a m ~ b e l l , " ' ~  and .'Tue Campbell! Tue ~ a m ~ b e l l ~ " " '  One fan eventually made his way 

down to Campbell's seat and attempted to slap his face. .As police escorted the assailant 

out of the arena, a teargas bomb exploded in the vicinity of the President. Police then 

quickly and quietly guided Campbell and his guests out of the arena. As the t imes from 

the bomb filled thc Forum, Fire Dircctor .krnand Parc ardzrcd the i i m i d l d t i o r ~  c>t'il~t: 

came, urging everyone to evacuate the building immediately - 
As the spectators inside the arena emptied out onto the streets an ugly mood began 

to envelop the crowd The 15,000 fans that exited the arena were joined by the thousands 

of Campbell protestors who had remained on St. Catherine Street during the game Mob 

hvsteria quickly spread among those fans who were still harbouring strong feelings of 

resentment and whose emotions were churned with what had happened inside the Forum. 

As the crowd began chanting 'On veut Campbell'. 'On veut kchard' and 'Vive le 

~ocke t ' " .  violent outbursts soon followed. Cars were overturned. telephone booths were 

destroyed. bricks were thrown. fires were started and stores along St .  Catherine Street 

were ransacked. Maurice Richard even went on local radio radio stations dxiny the 

evening in the hope of calming the rioters '" Unfortunately, the pillaging continued into the 

early-morning hours and would not cease until 300 a.m. when the crowd finally besan to 

disperse. By the end of the night 12 policemen and 25 civilians suffered injuries. over 

$100,000 in damage was done, and 62 rioters, 25 of whom were youths, were arrested for 

'' Ibid. 
5 3 La Pres.ve, 18 March 1955. 
"' - - Sidney Katz. -.The Strange Forces..' 1 3 .  
" La Presse. 18 March 1955. 
" L e  Devoir. 19 March 1955. 



various offences." In the words of Montreal's director of police. -'It was the worst night 

I've had in my thirty-three years as a 

Sociological theories on sports crowd behaviour can provide some understandins 

as to why the riot in Montreal transpired by placing the event within a framework. in their 

study of the social significance of sport. Barry 5. McPherson. James E. Curtis. and John 

W.  Loy exmine  a handful of sociological theorics on iollcctive bchai-imr and apply them 

to their examination of sports crowds."' Within each of these theoretical models the 

'Richard Riot' has a place. Which model provides the best explanation for the riot's 

occurrence is difficult to surmise as these theories overlap and 'complement' one another 

Others. such as L .  Mann and P Pearce. have added to the study of collective behaviour 

theories by categorizing the different forms of crowd disorders Their inventory includes 

the following: frustration riots. outlawry disorders. remonstrance disorders, confrontation 

5 - 
.\lonrrt.ol ( k x l t e .  March 19. 1955 CIlargcs laid against the rioters included: disturbing tllc pcacc. 

obstructing justice. loitcring by night. rcfusirlg to obe!, policc orders to dispcrsc and looting. Orlc ;lssadt 
cliargc \vas laid against .411dre Robinson ivlro ullcgedly squeezed II tomato into Carnpbcll's chcst, A total 
of 125 police officcrs were ~leeded to quell the violcncc. 
'%lncy  Katz. "The Strange Forces." 97. 
i 0  The theories examined by McPherson. Curtis and Loy include tllc following: ( 1 )  Contagion Theory of 
Collective Be fiavior. (2 )  Cowrgcnce Pcrspectivc. ( 3  ) R. H. Turncr's and L. M. Kil lian 's Enlergent Norm 
Pcrspcct ivc. and (4) Neil Srneiser ' s  Value-Added Perspcct ivc. Tllc Contagion Thcog. argues t hiit 
individuals lose thernseivcs ivhcn in a group situation r~nd arc cornpcllcd to act us one ivhrln they rirc 
emotionally charged or influenced by rr leader. Thc Covcrgencc Pcrspcctivc argues that when pcoplc who 
silarc the sanle values. beliefs. and underlying frustrations gather together they arc casil!. stinlul;~ted by tllc 
actions of informal ch;msmatic Icadcrs. The Emergent Norm Perspective holds that among heterogcncous 
crowds. shared understandings of certain belwior emerge to spark certain types of ac:ion. Thc Value- 
Added Perspective theoty denotes five requirements for coIlectivc behavior to occur. First. a structural 
strain is needed such as perceived or real deprivations. conflictz. or underlying / generalized tensions or 
dissatisfactions. Second. structural conduciveness is needed where the crowd believes that their grievance 
cannot be resolved through 'normal' means. Third. a 'generalized belief. such as a bad call by an official 
or an unjust suspension of a player. is required to account for the crowd's resentment. Fourth. 
precipitating factors. such as a player arguing an official's decision. are required. Lastly. con~munication 
among the crowd and the mobilization of participants to act by leaders are necessary in order for colIective 
behavior to occur. Barq D. McPherson, lames E. Curtis. and John W. Loy. The Social Signi'cancr oJ 
Sporf (Champaign: H m a n  Kinetics Books. 1989). 280-28 4. 



disorders, and expressive riots.'"' Of these five different types of crowd disorders. 

fixstration riots most accurately illustrate what happened in Montreal. 

The Richard incident first began with the feelings of disappointment that stemmed 

from the severity of the Campbell-ordered suspension. While most French fans expected 

Richard's suspension to last for the duration of the regular season and/or for it to 

commence at the bcginniq of :he following season, none thought rhdt N. H. L. PsesidenL 

suspension would carry over into the Stanley Cup playoffs. Francophone hstrat ion 

emanated from the discrepancy between what punishment thev felt Richard should have 

received and the sentence that Campbell actually delivered. in  their examination of the 

relationship between justice and violence in sports, Melvin bl Mark, Fred B Bryant and 

Darrin R. Lehman have discovered that " .  a perceived injustice is more likely to lead to 

violence to the extent that it is frustrating""' In the case of the .Richard Riot'. 

Francophone frustrations were noticeably heightened by Campbell's decision to attend the 

Canadiens match asainst the Red Wings. By appearing at this game. Campbell not only 

showed his authority. but reminded all French fans that there was nothing they could do to 

overturn the suspension of their idol. 

"" Tile spon crowd disorder categories of Mann and Picrcc are cited in the f o l l o ~ v ~ ~ ~ g :  Wray Vimplew. 
"Sports Crowd Disordcr in Britain. 1870-19 14: C;iuscs and Control." Jo~trrtal of'Sporr I l~sroc 7 (Spring. 
1980): 10- 1 I ; ;lnd in Wray Vamplew. .'Unsporting Bcllavior: Thc Control of Football and Horse-Rxing 
Crowds in England. 1875- 19 14." in Sports Z i 'dmce. cd. Jeffrey H. Goldstcin (Ncw York: Springer- 
Verlag. 1983). 23-21. The five types of sports crowd disorders arc describcd as follotvs: ( 1) Frustration 
Riots - occur when spectators' legitimate espectations are thwarted. such as their access to the game or 
when they perceitVe an injustice by a call an official has made: (2) Outlawry Disorders - occur when 
violence prone spectators attend an event and unleash their anti-social activities by attacking officials. 
rival fans and destroying property: (3)  Remonstrance Disorders - occur when a section of a sports crowd 
uses the sporting went as an opportunity to express their political grievances; (4) Confrontation Disorders 
- occur when rival sport fans (from different religious. ethnic. geographic or national backgrounds) comc 
in contact with one another: (5) Expressive h o t  - the unbridled behavior that occurs following the intense 
emotional moment of a victor?: or defeat 
'' Melvin M. Mark. Fred B. Bryant and Darrin R. Lehman. ..Perceived Injustice and Spons Violence." in 
Sporrs l i'olencr. ed. Jeffrey H. Goldstein (New York: Springer-Veriag. 1983). 86. 



While sport related frustrations have the ability to spark outbursts of collective 

violence, underlying pre-existing tensions and on-going social movements can also 

catalyse collective behaviour." In regards to the Xichard k o t  ', the pre-existing 'racial'. 

class, and national tensions between English and French Canadians spilled over Into the 

sports realm as they were metaphorically paralleled in the relationship between Campbell 

and Richaid. .\s hr on-going social iaovcrnents. the expression of neo-ndtionalist 

sentiment was evident when French-language journalists became highly critical of 

Campbeli's treatment of Richard and suggested that the 'racial' prejudice that had guided 

his judgement was retlective of the larger socio-economic problems faced by French 

Quebecers Together. these 'external' factors added to the tensions shared by those 

gathered outside the Montreal Forum and increased the probability of a violent outburst 

Along with the elements of frustration. pre-existing tensions. md the intluencr of 

Quebec's neo-nationalist movement. environmental factors also contributed to the 

outbreak of hostilities C.  K.  Dewar. in his study of fan violence at professional baseball 

games, provides a checklist for the typical scenario in which spectator violence can occur 

during a sporting spectacle. This list includes the following: during evening games. when 

an audience nearly fills the stadium or arena, late in the sporting season, in the less 

expensive seating areas, as the temperature increases. and late in the game.""~ll of the 

above parameters were met during the 'Richard Riot' with the exception of the latter "" 

"' McPherson. Curtis. and Loy. The Social SigniJcanCr of Spurt. 292-297. 
f13 C. K. Dewar's study is cited in McPherson. Curtis. and Lo!. 'fk Social SCpnijiconce g'Spot-t. 297. For 
the complete study see C. K. Dewar. "Spectator Fights at Professional Baseball Games." Review o/'Sport 
and Leisure 4 (Summer 1979). 
64 First. the match between the Red Wings and Cariadiens was played in the evening (start time 7:00 
p.m.). Second. the klontreal Forum was filled to capacity. Third. the game was the Canadiens' tlurd-last 
of the regular season. Fourth. the game took place just as the spring season was about to begin. and 



On the surface, the incident in Montreal appears to be another example of fan 

hooliganism due to the fact that a large number of youths were held primarily responsible 

for the outbreak of ~ io lence .~ '  However, a more in-depth analysis reveals that pre-existing 

tensions, which are characteristic of most issue-orient riots"', unified the protestors that 

gathered outside the Montreal Forum and precipitated the uproar that came to pass that 

wming. An examination of the backgrcunds of the rioters xho were arrcstcd and thc 

responses of the media and public in the riot's aftermath indicate that the outbreak of 

violence had much more to do with the pre-existing 'racial'. class and national tensions 

that were svmbolically represented in kchard's suspension than has been previously 

thought. What Campbell's punishment and presence at the htontreal Forum suggested to 

Francophones became as important as the fn~strations that emerged from the suspension 

itself since they illuminated larger social contlicts. .As hlcPherson. Curtis. and Lo? 

conclude, "Contrary to common beliefs, conflicts of 'race', class. and politics are not 

excluded from sport settings and often contribute to collective behaviour . , . Few social 

finally. tilt: protests inside tho Forultl w r c  begun by thosc fans scatcd in the uppcr scctions of thc arena. 
spccificill~~ among the Frcnch working-class fans locatcd in thc ~bliilionriircs' scction of t l ~  x c n a  
b 5 Following thc riot. sotnc members of tllc oicdi;i and Montreal City sounciIlors blalncd a 'gang of 
~~outhful hoodlums' for the outbrcrk of violence. Tlic Englislt-language .\lonn.rul (;cmttr dcscribcd thc 
mob outside tlic Forunl 3s consistirig of **gangs of youths" m d  "several hundred youtlls." .\~onrrrtrl 
(hzrtrr. 1 X Mtirch 1955. Dink Carroll stated the follo~ving: "It's truc that the disgraceful sccncs Lverc 
sparked by a snlall group of youths, either tccns or just out of them.. . ." .\k)nrr~crl (;cmtte, 19 March 1055. 
Clarence Campbell. in a intenie~v with the 7'0ronro Ttilcgmnt. would state that no one in particular w s  
responsible for the riot. escept for ". . .  a few irresponsible people." Toronru Teltigrtlrtr. 18 March 1955. 
Andy O'Brien. a sportswriter at the time, viewed the riot 3s simply 311 esamplc of 'mob hysteria'. And? 
O'Brien. Les Camdiens. 66. In the political sphere. the Esecutive Chairman of Montrcnl's City Council, 
Pierre DesMarais. and City Councillor Frank Hanley. shared Campbell's opinion. The? felt that radio 
station reports of the crowd gathering outside the Montreal Forum attracted the young 'hooligans' who 
were interested in causing trouble that evening. .\lonrrml Gazette. 19 March 1955. Hanley went on to say 
that the damages were the ". . .work of a handful of hoodlunis and could not be blamed on the 'true 
supporters' of Les Canadiens." .Ilorrrrral Gazette. 18 March 1955. Evidence in support of the above 
opinions comes from the fact that half of those who were arrested the evening of bIarch 17. 1955 were 
juveniles. While these suppositions haw come to be generally accepted among journalists and 
sportnvriters. they do not provide a comprehensive explanation as to whv the riot occurred. 



movements have begun in spon, although sport has reflected movements begun in the 

wider society."" To label the %chard Riot' as an issue-less event and simply describe it 

as the recklessness of a few young 'hoodlums' is inaccurate for the reactions to the events 

surrounding the riot confirm that the incident reached beyond the domain of professional 

sport. 

THE RIOTERS 

The ethnic and ciass backgrounds of the protestors that gathered outside the 

Montreal Forum provide some answers as to why the riot occurred the night of St. 

Patrick's Day. The atmosphere that evening was similar to thar found at a European 

soccer match. where spectators " .  . tend to be primarily male; many are from the working 

class, especially those who sit in the terraces. Hence. working class and male values of 

aggression and territorial protection prevail""%sted below are the names and ayes of 37 

of the 62 rioters who were arrested Though this list consists of onlv u small portion of the 

total number of people who assembled outside the Canadirns' arena. it does provide a 

glimpse into who were the most agitated and aggressive. The following list of names and 
Y 

ages appeared in the Mmrtrrcii ( ~ ~ ~ e t t e  ' : 

66 McPherson. Curt~s. and Loy. The Social Sign,/icance ofSpurr. 297. 

6q Ibid.. 310. 
Ibid.. 295. 



Andre Robinson* (26) 
George Barrette* ( 1 5 )  
Marius Morin* ( I  I ) 
Jacques Leduc* (24) 
Jean Levesque* ( 18) 
Paui Cherrier* (28) 
Guy Gossette* (32) 
Rene Rozon* ( 3  1 ) 
Bruno Levas* (3 1 )  
Pierre Fitzgerald (23) 
Real Letse:!le* (24) 
Nicholas Zessian ( 2 2 )  
George Fyle (n/a)"" 

Pierre Laplante* ( 2 3 )  
Leveille, Real* (24) 
Jean P. Detorne* ( 3  1) 
Roger Goulet * ( 19) 
Jean Lamoges* (20) 
Jean Leger* ( 3 5 )  
Jean Carrier* ( 19) 
Robert Withers (23 ) 
Jacques Caron* (34) 
Marc Poupan* (23) 
Donald Boylc ( IS) 
Ronald Gravel (da) 

Real .Anenauk* ( 19) 
F. L. Sante* (26) 
Richard Cote* (19) 
Jacques Bibeau* ( 2 2 )  
Reginald Beauchamp* ( 2 6 )  
Jean Lacornbe* (33) 
J .  G. Desrosiers* ( 19) 
Jacques Xllard* ( I S )  
Guv Lebeau* (30) 
Frank McFadden (30) 
Roger Cloutier' (3) 
Raymond Vaillancourt* ( 3 1 )  

From surnames alone, out of the above 37 rioters. 30 or S 1 I percent can be identified as 

being of French ethnic-origin. I t  is of little surprise to Jiicover that French Canadians 

constituted the bulk of this group since they were the ones who were the most angered 

and vocal about the suspension of 'The Rocket' in the days leading up  to the riot. The hc t  

that the vast majority of the protestors from this sample are of French ethnic-origin also 

provides some indication as to the overall ethnic makeup of the entire crowd. 

Along with the ethnic origin of their names. much more can be learned about these 

individuals by determining the neighbourhoods in which they lived. When the residential 

addresses of these protestors are cross-referenced to the socio-economic structure of 

~ontreal '"  one discovers that the majority of them lived in the city's Francophone lower- 

class quarters. Of the group of 37 protestors that were arrested, the addresses of 29 can 

w .\fontreal Gnzette. biarch 19. 1955. (Asterisk denotes those of French-Canadian origin and nla 
indicates ages that are not nvailablc. I In addition to those listed in this group. 25 unidentified juveniles 
[yere arrested which led some to beIievc that the 'kchard h o t '  was sirnplv caused by a group of young 
'hoodlums'. When one considers that over half of those arrested had an average age of 24 ycrirs. it 
becomes somewhat plausible to attribute the eruption of thc riot to something more than just the actions of 
a group of over zetllous youths. 
-0 Norbert Lacoste's urban sociologicai study provides a detailed description of the socio-economic 
structure of Montreal in 195 1. Norbet Lacoste. Les caractt;nsricpe.s sociales cie / la poprrlatron riu grand 



be accurately determined From Montreal City Directories and newspapers." Of this group 

of 19, 28 (or 96.6 percent) lived in neighbourhoods that were distinctly ~ r e n c h . ' ~  When 

the structure of Montreal is mapped according to income. education, and property 

ownership levels and cross-referenced with the addresses of those from the same sample 

of 29. a high percentage of these individuals is discovered to have emerged from lower- 

, .  
c!3ss nelghbourhoods. Out of the 29 rioters. 27 (or 93 ! percent), l i ~ c d  in at? pockets 

where the average income and residential property ownership levels were the lowest. and 

where the fewest number of residents with an education beyond 13 years were to be 

found'' Since income, education and residential property ownership levels are often a 

reflection of class standing, one can conclude that the majority of the rioters tYom this 

sample emerged from working-class neighbourhoods. 

The fact that Richard's most ardent supporters resided in residential areas that 

were quite similar to that of his own74 says much about the attachments that are formed 

.\lorirrt'ul (h40ntrCaI: Facultd dcs scicnccs socialcs. cconomiqucs ct politiqucs. Unn.crsite dc Montrial. 
19%). 
- 1  Lorlcll 's .\/onrrral ..llphahrticai ('itv Uirrcto?.. (blontrcr~l: John Loircll Kr Son Limitcd. 1954. 1955. 
1956. 1957); .\fontreal Ciazettr. 19 March 1955. - 1 
- The other individual came from a rcsidcnrial (Elm PxkDollard des 0rnlc:tus) t l ~ t  was ~nhabitcd 

by il mis of Anglophone and Frmcophonc residents. 
'1  In terms of income. upper-level annuai incomes wcrc classified ;IS being abovc $S.OoO. middle-level 
annual incomes w r c  those ranging from $3,000 to $4.999. and lower income Ievcls w r c  thosc below 
$2.999. In regards to residential property ownership. areas that ivcrc classified to havc high levels of 
residential properp ownership were those where over W'lA of the residents had such o~vnersllip. .Aruris 
with medium ownership levels were defined as those where 30'?4 to 59% of residents owned their 
residential properties. Residential areas classed ils hining low property ownership levels were thosc where 
less than 29% of the residents owned property. With respect to education. highly educated residential 
areas ivere defined as those where over 20% of the residents had achieved an education level beyond 13 
years. Medium educated residential areas ucre defined rls those where 1Ot?/u to 19'% of the residcnts had 
achieved an education level beyond 13 years. Low educated residential areas were defined. as thosc were 
less than 9% of the residents had achieived an education levcl beyond 13 years. For further details see 
Norbert Lacoste. Les caracreristiques sucicrfes de la population c h i  grand .\lonrr&d. 155-165. 
'I Throughout his career. kchard had lived in Montreal neighbourhoods that were primarily French and 
worhng class. He lived in the east end districts of Lafontaine. St. Denis. De Lorimicr and the northern 
city areas of Carterville. Ahuntsic and Bordeaux. 



between local communities or neighbourhoods and their residents, especially those 

established by members of the working class. Generally. for working-class people living - in 

large urban centres, neighbourhoods or subcommunities provide a network of social 

contacts, which instill a sense of belonging and unity '' This was very true of working- 

class French Canadians who, in being uprooted from their rural communities. relied upon 

the closeness and familiarity of their neighbourhoods to soothe their transition to thc nz i l  

urban industrial setting. By the 1950's. neighbourhoods in Fvlontreai were easily 

distinguishable according to the ethnic. cultural. and class backgrounds of their residents 

These locally based identities were crucial to personalizing the connection between 

Richard and his French working-class supporters Bv sharing a common 'residential 

background' with the average Francophone. an intimate bond between this athlete and 

these people was fostered as similarities between the two could be recognized on many 

different planes, Because of the emphasis placed upon the close-knit attachment to one's 

neighbourhood. people who lived in similar surroundings and grew up under similar 

circumstances to that of 'The Rocket' accepted him as one of their own. Richard's 

connection to his fans was different from that of other popular athletes in that his symbolic 

identity transcended the local level and united working-class French Canadians regionally 

Whenever he took to the ice he instantly became the representative of not only those 

people from the areas of Lafontaine, St. Denis, De Lorimier, Ahuntsic and Bordeaux but 

of all those who lived in the various Francophone working-class districts throughout 

Quebec. When Campbell impeded Richard's ability to excel on the ice by suspending him, 

he deprived all Francophone communities of the opportunity to express their excellence 

-' Richard Gruneau and David Whitson. Hockey .Vighf in Canada: Sport. Idenfitirs and C'rrlrurnl Politics 



through this player and united them in their common aversion to Quebec's socio- 

economically-advantaged .Anglo-Saxon population 

REACTIONS IN THE AFTERMATH OF T H E  RIOT 

An examination of the reactions immediately following the Montreal riot provides 

a comprehensive understanding of the underlying factors that sparked its outbreak While 

same malysts 3ttributed the hostilities to either u group of young 'hooligans' 31 '[~wl) 

hysteria'. others. such as the members of the French-language press. the mayor of 

Montreal, a handhl of city councillors. and, in general, the French-Canadian public, 

blamed one particular person. Clarence Campbell His presence at the Montreal Forum 

was by far the most symbolically charged act to unite Fancophone fans and ignite their 

frustrations in attending the Canadiens-Red Wings match, the N H L President not onlv 

flaunted his authority he also reminded French Canadians of the control they lacked over 

their own desriny in and awav tiom the arena. 

Among the French-language newspapers in Montreal. 1.~1 i',r.we and 1.c lkwir* 

took the lead in blaming the N.H.L.  President for inciting the 'kchard Riot' The headline 

that ran in the former the day following the riot captures the sentiment that was shared by 

most Francophone journalists- "DEFI ET PROVOCATION DE CAMPBELL Le 

president n'aurait pas dG aller au  oru urn.‘"^ The condemnation of Campbell was also seen 

in the various riot reports published by La Prr.s.se. In regards to his presence at the game. 

Pierre Proulx wrote, "Ce h t  I'Ctincelle qui mit le feu aux poudres et qui devait provoquer 

par la suite des scenes comrne il ne s'en etait jamais vu dans l'histoire du spon a 

(Toronto: Garamond Press. 1993). 68. 
'6  La Pressr. 18 March 1955. 
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Montreal." ' ' Marcel Desjardins also criticized Campbell by stating, '.L'opinion generale 

semblait qu'en voulait afficher une bravoure que nous devons lui rcconnaitre, Campbell 

avait pruvoqui la foule, lui avait en quelque son lance un defi."" In addition to its press 

reports and editorials, La Prrsvr printed a number of anti-Campbell opinions expressed by 

French Canadien fans.'" 

editor. Andre Laurendeau, who produced a profound assessment of the entire atfair in an 

article entitled 'On a rue mon frere kchard'. Laurendeau gave special attention to the 

underlying socio-historical and political concerns that the incident exposed. 

Le nationalisme canadien-franpis parait s'itre refugie dans 
le hockey. La foule qui clamait sa colere jeudi soir dernier 
n'etait pas animee seulement par le godt du spon ou lr 
sentiment d'une injustice comrnise contre son idole. C'etait 
un peuple frustre, qui protestait contre le sort. Le son 
s'appelait, jeudi. M. Campbell; mais celui-ci incarnait tous 
les adversaires reels ou imaginaires que ce petit peuple 
recontre. 

De meme que Maurice kchard est devenu heros national. 
Sans doute. tous les amateurs de hockey, quelle que soit 
leur nationalite, admirent le jeu de Richard, son courage et 
I'extraordinaire sGrete de ses retlerues. Parmi ceux 
qu'enrageait la decision de M .  Campbell. il  )i wait 

Ibid. 
-' [bid. 
- (1 While some of the observers quoted in Lo Pressr indicated that among the spectators there rvcrc a 
tlandful of 'unfhmiliar' faces who partook in the hostilities. they all agreed that i t  was Campbell's 
attendance that sparked the violent actions. Antoine Dcsmiirais. who regularly attended Canadicns 
matches. was quoted as saying that everything in the Forum was 'normal' until Campbell decided to shou 
up. His entrance constituted a serious dare to Canadien fans already upsel by his decision to suspend 
Maurice kcilard. Another Forum spectator. Marcel Piche. told Lo Pressr that Campbell's presence was 
"une erreur monumentale" and went to say "...mais rien ne se serait produit si M. Campbell ne s'etait 
point montre." Another fan, Albert Nault indicated that Campbell's attendance constituted ". ..un acte 
provocateur. nn geste orgueilleu~ qui ne pouvait manquer d'en irriter plusicurs." Finally. Maurice 
Custeau stated the following. "Sa (Campbell's) presence. faisant suite A une decision injuste prise 
prdrnaturement. constituait cornme un defi." La Presse. 18 March 1955. 



cenainement des anglophones. Mais pour ce petit peuple, au 
Canada franqais, Maurice hchard est une sone de revanche 
(on les prend ou I'on peut). 11 est vraiment le premier dans 
son ordre, il allait le prouver encoure une fois cette annee. 
Un peu de l'adoration etonnee et farouche qui entourait 
Laurier se concentre sur lui: mais avec plus de familiarite 
dans un spon plus simple et plus spectaculaire que la 
politique. C'est comme des petites gens qui n'en reviennent 
pas du fils qu'ils ont mis au monde et de la carriere qu'il 
poursuit et du bruit qu'il fait. 

Or. voici surgir Campbell pour arreter cet elan. On prive les 
Canadiens tianpis de Maurice hchard. On brise l'dan de 
Maurice kchard qui allait etablir plus clairement sa 
superiorite. Et cet 'on' parle anglais. cet 'on' decide en 
vitesse contre le heros. provoque. excite .Mars i l  va voir 
On est soudain fatigue d'avoir toujours eu drs maitres. 
d'avoir longtemps plie I'echine M. Campbell va voir On 
n'a pas tous les jours le mauvais son entre les mains; on ne 
peut pas tous les jours tordre le cou a la malchance. 

Lrs sentiments qui animaient la foule, jeudi soir. etaient 
assurement confus Mais est-ce beaucoup se tromper que 
d'y reconnaitre de view sentiments toujours jeunes. 
toujours vibrants. ceux auxquels hlercier faisait jadis appel 
yuand il parcourait la province en criant . 'On a tue mon 
frere Riel. ' 

Sans doute i l  s'agit aujourd'hui de mise a mort symbolique. 
A peine le sang a-t-11 coule. Nu1 ne saurait fouetter 
indefinirnent la colere des gens. y sculpter une revanche 
politique. Et puis, il ne s'agit tout de m i m e  que de hockey. 

Tout parait destine a retomber sans l'oubli. Mais cette breve 
tlarnbee trahit ce qui don derriere l'apparente indifference et 
la longue passivite des Canadiens franqais." 

This article, similar to that which appeared in Pnrlo)rs Sport prior to the riot." retlects the 

neo-nationalist sentiment that had established itself among members of Montreal's French- 

'" Lr Devoir. 2 1 March 1955. Also cited in Pellerin. L 'idole dbn peuple. 3.11 -312. 
Y I See footnote 23. 



languase press. Laurendeau's interpretation of the riot and the kchard-Campbell 

relationship is largely based on the parallels that can be drawn from the socio-economic 

condition of French Canadians and Francophones. For journalists such as himself. the riot 

was an unleashing of the social, economic, and political frustrations built-up among French 

Canadians who. for decades. passively sat bv and watched their lives fall increasingly 

nnder the control of English Canada. In the s b w e  micle. Lnurcfidcau identifies Richaid 

and Campbell as national symbols of French and English Canada respectively 

Furthermore. he compares the frustrations that Richard and his tins suffered under 

Campbell's authority to those that French Canadians endured from living in a society 

historically dominated bv English-Canadian 'masters'. The intluence which 'racial' and 

national identities had during the 'Richard Riot' are illuminated when Laurendeau 

compares the passion behind the Francophone support of Richard to that which Louis Riel 

received from French Canada in the IS80s His analysis indicates that, on a broad level. 

the 'racial' and national dimensions of the Richard suspension contributed to the violent 

eruption of Francophone frustration. 

Outside of the media, the most critical remarks of Campbell came from Montreal 

city councillors and the mayor. When these local politicians began pointing fingers at who 

was to blame for the destruction of their city. Campbell's name was at the top of their 

list." The mayor of Montreal, Jean Drapeau, captured front-page headlines as he and 

- 

" A   number of city councillors sided with the French-langu-ge press and blamed Campbell's sc\.cre 
suspension of Richard and his presence at the game for sparking the riot. His decision to ignore the 
i~arnings of a possible spectator backlash was interpreted as an act of defiance. which had serious 
repercussions. Rodrigue Moore. called for Campbell's resignation and stated. "La senetnce qu'on lui a 
imposie est injuste et trop severe ... Ce qu est arrive hier soir depend de Campbell. On I'avait averti de ne 
pas se rnontrer an Forum. et il I'a fait. 11 aurait dG juger prtferable de rester chez lui. 11 a voulu brat.er le 
tvcrdict public et ce fut a son desavantage." La Presse. 18 March 1935. Another councillor. Frank Hanley. 



Campbell became involved in a heated debate over the latter's responsibility for starting 

the riot. Drapeau denounced Campbell by stating that his presence at the match offended 

Richard fans and provoked their violent behaviour.*' Campbell retorted by stating: 

What a strange and sorry commentary from the Chief 
Magistrate of our city who was sworn to uphold the law 
and as a senior officer of the civic administration is 
respcnsible for the protection of thc pc i jdnj  a i d  praprrty ul' 

the citizens through our police force. 

Does he susgest that I should have yielded to the 
intimidation of a few hoodlun~s'l 

. . . if the mayor or the Forum authorities had any 
apprehension they would not be able to deal with the 
situation and had requested me to absent myself, I would 
gladlv have complied with their request. No such request 
was made or suggested by anvoneS4 

By not taking any responsibility for inciting the hysteria inside the Montreal Forum and 

simply attributing the violence to a group of 'hoodlums'. Campbell once again tlauntrd his 

arrogance and angered the French-Canadian public that now demanded his resignation. 

- - -  . . - - - - - 

agreed with Moorc and said "M. Campbell n nlis cn dangcur 13 v ~ c  dc lS .OU0 personncs. ct 11 cst 
responsablc des actes de vanddismc contrc Ia proprictc privcc." Lo Presw. 19 March 1'155 Adiodat 
Crompi went even further and attempted lo obtain a wrmant for Campbell's urrcst for ! w i n g  prmakcd 
the riot. Le Da1orr. 19 March 1955. Together these responses provided some justificat~on for the outbrcah 
of violence. 
J 3 The mayor was quoted as saying, "11 &it hident,  bien avant la partie de hockey d'hier soir. quc la 
decision dc M. Ca~npbell etait d'une extreme impopularite. et l'on pouvair facilement prevoir une 
demonstration quelconque de la part de ceus qui allaient I; assister. J'avais raison d'svoir confiance que la 
population manifesterait dam l'ordre. puisque cc n'est que la provocation cnusce par ta prescnce dc hit. 
Clarence Campbell que les protestions ont pris une autre tournurc. 11 eut donc ctc sage de la part de bl. 
Campbell dc s'abstenir de se rendre au Forum. surtout d'annonccr publiquernent i l'avance. sa visite. Sa 
presence. en effet. pouvait 6ire interpretee commc un veritable deti. C'est un h i t  que durant les dis 
pre~nieres minutes de la partie les choses se sont bien passees. et ce n'est que lorsque bl. Campbell s'est 
rendu ;i son siege. accompagne de sa secretaire. qu'clles ont pris une tournure deplorable." Le Devoir, 19 
March 1955. 
" Le Devoir. 19 March 1935. 



Unlike the French-language press and politicians who identified Campbell's 

decision to attend the Canadiens-Red Wings match as the main reason for the riot's 

outbreak. members of Montreal's English press were not so quick to fault him. In contrast 

to Lu Presse and Lr Devoir, the illot~rrrd Gtcsttr blamed the eruption of violence on a 

group of youths that took over the crowd gathered outside the Canadien's arena. "h1OB 

RL'LE tYMCKS FORL31. GAXE"" 'ail the ilradlint. in the ilfona.rd (;lcrtrc. howhere 

did this pillar of the English press state that Campbell's presence provoked the spectators 

and nowhere was it mentioned that Campbell should not have attended the match. "They 

aren't regular Forum patrons." wrote the ( h x ~ t r ' . ~  Dink Carroll of the rioters, "a good 

rnanv were vandals bent on destroying property and tloutiny the law ""' in not pinning any 

responsibility for the disturbance on Campbell's shoulders. Montreal's English-lanpuage 

press failed to recognize the symbolic undertones growling beneath the incident. 

Outside of hlontrral. the English-language press was even more oblivious to these 

larger meanings. The press in Toronto defended the actions of the N . H . L  President and. 

instead, directed its blame towards the French media. Many of the sportswriters in that 

city agreed with the opinion of Jack Adams, coach of the Detroit Red Wings. who told a 

group of Montreal reporters. "I blame you fellows for what's happened. You've turned 

Richard into an idol, a man whose suspension can turn hockey fans into shrieking 

..H7 idiots.. . . Hugh MacLennan of hlatru.tlq Nigh  shared a similar point of view and wrote: 

" .tlonrreal Gazerte, 18 March 1955. 
Yb bid..  19 March 1053. 
s- Hockey .\Lrvs. 26 M u c h  1955. 



tf the press had not condemned Mr. Campbell with such 
partisan violence, the goons outside the Forum would never 
have congregated. .4nd finally. if certain public officials had 
not made careless and irresponsible statements about his 
decision, the punks would not have acquired the notion that 
if they rioted they would get away with it." 

The firo~rro filegmtn also praised Campbell for having the courage to attend the 

The one bright spot to us in the entire atfair is the showing 
of Colonel Clarence Campbell He did his duty as he saw it 
and, in the good heart of him, he turned up at the match. full 
square. and faced the atfronts of the half wits as a gentleman 
should."' 

The above opinions were a complete contrast to what was written in LLI /-'re.s.se and 1.2 

Ilnorr. In Toronto. the .Anglo-Saxon Mecca of Canada, Campbell was glorified for his 

brhaviour. while in Montreal. the urban capital of French Canada. he was vilified 

In the riot's aftermath a handful of events transpired that demonstrated the French 

Canadian devotion to Richard and anger at the victimization the Canadiens sufkred as a 

result of his suspension. At the conclusion of the riots. French Canadians discovered 

another heroic figure in a 9 1 year old rioter named Andre Robinson. This young man 

cained instant notoriety within French Canada after being charged with assaulting 
Y 

Clarence Campbell with a tomato."' For smearing the vegetable into the chest of the 

N.H.L.  President he was hailed as a defender of hchard's reputation and was given 

'' S o ~ d u y  .\.;ghf. 9 .4pd 1955. 10. 
Y Y Tororm Tdegrart~. I 8 March 1 93 5. 
'11 I This crnplo>cc of Dow Brewen- had initially planned to grr~b Can~pbell. strip him of his clothes iind 

then parade him on the ice wearing only his undenvear. Tern. Scott. "blauricc kchard." in ..I C'etrrli?. ( I / '  

Canadian Sport. ed. Dick Beddoes et 31. (Toronto: Growenor House. 1985). 39. 



numerous gifts ranging from jeweilery to free legal services." Even though Robinson had 

broken the law by attacking an individual who symbolically represented the elements of 

society that Francophones particularly disliked, the celebrity-like treatment he received 

demonstrated just how important a figure kchard actually was. 

The unwavering French loyalty to Richard was again witnessed in a handhi of 

wmts that transpired in the xeeks that folloupcd thc iiot One sf the morc ielling incident; 

occurred following the Canadiens' second last game of the regular season against the Ucu. 

York Rangers. During this match Richard's teammate, Bernard 'Boom Boom' Geoffrion. 

surpassed him in the point-scoring standings and went on to capture the An Ross Trophy 

What would normally have been a triumphant and celebratory occasion for the fans of this 

player and team. became a moment of displeasure and resentment For them. the loss of 

the point-scoring title by Richard rekindled the feelings of outrage that had remained 

following the announcement of his suspension. As predicted by the French-lanyage press 

in Montreal, Campbell's ruling deprived 'The Rocket' of his first scoring championship. 

French Canadien fans wanted Richard to win the Art Ross Trophy more than any other 

player in the N.H.L.. or any Canadien player for that matter In Geoffrion's opinion, 

" .  . . they didn't want that player to be Boom Boom Geoffrion. Not by a long shot, a slap 

shot or even a wrist shot. The man they wanted to win was my buddy Maurice 'The 

Rocket' kchard."" Instead of being welcomed by the cheers and adulation of Canadien 

fans upon his return to Montreal, 'Boom Boom' was booed and jeered. Some Richard 

supporters became so enraged with Geoffrion that he was forced to hire a bodyguard to 

- - 

91 Sidney Kau. "The Strange Forces." I LO. 
'' Bernard Geoffrion and Stan Fischler. Boom Boonr: The Ll/e and Tinrrs of Bernard Gru//non (Toronto: 
McGraw-Hill Ryerson Limited. 1997). 1. 



protect his family after receiving numerous threatening phone calls and his children were 

harassed at  school." Geoffrion's cold reception reveals the extent to which Richard's 

popularity and stature had grown within French Canada. The fact that 'Boom Boom' was 

French Canadian and came from a workinp-class background did little to dilute the 

embittered feelings of Canadien fans. By 1955, Richard's identity was so inextricably 

!inked to French Canadians that his irnpcrtnnce to thcsc pcoplc had sutgroilii tlictt &ill 

his fellow teammates and the entire team. 

Two other post-riot instances confirmed the lingering effects of the Richard 

suspension. The final game of the regular season pitted the Canadiens against the Detroit 

Red Wings. This was a monumental match as both teams were tied for first place in the 

point standings. To the victor of this game would thus go the regular season championship 

and the Prince of Wales Trophy While the pregame hype was enormous. the game ended 

up being a one-sided affair with the Red Wings winning by a score of six goals to none. in 

the days that followed. editorials in the French-language papers wrote about ho~v the 

Canadiens had been hun by kchard's absence. 

In Le L)t.voir, Gerard Gosselin's editorials emphasized the victimization of the 

team as he accused the N.H.L. President and some league governors of conspiring to 

deprive the Canadiens of any success. From the time Richard was suspended up until the 

end of the Stanley Cup playoffs, this journalist continually called for Campbell's 

resignation, criticized his lackadaisical enforcement of the rules of play,'' and in one article 

stated: "Heureusement que M. Campbell n'est pas marie. S'il fallait qu'ayant un fils, il 

' I3  Geoffrion and Fischler.  boon^ Boonl. 9: Terry Scott. "Maurice hchard." 4 1. 



decide d'en faire un arbitre!'"5 Bert Souliere joined his fellow sportswriter in faulting 

Campbell for the Canadiens loss of the regular season championship and for the extra 

difficulties that lay ahead in the playoffs as a result of the loss of their best plaver: 

La suspension inlposee par Clarence Campbell a Maurice 
Richard. des Canadiens. vient d'avoir un premier rffet. Elle 
a prive les Habitants du charnpionnant de la saison 1954-55 
dam la Ligue de iioclcy Niktiurxtie.. , Carnpbeil mirite u n e  
'assistance' sur ce charnpionnat que les hommes de 
I'instructeur Jim Skinner viennent de conquerir . . Le 
Canadien, sans les services du valeureux Richard. est un 
tout autre club.. . . 

Richard est non seulement un dangereux compteur. un 
compteur opportuniste qui n'a pas son kgal pour chan, uer en 
une victoire. une defaite apparente, mais c'est une veritable 
inspiration pour ses coequipiers C'rst le ginera1 d r  I'equipe 
a i'ottensive. Son utilitk au jeu esr d i n e  valeur inestimable, 
Ses buts dramatiques sont suffisants parfois pour 
decourager l'adversaire. Les Canadiens peuvent gayner la 
coupe Stanley. meme sans kchard. hrais pour accomplir un 
tel expioit. il va falloir necessairement que les Habitants 
redoublent d'ardeur au j e u . .  11s ont perdu le Rocket au 
moment le plus critique de I'annie.. . . Et en autant qu'ils 
soient concernes, les Red W i n g  de Detroit peuvent dire un 
gros merci au president Clarence Campbell pour avoir 
rempone le championnat. La she re  sanction qu'il a 
imposee a I'as des Canadiens a joue un rdle d'une 
importance capitale sans leur triomphe de 6 a 0, triomphe 
qui a prive les Habitants de la tite du classement."" 

Such commentaries demonstrate that the foul taste left behind by 'The Rocket's' 

suspension had not dissipated and would not be easily forgotten by French Canadien fans. 

"" Lr Devoir. 18 March 1955. 19 March 1955. 21 March 1955. 22 blarch 1955.15 March 1955. 6 April 
1 Y 5 5 .  Clarence Campbell would not be removed from his post as N.H.L. President and ~vould remain in 
this position until 1977. 
'35 LP Devoir. 12  March 1955. 
')" bid.  



The complaints of French journalists persisted well into the playoffs and were more 

than apparent during the final series In the 1955 Stanley Cup finals the Detroit Red Wings 

would again meet up with the Montreal Canadiens This championship series turned out to 

be a long drawn-out battle that would be determined in the seventh and deciding game 

played in Detroit. Prior to the commencement of the series. Canadien coach Dick Lrvin 

had prsdicted that his team would bin tiir S~dnley Cup in fiw + i l l I r a  if Ric1la1-d w r e  in tile 

lineup "' Unfortunately for the Canadiens, thev would again find themselves on the losing 

end. as the Red Wings would prevail in the final match by a score of three to one and take 

home the Stanley Cup Again. as in the aftermath of the regular season tinale. French 

journalists in hlontreal harped upon the victimization of the Cnnadiens and suggested that 

if Richard had played. the outcome would have been much different /.rr l'rrsse highlighted 

and detailed the post-series remarks made by Canadirn coach Dick lwin in an article 

entitled "'Tous nos reves echahudes se sont envoles le soir du 17 mars', Irvin " Iwin 

stated that the turning point of the season occurred when the Canadiens lost the services 

of kchard. which assured the Red Wings of tirst place in the regular season. as well as the 

Stanlev Cup Championship 'IX 

The fact that Richard did not win the Art Ross Trophy and his team captured 

neither the Prince of Wales Trophy nor the Stanley Cup made Campbell's suspension, and 

what it came to symbolize, all the more difficult for French Canadians to forget. In the 

years that followed, the events that transpired during the Canadiens 19 54- 1 95 5 season 

would be remembered for different reasons. Generally, for English Canadians, the 

suspension of 'The Rocket' would be a reminder ofjustice being served. For French 

- Lr Devoir. 5 April 1055 



Canadians the suspension hardened 'racial' tensions in Quebec, a reminder of the authority 

which Anglophones exercised over Quebecois society. For others, the meaning of the riot 

would be recognized as the start of the .Quiet Revolution' Taken together. the events 

that surrounded the suspension and the riot clearly exposed the social frustrations which 

all French Canadians suffered and typified the transitional state of Franco-Quebec society 

Wirhin this atmosphere of ideo!cgical. demogrqdic. eccncmic 2nd social trmsformaticn. 

the 'Richard Riot'. like the other transitional developments in the labour movement. 

universities, print media. and world of arts and literature, pointed to the deep rooted 

socio-economic problems that affected French Canadians throughout Quebec. The 

symbolism and residual rnernor~es produced by the suspension and riot are what justie 

their socio-historical significance and establish them as something more than simply 

hockey incidents Altogether. the value of these sport-related events. like those found in 

the political, economic, or social spheres. can be measured according to the extent to 

which they reflect issues of importance in society at large. and encompass larger meanings. 

rl( La Presse. 15 April 1955. 



CHAPTER IV 

Hockey Night in Canada (conclusion) 

Central to the social significance of mass spon is its ability to produce highly 

charged symbolic and dramatic spectacles. Modern spon has developed into a cultural 

pursuit that. like no other, revolves entirelv around the clash of opponents. Unlike pre- 

industrial 'traditional' spon, mass spectator professional sport emphasizes the defeat of an 

opponent as the primal element of the game. The value of confrontations to the span of 

professional ice hockey in Canada is captured by Ken Dryden's statement 

Like the bearpits in Shakespeare's time. we attend hockey 
yamss as our popular theatre. I t  is a place where the 
monumental themes of Canadian life are played out - 
English and French. East and West. Canada and the United 
States, Canada and the world, the timeless tensions of 
commerce and culture. our struggle to survive and civilize 
winter. ' 

As teams and athletes acquired sociallv symbolic identities. winning and the achievement 

principal became vitally important components of the game. The confrontational 

environment of sport allowed for parallels to be made with the antagonisms that existed in 

society at large. Class, national, 'racial'. religious, economic, political and social 

antagonisms could all be 'played out' in the arena or playing field. This was especially true 

if a sport team or athlete acquired a set of representational meanings. 

Where does the 'kchard Riot' fit into all of this? First, the incident reveals how far 

sport, as a mass cultural pursuit, has developed since the arrival of industrialization. 



Second, it shows us how important symbolic identities were to fostering mass 

spectatorship. kchard's on ice confrontations quickly came to represent the daily 

struggles Francophones faced in the Anglophone-dominated world of work, as the 

N . H . L . 3  ethnic con~position paralleled that of Canadian society. The 'racial' abuse this 

player sutfered at the hands of his English opponents and the 'unjust '  treatment he 

receked from the English league-otficids providcd ihc pcrfest merapliar fix- rhe 

inequalities that existed in Quebec society. While English Canadians dominated Quebec 

socio-economically, the one place where their control did not exist was on the ice surface 

of the Montreal Forum. There French Canadians could celebrate their team's victories as 

personal triumphs over the Anglo-Saxon elite of Quebec. The 1940s and 1950s was a 

special hockey era for these people as they discovered an athletic tisure whose identitv 

surpassed that of his team. Maurice Richard dominated the hockey scene in  Nonh 

America for almost two decades and his on-ice supremacy instilled a sense of pride and 

honour upon French Canadians. He gave them a reason to 'strut their stuff and in 

defending his French-Canadian heritage each time he confronted the 'racism' of English 

opponents he became a heroic and symbolic figure for all French Canadians 

While the Canadiens and Maurice Richard may have fostered 'racial' and national 

unity at times, in reality they became conduits for the reinforcement of hegemonic values 

that countered the formation of working-class solidarity. First, the league in which they 

played provided an underlying message of how society ought to function. Aside from the 

'racial' parallels that could be made between the N.H.L. ' s  hierarchical structure and the 

composition of Quebec's workforce, the control, which the league president and on-ice 

' Ken Dryden and Roy MacGregor. Home Gavtr: Hockey and Lrfe in Conado (Toronto: McClelland & 



officials exercised over the players. matched the control which employers maintained over 

their employees at the workplace. Second, the achievement principle. which underlined the 

purpose of the game. was also central to the capitalist value system. The 'winning at all 

costs' mentality that was evinced by Richard's rise to supremacy and the qualities of hard 

work. dedication and perseverance he exemplified. reinforced the values of the dominant 

social order Third, as kchard's 'mcinl' identit.; x i t h  French Canadians Olosscnlcd it 

countered his class based symbolism. During his career. incidents of 'racism' and the 

interpretations of this treatment by French neo-nationalist journalists established Richard 

as more of a .national7 icon than strictly a working-chss hero 

Finally one of the more important contributions of the 'Richard Riot'. like most 

historical events. is its ability to help us understand the present-day state of sport. To this 

day, the legend of Maurice 'The Rocket' Richard lives on as French Canadians continue to 

pay him tribute. .At the closing ceremonies of the Montreal Forum in 1996. fans showed 

their unwavering admiration for this hockey legend by giving the retired athlete a ten- 

minute standing ovation. Hockey arenas, city streets and parks throughout Quebec have 

been named after this social icon and plans have been made to establish a Junior 'A' 

hockey team in Montreal to be called 'The Rockets' Richard's fame has also extended 

beyond the borders of his home province. Most recently, in recognition of all his 

accomplishments, he was given a star on the Canadian Walk of Fame located in Toronto. 

The N.H.L. has even named a trophy after him, which is awarded to the player who scores 

the most goals during the regular-season. In this present day. one wonders if any athlete or 

Stewart Inc.. 1989). 101. 



team will ever match the allure and influence that Richard and the Canadiens had over 

French Quebecers in the 1950s. 

Since his retirement from hockey a handhl of French-Canadian athletes have risen 

to prominence, the likes of which include Canadien forward Guy Latleur in the 1970s and 

two-time' Olympic gold medallist speed-skater Gaetan Boucher While these athletes may 

ha\.e represented !he " abilities and qualities of s prcplr str~~ggling :c asscn thcir 

.. . 
distinctiveness. their overall connection to the average French Canadian lacks the depth 

Richard established. Today 's most popular French athletes are Patrick Roy. an N. H L 

goaltender for the Colorado Avalanche. and Formula I racecar driver Jacques Villeneuve - 
The success of these two athletes continues to flaunt the abilities of French Canadians and. 

on occasion. Quebec politicians have attempted to use the popularity of the latter to 

fonvard their political agendas ' But the era of Maurice .The Rocket' Richard is clearly 

over 

With the increased commercialization of professional sport and with the escalating 

salaries that athletes are paid, the 'personal' connection that spectators were once able to 

foster with players like Richard are no longer possible. Multi-millionaire athletes are. to a 

large extent, disassociated from the mass of society. Likewise. the connections between 

professional sports franchises and their local communities have weakened as the ever- 

expanding commercialization of sport has resulted in the mass of society being unable to 

afford tickets to their games. Even at the participant level the commodification of hockey 

' Gaetan Boucher won gold medals in the 1.000 and I . j O O  meters speed skating events during the 1984 
winter Olympics. 
3 kchard Gruneau and David Whitson. Hockey .bPighr in Canada: Spurt. Identities and Culrrtral Pol~r lc .~  
(Toronto: Garamond Press. 1993). 123. 



has become so prevalent that it has resulted in the overall debasement of sport. ' 
Participation in this sport among children of the lower class is almost impossible due to the 

increasing costs of athletic equipment and league fees .As a cultural pursuit. spon 

continues to be a class-determined activity Even the value system that modern spon 

currently supports has changed since the time of Richard. While -winning ' was highly 

strcssed during his era, today the estrenlrs to which dMetes t ~ i l l  go in order ro i b i n  raises 

questions about the value of sport. The drive for success is partially seen through the 

Richard-like values of hard work and perseverance. but they have been corrupted by the 

numerous athletes who abuse themselves with performance enhancing drugs Moreover. 

the realm of spon continues to maintain its gender barriers as women are only n o L b  

beginning to make inroads into this predominantly male domain. When one considers hou 

far sport has developed from the initial stages of industrialization to the blaurice kchard  

era to the present day, it becomes more obvious that spon in Nonh America has changed 

dramatically, and with such changes the meanings embedded in one pan of popular culture 

have changed as well. 

-- - -- -- - - . -- 

' Each year Jacques Villcneuve returns to Montreal for the Fonnula I G m d  Pris r x e  hcld there. hc is 
bombarded with questions about his 'nationalih' 
5 See Allen Guttrnann's discussion of the debasement of sport and its corruption of culturc In ..I I lYtole 
.L 'w H d l  Game (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina. 1980). 
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